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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION
It gives me great pleasure to present this first issue of the Journal of Amazonian Languages (JAL).
There are a number of reasons why the launching of a journal dedicated to the study of Amazonian
languages is timely and ought to be useful to both researchers who specialize in research on Amazonian
languages as well as to the general community of linguists. First, the number of researchers, funded
projects, and centers of study of Amazonian languages are growing rapidly in quantity and quality. In the
U.S., there are now researchers at Rice University, The University of Oregon, The University of North
Carolina, and The University of Pittsburgh. In Brazil, there are respectable centers at the Museu Goeldi
at Para, the Museu Nacional in Rio, the Federal University of Goias, the University ofBrasilia, and the
State University of Campinas, among others. Similar growth seems to be occuring in other countries.
The need for a publication outlet dedicated to this research, one able to serve as a centralized source of
information on these languages was a major impetus in my desire to launch JAL. The second principal
justification for founding JAL has been the important impact that Amazonian research has had on linguistic theory. The publications of Desmond Derbyshire and Geoffrey Pullum on object-initial languages
and their subsequent efforts in editing the Handbook of Amazonian Languages have been very important in directing senior and junior scholars into research on these languages (R.M.W. Dixon, p.c., credits
the Handbook of Amazonian Languages as a decisive factor in the inauguration of his own research on
Amazonfan languages).
Amazonian languages have been studied since the 1500s. From words gleaned by Portuguese sailors
from the Tupinamba who inhabited villages scattered along thousands of miles of Brazilian coastline, to
conversations transcribed by the French Calvinist missionary, Jean de Lery and the brilliant grammatical
and lexical work of the Portuguese Jesuit, Padre Jose de Anchi eta, the discovery and study of Amazonian
languages and peoples has had an important impact on the Western mind - in philosophy, theology,
anthropology, and linguistics, to name the most affected disciplines.
Like many endangered languages of the Americas, Amazonian languages proved robust initially in the
presence of Europeans and their languages. As Guarani remained first dominant over then equal to
Spanish in what is current-day Paraguay, so Tupinamba, a closely related Tupi-Guarani language, survived even the death of the people whose language it originally was. As many of the Jesuits had learned
Tupinamba, they began to teach it to other indigenous peoples, rather than take the time to learn the large
number of other indigenous languages that they encountered. This latinized, creole version ofTupinamba
became popular throughout Brazil, coming to be known as Nheengatu ('good tongue'). Its popularity
grew to such an extent that King Joao V of Portugal prohibited its use in the early 18th century, in order
to revive and guarantee the use of Portuguese.
In the twentieth century, the vast bulk of the documentation of Amazonian languages still results from
the efforts of missionaries, although, happily, professional linguists are taking on a growing share of this
work. In the USA, the number of linguists specializing in research on Amazonian languages and holding
tenure-stream appointments in linguistics departments at research universities has grown from exactly
two in 1988 (Doris Payne at the University of Oregon and me at the University of Pittsburgh) to at least
four now, including Spike Gildea at Rice University and Megan Crowhurst at the University of North
Carolina. Four is sti'll a small number, but new doctoral students are being trained in Amazonian research
and one hopes that the number of researchers on Amazonian languages from around the world will grow
substantially over the next few years. This of course depends on employment and tenure opportunities
1

for people engaged in such research, so it is also hoped that departments of Anthropology and Linguistics around the world will recognize the scientific urgency and unique value of the study of Amazonian
languages in their hiring decisions.
Amazonian languages have increased our understanding of universal phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Our debt as scientists to these languages is already large and
growing annually. However, the impact of Amazonian languages on linguistic theorizing has been less
than might have been expected. The reason for this falls partially under what Tony Kroch (p.c.) once
referred to as the 'data-purification' problem. When data are discovered which could alter the development of linguistic theory, the immediate questions to ask are, 'Are the data reliable?' and 'Is the analysis
accurate and well-argued?' When few, if any, other people have access to the data, claims are extremely
difficult to evaluate. So, unlike, say, work on European languages where the data can be verified with
relative ease, and thus the data are in principle more able to be evaluated, the 'purity' of the Amazonian
data can be less reliable. Another reason that studies of Amazonian languages have had a relatively small
impact on linguistic theory (at least in Europe and North America) is that the bulk of studies of these
languages has appeared in relatively obscure publication outlets, in languages less widely spoken or read
(at least by theoretical linguists).

JAL cannot solve all of these problems. But it can help. By providing rigorous review, readers can at
least be assured that the quality of argumentation in all JAL articles will be high and that authors will
have had to answer probing questions about the nature of the data used in their studies. By providing a
North American financial and editorial base, it is hoped that important work by researchers outside of
North America will receive greater attention from the international linguistics community. At least as
other linguists become aware of the data and analyses of these languages, they can decide how and
whether it needs further testing.

WARI' PHONETIC STRUCTURES
Margaret R. MacEachern, Barbara Kern and Peter Ladefoged
This paper describes the phonetic characteristics of Wari', an endangered language spoken in Brazil.
Wari' has an otherwise unattested vowel inventory (i, y, e, ~.a, o). The qualities of stressed and stressless vowels are described in tenns of their formant frequencies; variation in the production of these
vowels, both within and across speakers, is discussed. Voice onset time values for the stop consonants
are given, and various unusual phenomena such as the presence of contrastive glottalization, and the
realization of two sounds - roughly characterized as alveolar tap and post-alveolar fricative - which
vary considerably across speakers). The location of main phrasal stress is briefly discussed.
The Wari' language is spoken along the Pacaas Novas river in Western Rondonia, Brazil (see Figure
I). Everett and Kem (in press) state that there are about 1,300 speakers of the language; a 1986 Summer
Institute of Linguistics survey places the number at between 990 and 1147 (Grimes 1988). Voegelin and
Voegelin 1978 place Wari' (Pacas Novas) in their Arawakan: Chapacura-Wanhaman: Guapore: Madeira
grouping, along with the extinct languages Jaru and Tora(z), and extant Urupa (Txapacura). Grimes
1988 categorizes Wari' (Oro Wari, Pakaasnovos, Jaru, Uomo, Pakaanovas, Pacaas-Novos, Pakaanova,
Pacahanovo) as a Chapacura: Madeira language, and describes it as isolated. (Note also that Grimes lists
Jaru as an alternate name for Wari', rather than as a distinct language.) Everett and Kem (in press) and
Ladefoged and Everett (in press), which are the only other publications on this language', point out that
another Chapacuran language, Oro Win, was spoken in an adjacent area, but there are now only five
living speakers in Brazil and perhaps a few more in Bolivia. They note that the only other living Chapacuran
language is More, which is spoken by a single elderly speaker.

Perhaps, all Amazonian languages are endangered for one of two reasons. The first is a common one,
namely, that speakers of some languages are ceasing to speak an indigenous language and switching to
the national language. The second is less common and more serious - although some of these languages
are spoken by all members of relatively monolingual populations, these populations are themselves in
danger of extinction. Groups such as the Juma (eight living speakers), the Maimande (less than sixty
speakers), the Banawa (less than eighty speakers), and the Piraha (around two hundred speakers) all may
have died out in the next few decades unless they receive significant outside assistance, at the very least
in securing their land rights and preventing further incursions of outside settlers. To be realistic, in light
of these facts, as sad as it sounds, one of the most important goals of JAL is to contribute to the historical
record of these languages for posterity, as studies conducted in the next few years may be the last opportunity available to document the structures of these languages. More positively, it is hoped that JAL will
as a forum for articles on language preservation in Amazonia.
I would be very grateful to readers for suggestions on improving both the form and content of the
journal. Also, the journal can only succeed if fieldworkers and others submit resources for review, so I do
hope that the excellent articles of this first number will serve to attract other submissions.
Afinal note: each of the articles in this first issue is the result of original field work by (at least one of) the
authors.
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Figure 1. The location of the Wari' language.
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The data for this study consist principally of recordings of 6 male and 6 female speakers made in
Guajara Mirim in July 1995. The words and phrases were elicited by the second author, who is a fluent
speaker of Wari'. The recordings were made on a DAT recorder, using a close-talking, noise-canceling
microphone for each speaker individually. The frequency response was substantially flat throughout the
audible range, and the signal/noise ratio was nearly always greater than 45 dB. (The exceptions were
due to occasional uncontrollable outside noise, and the fact that two of the women spoke very quietly;
nevertheless, the recordings analyzed always had a signal/noise ratio better than 40 dB.) All recordings
were made at 48,000 samples/second; these were then down-sampled to 8,000 samples/second for acoustic
analysis, so as to provide greater precision in the frequency scale (see Ladefoged 1996: 177 for an explanation of this technique).

VOWELS
In this section, we discuss several topics: the qualities of stressed vowels, the existence of contextually-determined allophones of stressed vowels, the qualities of stressless vowels, and the occurrence of
vowel sequences in the language.
The vowel inventory ofWari' is large for a lowland Amazonian language (Everett and Kern [in press]),
and Wari' vowels are unevenly distributed in the vowel space. Wari' has five vowels, i, e, a, o, y, plus an
additional vowel, ti, which is comparatively uncommon and occurs only after a limited range of consonants. (The front rounded vowel y is transcribed ii in Everett and Kern [in press].) This inventory is
exceptional in two respects. First, a study of several large typological surveys (Ruhlen 1975, Crothers
1978, and Maddieson 1984) indicates that the vowel inventory of Wari' has not been reported for any
other language. Crothers 1978 reports the most common six-vowel inventories to be {i, e, £, u, o, J} and
{i, £, 1, a, u, J}. Typologically, the existence of even one front rounded vowel in a six-vowel system is
unexpected; the existence of two is remarkable.
Second, the Wari' vowel inventory seems to ignore the principle of dispersion argued for by Crothers
1978, Lindblom 1986, 1990, and others. This principle is differently formulated by different authors,
but essentially it says that vowels will be widely and evenly distributed in the vowel space. For example,
Lindblom 1990 provides a model for determining the optimal vowel system, given an inventory of a
particular size. Lindblom's model projects {i, a, u, £, J, a} as the favored six-vowel inventory; again,
note the lack of front rounded vowels.
It is true that the vowel ti is limited in its occurrence and distribution within the language; however,
even the remaining five vowels, if considered as a group, are unexpected on typological and theoretical
grounds. This is largely because of the inclusion of y.

STRESSED VOWELS
Table I gives examples of the five vowels of Wari' that can occur after each of the possible syllable
onsets. Wherever possible, the vowel is in a final open syllable, where it is stressed. Asterisks denote
places in which a particular vowel does not occur after a certain consonant in stressed position. Table 2
exemplifies the sixth Wari' vowel, 0, which occurs only after t, k, 1, m, h, j. Many (but not all) of these
words appear to have an onomatopoeic basis.
Formant charts showing the qualities of these vowels are given in Figures 2 and 3. The formant values
were recorded with the aid of linear predictive coding (LPC) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra
from a Kay Elemetrics Computer Speech Laboratory (CSL). Formant measurements were taken in the
4

middle of the steady-state portion of the vowel, or simply in the middle of the vowel itself, if no steadystate portion was present. The filter order was set to 10 poles for analyzing the speech of the female
consultants, and 12 poles for analyzing the speech of the male consultants. In these and all other charts
in this paper, the vowels are plotted using the UCLA program PlotFormants; the axes on these charts
represent Hz on a Bark scale. Figures 2 and 3 show Fl vs. F2; the points plotted r~present the mean
formant values for that vowel for each speaker. Ellipses around the mean are drawn with axes onthe first
two principal components, enclosing all points within two standard deviations of the mean.
Table 1. Vowels in final, stressed, syllables of words.
a
e
papa
1an
pe
no
pi
p
stingray
to put down
bee (sp.)
pita
kote
ka
t *
fish
(sp.)
his father
koka
Jike1
k koki
fish (sp.)
shell corn
its thigh
tokwa
tokwe
kw tokwi
corn drink
Brazil nut
its seed
ka1a
ma1e
1 1i1
bird (sp.)
OK (fem.)
to tear
hyma
teme
m komi
lizard
ant (sp.)
its water
wina
mene
n pe ni
my head
my thing
to be separate
kafa1
?ofe
f kafi1
single man's bed
fruit (sp.)
to be sick
to ha
hebe
h hi hi
to shine
to hesitate
owl (sp.)
A\llp
Met
M
to be fast
to approach
1ara
k"ere
r nari
to do
my body
to be related
kawa
towe
w tawi
toy arrow
to be fat
honey
mija
1je ?je1
j maji
to be much
hawk (sp.)
let's go

pokpok
to boil
kawoto1
clay pot
koko
basket type

*
koky
my blood

*

*

to1o
feminine name
kamo
bird (sp.)
wino
cashew
nafo1
fish (sp.)
maho
vulture

1a1y
feminine name
fymy
my heart
myny
my belly
kyfy
my machete
oro kohy
cedar tree

*

*

noro
to look
kowo
frog (sp.)
wajo
hawk (sp.)

nyry
to blow
1awy
toucan
kyjy
bird (sp.)

Table 2. Words illustrating the sixth Wari' vowel, P.
m
1
k
t
kam0
ko10k
k0k
tokorom mao t0
water rodent (sp.)
fish
(sp.)
fish
(sp.)
masculine name
5

y
kopy
my manioc

0

j

h

j0k
to push

10h0
to cough

In the typical case, the speaker means were calculated on the basis of six tokens (two tokens of three
words) for the vowels a, e, i, o, y and twelve tokens (two tokens of six words) for the vowel 0. (The
words used for measurements of a, e, i, o, y are those in Table I that illustrate the vowel after p, k, and 1
; the words used for measurements of 0 are those in Table 2.) However, one female speaker provided
only one token of each word, and there were also 9 unanalyzable or mjspronounced tokens from other
speakers. A word was considered to have been mispronounced if its vowel was located in the Fl-F2
space at a point more than three standarad deviations away from the mean of other tokens of this vowel
as spoken by this speaker. This happened on 6 occasions, presumably because the speaker misunderstood the word that was required.
The distribution of vowels in the Wari' vowel space is surprising. Both y and JJ are definitely front
vowels. As a result, instead of being evenly distributed, four of the six vowels cluster about the upper
front regions of the vowel space. Asymmetric distribution would have required the high rounded vowel
to be back rather than front. Clearly, the Wari' data we have presented here are at variance both with the
findings of crosslinguistic surveys such as those reported above, and with the theoretical models proposed to account for such data.
Crowded inventories raise the problem of maintaining distinctions among vowels of different qualities. Figures 2 and 3 show that a and o are distinct from i, y, e, and 0, for all speakers. 0 is also distinct
from i for all speakers. However, i and y overlap, as do e and 0 in the F1 vs F2 plots for male speakers,
and y also overlaps with 0 and (very slightly) withe. Among the female speakers, y overlaps with 0, e
and i. There is also a slight overlap between e and i.
The vowel y was observed during recording to involve lip-rounding, which has a significant effect on
F3 in high front vowels. Figures 4 and 5 show Fl vs. F3 plots for male and female speakers, respectively. The tokens shown are the same as those reported above, except that there was one additional
token for which it was not possible to locate a value of F3. It may be seen that i and y are clearly
distinguished by the location of F3. Note that there is still a considerable amount of overlap between e
and 0 for the male speakers. This may be related to the low functional load borne by the 0 vowel. (We
have omitted o from consideration in these F3 plots, as this vowel is well distinguished from the other
five vowels in terms of its Fl and F2 values).
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Figure 2. Fl vs. F2 of stressed vowels as produced by 6 male speakers. See text for a description of
the scaling procedures.
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Figure 3. Fl vs. F2 of stressed vowels as produced by 6 fem ale speakers.
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The amount of variation in vowel quality was found to differ greatly across speakers. The most
conservative of our twelve consultants kept all stressed vowels distinct, even on an Fl vs. F2 chart, as
illustrated in Figure 6. The speaker who showed the most variation provided several sets of overlapping
vowels. When the values were plotted on an Fl vs. F2 plot, i and 0 intersected, as did 0, y, and e, as
shown in Figure 7. In Figures 6 and 7, each point plotted represents a single measurement. All values
(six tokens for each of the vowels a, e, i, o, and y, and twelve tokens for the vowel 0) are present for the
speaker represented by Figure 6; one token of 0 is missing for the speaker represented by Figure 7.
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Figure 4. Fl vs. F3 of stressed vowels as produced by 6 male speakers.
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Figure 7. Fl vs. F2 of Wari' vowels in stressed syllables as produced by one (female) speaker.
There are also large differences in the size of the ellipses for the different vowels pooled across speakers (see Figures 2-5). We will now compare the relative amounts of variation in the realization of
stressed vowels of different qualities, both within and across speakers, in a quantitative manner. One
way of describing this variation is to consider the area of the ellipses. (The reader will recall that these
ellipses include all points within two standard deviations of the mean.) Tables 3and 4 provide rectangles
describing this variation; the long and short sides of the rectangles represent the principle axes of the
ellipses.

Table 3. Variation in Fl and F2 of stressed vowels produced by male speakers.
e
y
a
0
PO
GO
JO
OR
SL

00

--• - -•
-- - --

•
-- --

•

-

•- •

-

•

JO

..-

Our auditory impression was that some Wari' stressed vowels have centering glides in open syllables.
In order to test this hypothesis, first and second formant measurements were made at the midpoints and
ends of stressed vowels in 62 tokens. The tokens were produced by three male and three female speakers, randomly chosen, and included representations of each of the six stressed vowels. The direction of
formant movement of centralized vowels differs depending on where the uncentralized vowel is located
in the vowel space. For the purposes of this test, we use simple formant indices: we assume that raising
is inversely proportional to Fl, and fronting is inversely proportional to F2.
Centralized a will have a lower Fl frequency; the vowel is already central, so we would not expect F2
movement. Centralized i and y will have both higher Fl and lower F2, as the vowels are lowering and
backing. Centralized e and 0 will have just a lowered F2. Centralized o will have just a higher F2.
Paired samples t-tests were conducted on the values of Fl at the midpoints and endpoints of a, i, and
y. In addition, paired samples t-tests were conducted on values of F2 at the midpoints and endpoints of
o, i, y, e, and 0. Each vowel quality was represented by from 7 to 13 tokens. The results of these tests
give some support to the hypothesis that stressed vowels center in the front-back dimension in open
syllables; they do not support the hypothesis that these vowels center in the height dimension.
The difference in Fl measurements for a was probably significant, but in the wrong direction: we
found mean formant values of 842 Hz at the midpoint, versus 902 Hz at the endpoint (t=2.20, p<.05).
The vowel a appears to be lowering somewhat in open stressed syllables, rather than raising. The
difference in Fl measurements for i and y was nonsignificant, whether the data was considered in the
aggregate or separated by vowel quality (in all tests, p>.05). We conclude that the high front vowels do
not manifest lowering glides in open syllables.
The only F2 measurements that were even probably significant were those for i, in which the mean
was 2516 Hz at the midpoint versus 2407 Hz at the endpoint (t=2.23, p < .05). The midpoint mean of F2
for o was 967 Hz, while the endpoint mean was l 091 Hz. This difference is in the expected direction, but
it was not statistically significant (p>.05). The F2 measurements for y, e, and 0 also showed nonsignifi11

cant differences (in all cases, p>.05). However, as for o, the midpoint and endpoint means all showed
movement in the centering (in this case, backing) direction: mean midpoint F2 for y = 2245 Hz; endpoint F2 = 2156 Hz; mean midpoint F2 fore= 2305 Hz; endpoint F2 = 2248 Hz; mean midpoint F2 for
0 = 2249 Hz; endpoint F2 = 2238 Hz. Finally, the aggregate test showed a significant difference in
mean F2 values when the data sets for i, y, e, and 0 were combined (2333 Hz at midpoint versus 2260
Hz, t=2.02, p<.005). We conclude that it is possible that all front and back vowels undergo centering
glides in stressed open syllables, but more data would be needed to establish this statistically.
Another stressed vowel for which allophones have been proposed is e. Everett and Kem (in press)
suggest that this vowel is somewhat higher and more front (i.e. 1) before nasals and somewhat lower (i.e.
e) before oral stops than it is in open syllables and before 1 (where it is e). The words in Table 5 illustrate
these contexts. Formant charts are shown in Figures 8 and 9. In the typical case, each speaker provided
two tokens of each word representing what we might ca!J the m tokens (illustrating phonological e
before an m), the k tokens (e before k), and thee tokens (e in open syllables and before glottal stop).
One female speaker, however, provided only one token of each word, and one token from a female
speaker was unanalyzable.
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Table 5. Stressed e in various environments. The symbol at the top of each column indicates the
quality of the allophone proposed by Everett and Kern (in press) for this context.
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komem
deer (sp.)

e
?an pe
to put down
3000 2500
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Figure 9. Variation in e as produced by 6 female speakers.
For the male speakers, two-samples t-tests assuming unequal variances showed that e is significantly
higher and fronter in open syllables and before 1 (mean Fl 466 Hz) than it is before oral stops (mean Fl
521 Hz, t= 2.04, p<.005). The Fl of thee tokens was not significantly lower than that of them tokens
(p>.05), but the difference between the means was in the expected direction (the mean Fl of the m
tokens was 498 Hz). The F2 values for thee tokens (mean=l 980 Hz) were very significantly higher than
those of both the k tokens (mean=1844 Hz; t=2.12, p<.001) and them tokens (mean=l833 Hz, t=2.12,
p<.001).
For the female speakers, the results are similar. The differences between the Fl of the e tokens
(mean=546 Hz) and that of both the k tokens (mean=613 Hz, t=2.02) and them tokens (mean=613 Hz,
1=2.03) were only probably significant (p<.05). The F2 values for thee tokens (mean=2525 Hz) were
very significantly higher than those of both the k tokens (mean=2307 Hz, t=2.09, p<.001) and them
tokens (mean=2351 Hz; t=2.12, p<.005).
No significant differences were found between the k and m tokens, either for Fl or F2 values. Thus,
we can say that lowered, backed allophones of e tend to be produced before nasals and oral stops.
Everett and Kern's observation on the allophonic realization of e is borne out by the analyses performed
here, although not in its smallest details.

r 1100

Figure 8. Variation in e as produced by 6 male speakers. e represents the vowel in open syllables
and before glottal stop; m represents the production of the vowel before m, and k represents the
vowel before k.
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STRESSLESS VOWELS
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Unstressed vowels (in the first syllable of each word) are illustrated in Table 6. Formant charts showing the qualities of these vowels are given in Figures 10 and 11. In the typical case, each speaker
contributed two values per vowel (one from each token of one word). A total of 17 values (I 0 for
women, 7 for men) were missing in this analysis: one female speaker provided only one token of each
word, several vowels were so faint as to be unanalyzable, and two tokens involved mispronunciations.
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Table 6. Words illustrating stressless vowels.
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Figure 10. Fl vs. F2 of stressless vowels as produced by 6 male speakers.
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Comparison of Figures 10 and 11 to Figures 2 and 3 indicates, as expected, that unstressed vowels are
subject to greater variability in formant values, and are more centralized than stressed vowels.
The stressless vowels can also be compared to the stressed vowels in terms of rounding. Formant
plots illustrating Fl vs. F3 are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Again, o has been omitted to make these
figures easier to read.
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Figure 11. Fl vs. F2 of stressless vowels as produced by 6 female speakers.
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As illustrated in Table 7, various sequences of the vowels i, e, a, o can occur in Wari', but like vowels
do not occur in the same syllable. The vowel y can be followed only by i, and~ does not occur in any
sequences, further demonstrating the unusual nature of these two vowels.

- 200

Table 7. Words illustrating sequences of vowels.
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kao7
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Figure 12. Fl vs. F3 of stressless vowels for 6 male speakers.

Comparison of Figures 10-13 to Figures 2-5 illustrates the reduced effect of F3 in distinguishing
among the stressless versions of front vowels, when compared to the effect of this same formant in
distinguishing among stressed versions of front vowels. For example, stressless i and y overlap for both
male and female speakers on both Fl vs. F2 and Fl vs. F3 plots. The similarity in F3 values for i and y,
evident in Figures 12 and 13, indicates that y unrounds somewhat under reduction.
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ei
wijei
its blossom
wijein?
to be bitter

oi
yi
toi
Jyin?
to fly (pl.) snail
noin?
navel

Table 8. Wari' consonants.

- 900

I

ai
Jai
to be hot
pain?
to toast

The consonants of Wari' are shown in Table 8.

- 800

I I I I I I

io
Jio
to be cold
7io7
louse

CONSONANTS

- 700

- 1000

eo
Jeo
to be agreeable
jeo?
my grandfather

Figure 13. Fl vs. F3 of stressless vowels for 6 female speakers.

Bilabial
Stop
p
Nasal
m
Fricative
Tap
Approximant

Dental
t
n

Post-alveolar

Velar
k

Labialized velar
kw

I

M

j

w

Glottal
7

f

h

There is in addition a special consonant, transcribed tP by Everett and Kern (in press), and ij by
Ladefoged and Everett ([in press]) which has been observed in only about 25 words in the language. We
discuss this sound briefly at the end of this section.
There are no voicing contrasts in Wari'. As is common in such circumstances, the stops, p, t, k, and
kw, are typically voiceless unaspirated and may become partially voiced when intervocalic. The voice
onset time (VOT) was measured between the beginning of the release burst and the onset of periodic
voicing. Mean values for each stop in intervocalic position are shown in Table I0. These values are
based on ten speakers' productions of two tokens each of 10 words. Missing values for two speakers one male and one female - reduced our subject pool to ten speakers for this investigation. The words
used for VOT measurements are listed in Table 9.
Table 9. Words illustrating stop consonants in intervocalic position.
e
a
p papa
?anpe
to put down
stingray
pita
kote ka
fish (sp.)
his father
k koka
Jike?
fish (sp.)
shell com
tokwa
tokwe
Brazil nut
corn drink
17

The measurements were submitted to a repeated-measures analysis of variance test with VOT as the
dependent variable and consonant (p, t, k or kw), token (first or second), quality of following vowel (a or
e), and speaker gender as the independent variables. The test revealed a highly significant difference in
VOT by consonant (F=37.98; p<.00 I). Other effects investigated (gender, quality of following vowel [a
or e], token number, quality of following vowel by token, and consonant by quality of following vowel
by token) were not significant. Accordingly, the values shown in Table 10 are the mean VOTs pooled
across all variables except place of articulation. These VOT values vary much like those in other languages (see Cho and Ladefoged, forthcoming, for a survey of the effects of place of articulation on VOT
in some similar languages).
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e
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a

n

6000
N

I

:::n
u
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4000

(l)

:::::;
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(l)

L

u_

2000

Table 10. Mean VOT (ms) of Wari' stops for 5 male and 5 female speakers.
P
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VOT

k
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1
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wak

pa?

Mam

nan

grub worm

bone

to cut

to kill

fish

wound

:::n
u

c

The status of glottal stop is somewhat different from that of the other consonants of Wari', principally
in its anomalous distribution. Like the other stops, it occurs word-initially and word-finally, as shown in
Tables 1 and 11. It is clearly phonemic, as shown by the phrases in Table 12. Spectrograms of the first
pair of phrases are shown in Figure 14. The glottalization is quite subtle, but speakers and listeners can
regularly distinguish these phrases.

minamemem

he gives fruit

the fruit tree is producing

4000

:::::;

er
(l)

u_

mi?namemem

m

(l)

L

she calls her 'my older sister'

a

6000

n

?at

she is vomiting

n

I

kap

Table 12. Phrases establishing the phonemic status of glottal stop.
we?na
wenam

e

N

Table 11. Words illustrating the complete set offlnal consonants.
t

650

Time, msec

Only the nasals and non-labialized stops can occur in final position, as shown by the examples in
Table 11. Final stops are usually unreleased.

p

325

0

kw
58

2000

325

0

650

Time, msec
Figure 14. Spectrograms of the phrases we? na, 'she is vomiting' and we nam 'she calls her ''my
older sister"' as produced by one male speaker.
The anomalous facet of the distribution of the glottal stop is that it can occur after a nasal and before
a word boundary. In so doing it violates the normal Wari' syllable structure, which is CV(V)(C). On
many (perhaps all) of the occasions when 1 occurs after a consonant at the end of a word, it forms a
separate morpheme. Everett and Kem (in press), noting the occurrence of 1 after mand n, decided that
m7 and n7 were single phonemes, and thus that words ending in these sounds did not violate Wari'
syllable structure. The disadvantage of this analysis is that it posits two phonemes that differ from all
other consonants in being restricted to appearance in word-final position. The contrasts involved are
illustrated in Table 12. Spectrograms illustrating these contrasts are shown in Figure 15.

Table 12. The contrast between plain and glottalized nasals.
m

n
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hwam
nan

fish
wound

m1

mam?
tan?

n1

19

to find
to arrive (pl.)

h w

dental stop. Each of these three variants is represented in the spectrograms in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Spectrograms of the words hwam 'fish' and mam? 'to find' as produced by one male
speaker.
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We also looked at the acoustic characteristics of intervocalic glottal stop in the words ka?a 'bird (sp.)'
and ma?e 'OK (fem.)'. In many cases, voicing was continuous, although of low amplitude and often
heavily glottalized as well. In other cases, we observed rather long silent intervals (in one case as high
as 130 ms). The typical intervocalic glottal stop, however, fell in between these two extremes, and
consisted of short stretches of irregular voicing separated by brief periods of silence or very low-amplitude non-periodic noise.
The distribution of the tap r is also anomalous, in that it can occur only intervocalically. We do not
know the historical origin of this sound. It is similar to American English r in words such as pui, 'pity',
except that it has a dental articulation. This sound is subject to variation within and across speakers; we
have noted three variants. It may be realized as a voiceless dental stop, a tap, or as a partially voiced

Figure 16. Aspectrogram of the word ?ara 'to do' as produced by three speakers. From top to
bottom: male, male, female.
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A post-alveolar fricativef (represented by xin the orthography used by Barbara Kem) was listed in the
consonant chart, but neither the symbol f nor the post-alveolar fricative designation are entirely appropriate. This sound varies considerably from speaker to speaker, and from one phonetic context to another. We have noted s, ts,f, tf, and (rarely) productions that we have characterized as sts. None of the
sts variants of x that we observed exhibited a release burst following the silent interval. The only strong
distributional tendency we observed for this sound is that it is overwhelmingly (but not exclusively) the
fricative exponent which occurs in intervocalic position. Spectrograms of various realizations of this
sound appear in Figures 17-20.
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Figure 18. One token of the orthographic word xuin' 'snail', produced by a male speaker, illustratingf
variant of~
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Figure 19. One token of the orthographic word xique' 'shell corn', produced by a male speaker,
illustrating tf variant of!·
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Figure 17. 1\vo tokens of the orthographic word xowi' 'rain', produced by a single female speaker,
illustrating s and ts variants oh.
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Figure 20. One token of the orthographic word cainaxi' 'our daughter (spoken by a woman)',
produced by a female speaker, illustrating sts variant of!·
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Finally in this account of the consonants we will consider the sound ij, which occurs in a limited
number of words, some of which are shown in Table 13. This sound, which is discussed in more detail by
Ladefoged and Everett (in press), is a voiceless dental plosive which is released in such a way as to form
a labial trill. It contrasts with t (and all other consonants), and has to be considered as a single sound.
The articulation is not a combination of any two of the other consonants in Wari', and Wari' has no
consonant clusters.

Table 13. Words contrasting ij and t.
fiiofiio
' '
ijoijoowe7
fiiowem fiiowem
'
ijym
0

to be pleasant
chicken
dragonfly
to be green

toto
towe

to paint
to be fat

tom

to burn

The articulation of ij may be seen from the palatogram and linguagram of ijym 'to be green' in
Figure 21. The palatogram on the left shows that there was full lingual contact on the upper teeth and the
front part of the alveolar ridge. The linguagram on the right shows the part of the blade of the tongue that
makes this contact. There is only light contact in the midline near the tip of the tongue, which can be seen
more clearly on the original photograph in the area between the dashed white lines. The part of the
tongue in the midline further back on the blade did not contact the roof of the mouth. The shaping of the
tongue blade and tip forms a narrow jet of air when the closure is released.

Spectrographic analyses of this sound are shown in Figure 22. In example (a) on the left of the figure,
the lips were slightly apart when the t closure was released at what has been marked as time 0. They were
sucked together at the time marked by the arrow at the top of the picture, and then blown apart, forming
a bilabial fricative. By the time of the second arrow at the top of the picture they had been drawn together
again so that a complete closure was formed. Almost instantly they were blown apart and sucked together again at the time of the third arrow, and released a little later into a very fricative vowel. There
were thus three taps in this tri II. Example (b) on the right of the figure illustrates the more common form
of this sound as produced by our speakers (all of whom were thoroughly familiar with this sound). The
lips vibrate but with not sufficient magnitude to cause a series of closures followed by releases; instead
the lips are moving only slightly while in a bilabial fricative position.
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Figure 22. Spectrograms of the Wari' word [ijym], 'to be green' (a) pronounced with an observable trill; (b) the more usual form in which the tremors of the lips form a bilabial fricative rather
than a trill.

STRESS
The major stress in a Wari' phrase is on the last syllable of the verb or verbal compound; secondary
stresses appear on other syllables. The following examples show the location of main stress, indicated by
underlining, moving steadily away from the beginning of the sentence as the verbal compound is lengthened in various constructions. In the final example, kep kep ?araJirapa? is an embedded sentence; na
'consent' is the verb, so it is na that bears main stress.

Figure 21. Palatogram and linguagram of Wari' [ijym] 'to be green'.

kw Jirapa? kam kwa?
'touch' - 3 sg. irr.,l sg. - f. - 'this' m. or f.
She should touch me.
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kep .!@ Jirapa? kam kwa?
'touch' -'touch' - 3 sg. irr., I sg. - f. - 'this ' m. or f.
She should continually touch me.

ke p ke par a
Cl)

>
as
31:

kep kep ?ar_g Jirapa? kam kwa?
'touch' -'touch' - 'not' - 3 sg. irr.,1 sg. - f. - 'this ' m. or f.
She should not continually touch me.

0
LL

>

kep kep ?ara Jiralill? ?inam kam kwa?
'touch'-'touch' - 'not' - 3 sg. irr.,l sg. -verbal infl. - f. - 'this' m. or f.
'She should not continually touch me' I (say) of her.
kep kep ?ara Jirapa? na ?inam kam kwa? me
'touch'-'touch' - 'not' - 3 sg. irr.,1 sg. - 'consent' - verbal infl. - f. - 'this' m. or f. - emph.
'She should not continually touch me' consenting, I (say) of her.
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The first three speakers did not record this set of examples, and some of the remaining 9 speakers did
not produce the complete set of sentences in a fluent way, with just the stresses as shown here. It was,
however, clear that the general pattern was as indicated. Figure 23 shows the analysis of one speaker
producing the first, third and fourth of these sentences (the fourth is reproduced in truncated form). It
may be seen that the largest peak in the intensity record and a peak in the pitch record occur on the
stressed syllables; these points are marked with arrows in the figure.
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Figure 23. The waveforms, fundamental frequency and intensity in three sentences of Wari' (see
text), indicating the major sentence stress.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Noun classification is a characteristic of some languages in which nouns and their associated elements
are grouped into a number of linguistically marked categories based on salient semantic features such as
gender, animate/inanimate status, size, shape, texture, number, flexibility, solidity, fluidity, body parts
and so on. Systems of noun classification occur in widely separated and historically unrelated languages
and show similar features in cross-linguistic comparisons (Allan 1977:301). Ethnobiological classification,
the classification of plants and animals as found in indigenous and folk cultures, is based on salient
morphological features of biological organisms, and shows remarkable similarity in cross-cultural
comparisons (Berlin 1992:27). In this paper, noun classification in the Machiguenga language of Peru is
discussed in the light of linguistic, cognitive and ethnobiological theory. Since a large proportion of
Machiguenga noun classifiers are concerned with plants, animals and their constituent parts (leaves,
stems, flowers, bones, skin, teeth and so on), the Machiguenga language provides an excellent opportunity
to study the similarities and differences between noun classification and ethnobiological classification.
With the exception of a few illustrative examples drawn from personal communications (see Doris
Payne 1987; Derbyshire and Payne 1990), this paper represents the first published account of noun
classification in Machiguenga. It is also the most thorough treatment of noun classification yet published for any language in the Arawakan language family, and represents a significant contribution to the
study of classification in Amazonian languages and worldwide. By drawing on both ethnobiological and
linguistic theories, new insights are provided for understanding the cognitive processes behind the unique
human capacity for labeling and categorizing the world of things.
Following a brief introduction to Machiguenga language and culture (Sections 1.2 and 1.3), this paper
presents an overview of cross-linguistic definitions of classification (Section 2), emphasizing how
Machiguenga both fits and defies the accepted models. A theoretical framework is established using
29

Dixon's (1986) discussion of noun class vs. noun classification and Derbyshire and Payne's (1990)
discussion of (1) numeral-type classification, (2) concordial classification, and (3) verb-incorporated
classification. In the third section (3.1-3.3), the three kinds of classification (following Derbyshire and
Payne) found in Machiguenga are discussed individually. In Section 4, the peculiar case of" 1+2" (numeral + concordial-animate/inanimate) classification in Machiguenga numerals will be examined, emphasizing the relevance of this case to the cross-cultural study of noun classification and ethnobiology.
In the concluding section, examples of Machiguenga classification are compared with examples from
other languages in order to speculate on the evolution of noun classification in the Machiguenga language and to point towards universal underpinnings of classification in human cognition.

1.2. LINGUISTIC, GEOGRAPHIC AND CULTURAL
SETIING
The Machiguenga language of southeastern Peru belongs to the pre-Andine Maipuran branch of the
Arawakan language family, and is most closely related to Ashaninka (Campa), Nomatsiguenga, Yanesha
(Amuesha) and Piro (Noble 1965). The most complete descriptions of the Machiguenga language available to date are the Spanish-Machiguenga dictionary (Aza 1923) and grammatical study (Aza 1924)
written by a Dominican priest working at the beginning of the century. Anecdotal descriptions of
Machiguenga and other Arawakan languages are found in Farabee's (1918) accounts of an expedition to
southern Peru. In more recent years, Machiguenga phonetics have been described by Solis (1973) and
Snell (1974). AMachiguenga-Spanish dictionary is soon to be released (Snell and Snell in press). Comparative studies on the Arawakan language family are found in Perea y Alonso ( 1942) and Noble (1965).
Some 13,000 speakers of various dialects of Machiguenga inhabit the tributaries and headwaters of
the Urubamba and Upper Madre de Dios Rivers, in the tropical montain forest on the eastern slopes of
the Andes (Lizarralde 1988). The research for this paper was conducted in the village of Yomybato (or
Quebrada Fierro) on the upper Manu river, a tributary of the Upper Madre de Dios, within the boundaries
of the Manu Biosphere Reserve. The dialect of Machiguenga spoken there is the same as that described
by Solis (1973) and differs only slightly from the dialect (or dialects) spoken in the Urubamba River, as
described by Snell (1974).
Like other indigenous Amazonian groups, the Machiguenga have a sophisticated knowledge of the
plants, animals and natural habitats which surround them. During the course of ethnobiological research
with the Machiguenga, the author came across noun classification in the Machiguenga language. In fact,
ethnobiological objects appear to provide the raison d'etre for the system of noun classification. In their
forest-dependent lifestyle, most objects in Machiguenga material culture are derived directly from plant
and animal resources: needles carved from monkey bones, necklaces strung with seeds and animal teeth,
tobacco snuff stored in giant snail shells, manioc-beer kegs hollowed out of palm trunks, handsome
crowns woven from the brilliant breast feathers of toucans and macaws and the coal-black wings of
currasows. It is within the environmental setting of the tropical rain forest and the theoretical framework
of ethnobiology that this study of Machiguenga noun classification was conceived.
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1.3. NOTES ON ORTHOGRAPHY
Machiguenga words in this paper are written with an orthography developed by the Summer Institute
of Linguistics (see Snell 1974). All Machiguenga, Spanish and other foreign language terms appear in
the text in italics. In examples, affixed classifiers will be indicated with the abbreviation "CL:" followed
by a one-word gloss of the classifier's meaning. More detailed explanations of classifier meanings will
be discussed in the text. Affixed animate and inanimate classifiers will be identified with the abbreviations "ANIM" and "!NAN." Verbal roots are identified by the abbreviation "VR'', and standard abbreviations are used for parts of speech ("PL" for plural, "D.O." for direct objects, and so on). An asterisk
indicates ungrammatical or otherwise incorrect forms. For the purpose of simplicity, all animal and
plant species will be referred to in the text only by their Machiguenga names and their common English
equivalents (for mammals see Emmons 1990; for birds see Hilty and Brown 1986; for fish see Goulding
1980; for plants see Johnson 1983 ).

2 AN OVERVIEW OF NOUN CLASSIFICATION
Amazonian languages such as Machiguenga present a curious challenge in the cross-linguistic study
of classification, since they defy categorization according to the standard definitions provided by linguists such as Dixon (1986) and Allan (1977). Dixon (1986) separates classification into two broad
categories which he distinguishes with typological features: noun class and noun classification. Noun
class is characterized by being an obligatory, closed grammatical system containing a small number of
classes (2-20) indicated by an affix, article or clitic. The typical example is gender classification of
nouns, found in many languages worldwide. The class marker is never restricted to the noun word, but
rather is found in various elements of the noun phrase, expressing agreement between the noun and the
other elements. Noun class is typically found in agglutinative or inflectional languages (Dixon 1986,
cited in Doris Payne 1987:22). Noun classifiers, unlike noun class markers, are free words (though
sometimes they occur in combination with numbers), and constitute a large set (20-400) of semantic
categories. There is never reference to classifiers outside the noun phrase where they occur with (or in
place of) the classified noun. Nouns may take more than one classifier and classifiers are often obligatory in numeral expressions. Systems of noun classification are typically found in isolating languages
(ibid).
Classification in Amazonian languages-for example the system in Yagua (Doris Payne 1987) and the
system described here-defies rigid typological definitions. Noun classifiers in both Yagua and
Machiguenga can take on typological features which Dixon reserves for noun class systems. For example, noun classifiers may appear as affixes rather than whole words, and may show agreement beyond
the limits of the numeral phrase. Examples from Tzeltal numeral classification (which fits Dixon's
typological definition) and counter examples from Machiguenga illustrate these points:
Tzeltal:
(I) a. j-tejk'
ich
one-CL: plant
chili pepper
'one chili pepper'

Machiguenga:
b. pa-kana-t-iro
one-CL: body-INA
'one chili pepper'
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tsiti-kana
CL:plant-CL:body

c. jun
ich
one-CL: general chili pepper
'one chili pepper'

d. pa-t-iro
one-(no CL)-INAN
'one chili pepper'

tsiti-kana
CL:plant-CL:body

tz'i'
dog

b. pa-kana-n-iro
one-CL:body-ANIM
'one dog'

otsiti
dog

(3) a. cha' -chujk'
ak'
two-CL: loop
vme
'two loops of vine'

b. pi-tsa-t-eti
two-CL: rope-IN AN
'two lengths of liana'

shivi-tsa
liana-CL:rope

(2) a. j-kojt'
one-CL:animal
'one dog'

c. cheb
two-CL: general
'two vines

ak'
vme

d. pi-t-eti
two-(no CL)-INAN
'two lianas'

shivi-tsa
liana-CL:rope

e. pimil
large
'thick vine'

ak'
vme

f. shivi-tsa

ogampore-tsa-ni
thick-CL:rope

liana-CL:rope
'thick liana'

In the Tzeltal examples, the classifiers kojt' (for animals), tejk' (for plants), and chujk' (for loops or
knots) behave like whole words occurring only in combination with numerals. They do not act as
affixes nor require agreement with any other elements of the phrase. In the Machiguenga examples, the
words tsitikana ('chili pepper', containing the numeral classifier -kana, 'meaty bodies' as well as -tsiti,
'whole living plants'), shivitsa ('liana', containing the classifier -tsa, 'ropes, lianas, vines') and
ogamporetsani ('thick rope, liana', also containing -tsa) all require numeral classifiers as affixes in order
to be grammatical, contradicting Dixon's typology. The classifiers occur with numerals and there are
many of them (more than twenty, see Table 2), characteristics that Dixon claims are indicative of noun
classification. Yet they are affixes rather than whole words, are present in an agglutinative language, and
in some cases require agreement beyond the numeral expression, characteristics that Dixon reserves for
noun class markers. The affixes -n and -t in Machiguenga, indicating animate vs. inanimate things, fit
better with Dixon's typology for noun class markers (see Section 3.1 ). Yet these noun class markers
occur together with noun classifiers within the same numeral expression (see examples 1 and 2).
Allan (1977) distinguishes four kinds of noun classification: (1) numeral classification; (2) concordial
classification; (3) predicate classification; and (4) intra-locative classification. Allan also implies that
classifying languages can themselves be classified based on these distinctions. Some languages, like
Thai and Tzeltal Mayan, are numeral classifier languages, because classifiers are used with numerals
(though may occur in non-numeral contexts as well) to indicate certain properties of the nouns being
counted. The closest English equivalents to numeral classifiers are in expressions of measurement ('one
glass of water' as opposed to 'one bucket of water') or in collective expressions ('one herd of buffalo' as
opposed to 'one flock of geese'). However in English these "classifiers" are obligatory in only a few
kinds of expressions, and are not specialized enough to warrant considering English as a "numeral clas32

sifier language".
Other languages, like several African and Australian languages, are concordial classifier languages,
because classifiers are required to express concordance or agreement between a head noun and its dependent elements. Allan's "concordial classification" and Dixon's "noun class" are similar, with the
typical example being gender systems. Athapaskan languages are known as predicate classifier language because they contain classificatory verb stems. Intra-locative classification is a rarer kind of
classification in which classifiers are affixed to locative expressions.
Derbyshire and Payne ( 1990) assert that many Amazonian languages cannot be labeled as belonging
to any one of Allan's four discrete types of classification, since one language may contain various types.
Building on and modifying Allan's definitions, Derbyshire and Payne describe three kinds of classification important for Amazonian languages: 1) numeral-type classification; 2) concordial classification; 3)
and verb-incorporated classification.
!)Numeral-type classification as defined by Derbyshire and Payne is much like Allan's "numeral classification". Like Allan, Derbyshire and Payne concede that numeral classification is not restricted to numeral expressions, but occurs frequently enough in association
with numerals to warrant the name "numeral-type classification''. In this paper, the distinction will be made between true numeral classification (numeral classifiers occurring in numeral expressions) and numeral-type classification (numeral classifiers occurring in adjectives, nouns and other non-numeral expressions).
2) Concordia) classification is much like gender concordance in many European languages,
except that the scope is broader than the male/female/neuter distinction, including such
attributes as animate/inanimate and human/non-human (Derbyshire and Payne 1990:245).
Concordial classifiers are affixed to nouns, verbs and adjectives to make them agree throughout the phrase. This is much like Dixon's concept of noun class, except that Allan's definition is not typologically rigid and allows room for the kind of concordance between numerals, nouns and adjectives in Machiguenga as mentioned in examples 1-3. Animate/inanimate classification in Machiguenga is mostly independent from other forms of classification and nearly fits Dixon's typology for noun class systems. Despite the limitation of
Dixon's defmition, the term noun class (understood to be a special case of concordial classification, see Derbyshire and Payne 1990:245) will be used throughout the rest of the paper
to distinguish animate/inanimate classification from other kinds of classification found in
Machiguenga.
3) Verb-incorporated classification is similar to Allan's "predicate classification", except that
verb-incorporated classifiers refer to the understood objects and subjects of verbs rather
than to the verbal actions themselves. In this sense, verb-incorporated classifiers are essentially noun classifiers that are incorporated into or affixed to verbs.
Machiguenga contains all three forms of classification discussed by Derbyshire and Payne. In addition, it presents some degree of combination and overlap between these three different forms of classification. Overlapping forms of classification will be indicated by "adding" their respective numbers
together.
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1+2) Numeral+ concordial classification. Numeral classifiers in true numeral expressions are
obligatorily marked with noun class markers (a special kind of concordial classifiers) indicating the animate/inanimate status of the object being counted (see Section 3. 1). Also, as
discussed in examples 1 and 2, numeral-type classifiers are obligatory in certain nouns,
adjectives, verbs and other non-numeral expression in order to express agreement between
the head noun and dependent elements, much as concordial classifiers do.
1+3) Numeral + verb-incorporated classification: Some (though not all) numeral and numeral-type classifiers are also affixed to verbs (see Section 3.3) in order to reference their
understood objects (for transitive verbs) or subjects (for intransitive verbs).
Despite areas of overlap, the three kinds of classification in Machiguenga are independent enough to
warrant an individual discussion of each. For example, many common verb-incorporated classifiers are
only occasionally or never found in numeral-type expressions, and vice versa (see examples 9-13, Section 3.3). While animate/inanimate noun class is obligatory in true numeral expressions (1 +2 classification), it is not found (or the semantic distinction has been lost; see example 7) in numeral-type adjectival
expressions. Furthermore, noun class occurs in many contexts independent of both numeral and verbincorporated classification (see Section 3.1 ).

3. CLASS MARKING AND CLASSIFICATION

'one inanimate thing, maganiro, 'all (animate)'). The other numerals and numeral-like expressions
consist of a prefix (pi-te- for 'two', mava- for 'three, several', tovai- for 'many') and the suffix -i with
animate/inanimate marker affixed between (piteni, 'two animate things', mavati, 'several inanimate
things').
The verb 'to be' employs the same noun class affixes found in numerals:

All other verbs take the "feminine" form to refer to inanimate things and the "masculine" form to refer
to animate things. For this reason, Machiguenga who speak Spanish may refer to the inanimate forms as
hembra ('female') and the animate forms as macho ('male'). In addition, the sun, the moon, the stars,
lightning, rainbows and other natural phenomena perceived to be sentient by the Machiguenga (all are
important mythological characters) are also treated with the animate forms. Snell makes the observation
that
All masculine nouns are animate, and 'exceptionally' the sun, moon stars (all of which were once people). shoes,
rubber, gold and money. The majority of femi nine nouns are inanimate, but the category includes some animates:
women, some female pets, deer, toads, frogs and lizards (cited in Doris Payne 1987:35).4

Animate/inanimate and male/female noun class is found for both the subjects and objects of verbs:
O·

3. 1. ANIMATE/INANIMATE CLASS MARKERS
The animate and inanimate classes are indicated by the affixes -n and -t, and are obligatory in true
numeral expressions. There are three true numerals in Machiguenga (here listed in both the animate and
inanimate forms): paniro-patiro ('one'), piteni-piteti ('two') and mavani-mavati ('three' or 'several').
The ordinal expression apiteni-apiteti ('second', 'the next one', 'another one') behaves like a numeral as
well. The expressions majani ('few '), tovaini-tovaiti ('many') and maganiro-magatiro ('all') are also
constructed like numerals in Machiguenga. The markers -n and -t indicate animate/inanimate noun
class and agree with the noun being counted. The exception is the term majani,'a few, a little', which has
apparently become fossilized and takes only the animate form (maja-n-i and never *maja-t-i)2. The term
tovaini, 'many', appears to be on the verge of fossilization: the animate form (tovai-n-i) is often, though
not always, used in place of the inanimate form (tovai-t-i).
The number four may be expressed as pite-page ('two'+ plural suffix3), i.e. 'several twos, a pair of
twos', but it is used infrequently and carries neither an animate/inanimate class marker nor numeral
classifiers. The number five may be expressed by the verb notsongavakotake, 'my hand ran out of
fingers', but it is used infrequently and takes no numeral or animate/inanimate classifiers (though it does
contain the verb-incorporated classifier for 'hand'; see Section 3.3). Despite the existence of these terms
for numbers beyond three, Machiguenga counting typically ends at two or three: "One, two, several,
many..." (patiro, piteti, mavati, tovaini).
As illustrated in Table I, numerals and numeral-like expressions have a common structure:
numeral prefix - animate/inanimate marker - numeral suffix + noun (optional)
The numeral 'one' (paniro, patiro) and the expression 'all' (maganiro, magatiro) consist of a prefix
(pa- or maga-) and the suffix -iro, with the animate/inanimate marker (-nor -t) affixed between (patiro,
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'there is, there are (animate things)'
'there is, there are (inanimate things)'

ai-11-io
ai-t-io

i-

subject prefix
subject prefix

-ro object suffix
-ri object suffix

female/inanimate
male/animate
female/inanimate
male/animate5

3.2 CLASSIFICATION
3.2. 1. NUMERAL CLASSIFICATION IN
MACHIGUENGA
Numeral classifiers in Machiguenga are affixes that may be attached to numeral expressions in order
to specify certain attributes (size, shape, flexibility, texture) of the object being counted. While the
animate/animate class marker is obligatory for all true Machiguenga numerals (except for 'four' and
'five' , as discussed earlier), numeral classifiers are optional, and are used only with the numerals 'one',
'two', 'second/another', and (rarely), 'all'. Numeral classifiers are affixed into numeral expressions
between the numeral prefix and the animate/inanimate class marker6:
numeral prefix - numeral classifier - animate/inanimate classifier - numeral suffix + noun
(4) a.

pa'one'

-poa
CL:'cylindrical object'

-t

INAN
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-iro
suffix-'one'

sekatsi
'manioc plant'

papoatiro sekatsi
'one tuber of manioc' (as opposed to one leaf, stem, etc.)
b.

pa'one'

-poa
CL:' cylindrical object'

-n

ANIM

-iro
suffix- 'one'

parari
'river otter'

papoaniro parari
'one river otter' (belonging to the class of cylindrical animals)
Since numeral classifiers are optional, one may also correctly say:
c.

pa'one'

-t
INAN

(CL omitted)

-iro
suffix-'one'

(5) a.

sekatsi
'manioc plant'

patiro sekatsi
'one manioc' (unspecified part)
d. pa'one'

objects' (such as spines, wasps), emphasizing the barbed tail.
While a few objects (especially unusual or salient animals) are ambiguous and may take more than
one classifier, most objects are not ambiguous, such that multiple speakers on multiple occasions will
use only one classifier to refer to a given object. Arrows are always 'long, thin, semi-flexible hollow
objects' (classifier-pi) and squirrel monkeys are always 'animate, string-like objects' (classifier-shitsa,
referring to the dangling, non-prehensile tail). When correcting mistakes made by children and fledgling linguists, people can express clearly the parameters which govern membership in a given category.
For example, if one were to incorrectly call an arrow,

rather than the correct form,
b.

-n
(CL omitted)

ANTh1

-tro
suffix-' one'

parari
'river otter'

paniro parari
'one river otter' (unspecified animate object)
Since numeral classifiers are rather specific, the noun may also be omitted with minimal loss of
meaning:

e.

pi-poa-te-t-i
two-CL:cy lindrical-(two)-INAN-(suffix)
'two tubers' (understood to be 'two tubers of manioc')

f.

pi-poa-te-n-i
two-CL:cylindrical-(two)-ANIM-( suffix)
'two cylindrical animals' (understood to be 'two river otters')

*pa-ki-t-iro
*one-CL:stick-INAN
'one stick' (long, thin, semi-flexible, solid object),

pa-pi-tiro
one-CL:reed-INAN
'one reed' (long, thin, semi-flexible, hollow object),

a Machiguenga speaker would probably laugh and immediately correct: "No. A stick is pa-ki-tiro. An
arrow is pa-pi-tiro". When a certain novice linguist once incorrectly called a squirrel monkey,
(6) a.

pa-tsa-n-iro
*tsigeri
one-CL:rope-ANIM
*squirrel monkey
'one rope-like animal' (incorrect category),

a whole crowd of Machiguenga men burst out laughing. Upon seeing the visitor's consternation, one of
the more patient men then explained:
Tera. Pa-tsa-niro maranki, pinee kanotaka otsa. Pa-shitsa-niro tsigeri, pinee kmiotaka oshitsa
parintsaatanake. Pa-empe-niro osheto, pinee kanotaka agomputaka oempe iris/ii

Which can be roughly translated as:
No. One 'rope-like animal' is a snake, you see, like a rope or woody liana. One 'string-like animal' is a
squirrel monkey, you see its tail dangles like a string or vine. One 'branch-like animal ' is a spider monkey,
you see, as it grabs the tree branch with its tail.

Numeral classifiers are used frequently in Machiguenga speech, especially for the most common
objects. Classifiers are semantically active: recently introduced objects such as pencils (which take the
classifier for sticks), paper (which takes the classifier for broad leaves) and propeller blades (which take
the classifier for bows, knives and stone axes) are incorporated into existing categories. Ambiguous
objects may be classified in several logically consistent ways. For example when receiving a gourd full
of manioc beer, one might call it pa-tsota-tiro ('one gourd'), emphasizing the container, or pa-koa-tiro
('one container full ofliquid'), emphasizing the contents. Stingrays may take the classifier-pana, 'broad,
flat objects' (such as banana leaves, paper), emphasizing the body, or the classifier-tsei, 'sharp or thorny

Many Amazonian languages show systems of numeral classification, and many show systems of
animate/inanimate class, but Machiguenga appears unusual in combining numeral and animate/inanimate noun class into a synthetic system, described earlier as "1+2" (numeral+ concordial) classification.
This system and its implications for the study of numeral classification and ethnobiological classification will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.
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3.2.2. NUMERAL·TYPE CLASSIFICATION
As both Berlin (1968:20) and Allan (1977:286) mention, the tenn "numeral classifier" is somewhat of
a misnomer, since many so-called numeral classifier languages show numeral classifiers being used in
non-numeral expressions as well. This is also the case in Machiguenga, as many "numeral" classifiers
are found also in non-numeral noun phrases, especially in descriptions of plant varieties, for example:
'yellow-fleshed manioc', 'red-flowered tobacco', 'thick-stemmed bamboo'. Such adjectival expressions, incorporating noun stems and noun classifiers, are constructed in the following two ways, which
are virtually synonymous:

adjectival prefix - numeral classifier - adjectival suffix (AN/Ml/NAN?) + noun
(7) a.

b.

kite-poa-ni
sekatsi
yellow-CL:cylindrical-ANIM? manioc plant
'yellow-tubered variety of manioc'
kite-poa-ti
sekatsi
yellow-CL:cylindrical-INAN? manioc plant
'yellow-tubered variety of manioc'

Here, the -n and -t affixes, signifying the animate/inanimate classes in true numeral expressions, appear to have lost their semantic importance for adjectival expressions. The above two forms are interchangeable, with no apparent shift in meaning. Like many classifiers, the classifier -poa, 'cylindrical
objects', is used in true numeral (example 4) and numeral-type (7) expressions, as well as in both animate (4b) and inanimate (4a) forms:

papoatiro sekatsi
'one tuber of manioc'
kitepoati sekatsi
'yellow-tubered variety of manioc'
papoaniro parari
'one (cylindrical animal) river otter'
In addition to noun classifiers, dimensional classifiers are affixed in special adjectival expressions referring to plant species or varieties:
(8) a.

ario-tsantsa-shi-ani
thus-CL:long-CL:leaf-0
'plant with lanceolate leaves this size' (speaker uses hands to indicate length)

e.

tsiripe-miria-ki-teni
small-CL:cluster-CL:seed-()
'plant with small, clustered seeds or berries'
Many of these adjectival expressions correspond with scientific, botanical descriptive terms such as
"lanceolate leaves", "obovate leaves", "cardioid leaves", "raceme," and so on.

3.3. VERB-INCORPORATED CLASSIFICATION
Classifiers are affixed into verbs in order to specify the understood objects or subjects of verbal action,
or the medium in which the action takes place. One of the most common is the classifier -aa (varies
freely with -aja), used to indicate action taking place in water or relating to water or other liquids:
(9) a.

o-kimo-aa-take
it-VR:to grow-CL:water-(suffix)
'the water rose, the river has flooded'

The same affix occurs with nouns, adjectives and locative expressions:
b.

parianti-aa
banana-CL: water
'banana beer'

c.

tsompogi-aa-ni
deep-CL:water-(suffix)
'deep water'

d.

o-aa-ku
INAN-CL: water-LOCATIVE
'at the river's edge'

ga-tsantsa-shi-ani
large-CL:long (also tall, naked)-CL:leaf-(suffix)
'plant with long (lanceolate) leaves'

Also, this affix is used in a few verbs associ'ated with eyes (see also -oki, 'eye', below), apparently
referring to the liquid surface of the eye:

b. ga-saranta-shi-ani
large-CL:fabric-CL:leaf-()
'plant with wide or broad leaves'

c.

d.

ka-voguta-shi-ani
large-CL:round-CL:leaf-()
'plant with round (cardioid to obovate) leaves'
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e.

no-katsi-aa-take
I-VR:to hurt-CL:water-(incomplete)
'I have an eye infection'

f.

no-ve-aa-tanai
1-VR:to heal-CL:water-(complete)
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'My eye infection has healed'
Also common are the body-part classifiers -gito (igito, 'his head') to indicate verbal action directed to
heads or skulls, -vako (irako, 'his hand') for verbs associated with hands, -oki (iroki, 'his eye') for verbs
associated with eyes, and -ponki or -vonki (ivonkiti, 'his leg') for verbs associated with legs.

i-tso-gjJQ-take-ro
he-VR:to suck, finish-CL:head-(incomplete)-D.O.
'he sucked/finished the meat off the head of an animal' 7

(I 0) a.

(11)

(12)

(13) a.

b.

i-tima-shi-take
he-VR:to stay, wait-CL:leaf-()
'he spied, hunted from a blind' (hunting blinds are made of leaves)

b.

tsirompi-shi
fem-CL:leaf
'fem leaf' (as opposed to stem, root, etc.)

c.
i-tso-tega-take-ro
he-VR:to suck-CL:flower-()-D.O.
'it sucked the nectar from a flower (i.e. bees, hummingbirds)'

tsiripe-shi-ati
komashki
small-CL:leaf-(suffix) guava
'small-leafed variety of guava'

d.

i-tsonga-vako-take
he-VR:to finish-CL:hand-()
the number five, literally, 'the hand ran out of fingers'

pa-shi-tiro komashki mecho-shi-ari
one-CL:leaf-INAN +guava+ VR:to be bom-CL:leaf-(suffix)
'one fresh, young bud leaf of guava'

e.

i-kaa-oki-take-mpa
he-VR:to bathe-CL-eye-()-REFLEXIVE
'he dripped herbal medicine in his own eye'

in-keni-shi-ku
(prefix: plants)-VR:to enter?-CL:leaf-LOCATIVE
'in the forest'

f.

pa-shi-tsa-tiro
one-CL: leaf-CL:rope-INAN
'one herbaceous vine' (as opposed to one woody liana)

as opposed to:
b.

(14) a.

i-ne-vonki-take-ro
he-VR:to look-CL:feet-()-her
'he checked her feet for foot parasites'
pa-ponki-tiro
one-CL:foot-INAN
'one root'

The first three body part classifiers appear to be used only in verbs, not in numerals or adjectives. The
body-part classifier -ponki or -vonki ('leg, roots'), is used both in verbs and in numerals and adjectives,
referring both to human and animal legs and to the roots or stems ('legs') of plants. Munduruku, a
Tupian language, is particularly rich in such body-part classifiers occurring mostly in verbal settings
(Derbyshire and Payne 1990:261 ).
In Machiguenga as well as in Munduruku, some verb-incorporated classifiers serve also as noun
classifiers. As mentioned above, the classifier -aa, for water, can be incorporated into verbs, nouns and
adjectives, but not numerals. The classifier-shi, for plant leaves (oshi, 'its leaf'), occurs in verbs ( 14 a),
nouns (b), adjectives (c), numerals and their associated noun phrases (d), locative expressions (e) and in
a compound numeral classifier (f):
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In the final example, the classifier-shitsa, 'herbaceous vine, nerve, vein', appears to be composed of the
classifier for leaf, -shi, combined with the classifier for ropes and lianas, -tsa, hence connoting a flimsy,
herbaceous vine as opposed to a stiffer, woody liana (otsa). The classifier -tsa, for ropes, lianas and
snakes, is apparently related to the verbal root for tying and untying (15 a-b). It also occurs as a classifier
in verbs to indicate the growth habit of lianas or vines (c), as well as snake-like (d) or worm-like (e)
locomotion:
(15) a.

b.

o-tsa-take
soga-tsa
she-VR:to tie-(incomplete) +saga (Spanish: 'rope')-CL:rope
'she tied the rope'
tsa-i-ro!
VR:to tie-(suffix:reversal?)-it (imperative form)
'untie it!'

c. o-kamari-tsa-take shivi-tsa
INAN-VR:to crawl-CL:rope-(incomplete) + vine/liana-CL:rope
'the vine creeps, spreads along the ground'
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d.

i-kamari-tsa-tanake maranki
ANIM-VR:to crawl-CL:rope-(progressive) +snake
'the snake was crawling'

c.

pa-kitso-n-iro sagari
one-CL:seed-ANIM + mouse
'one mouse'

e.

i-kama-tsa-take
i-tsomiri-te
ANIM-VR:to die-CL:rope-(incomplete) +his intestinal worms
'his intestinal worms died, he passed intestinal worms in his stool'

d.

atava o-gitso-ni pi-kitso-te-ni
chicken + its-CL:seed + two-CL:seed-ANIM
'two chicken eggs'

The systemof verb-incorporated classification in Machiguenga is not as extensive as that for numeral
classification, with perhaps no more than ten to fifteen commonly used verbal classifiers as opposed to
at least thirty common numeral-type classifiers. Afew classifiers occur in both systems. This appears to
be intermediate between the case of Munduruku (Tupian), in which verb-incorporated, numeral and
concordial classification occur together (with the verb-incorporated system being most developed), and
the case of Palikur (Arawakan), in which verb-incorporated and numeral classification are entirely independent (see Derbyshire and Payne 1990).

4. 1. DUAL-PURPOSE NUMERAL CLASSIFIERS
Some numeral classifiers occur only with the inanimate class marker: pa-shi-t-iro, 'one leaf', and pakoroa-t-iro, 'one stalk of sugar cane'. Yet as illustrated in the above examples dealing with manioc
tubers and otters (both belonging to the category of cylindrical things), some common numeral classifiers are used with both the animate and inanimate class markers. Numeral classifiers, typically referring
to plants and plant parts, are applied to animals in interesting and sometimes surprising ways. For
example:
(16) a. small mammals take the classifier for seeds and pebbles (-kitso);
b. large mammals take the classifier for chili peppers and banana bunches (-kana);
c. otters take the classifier for logs and manioc tubers (-poa).
The word okitsoki means 'its seed'. The classifier -kitso (16 a) with the inanimate marker refers to
seeds, beads, small stones and other such objects. With the animate marker this classifier refers to small
mammals, birds and bird eggs, non-stinging ants, flies, and other small, abundant animals. Small size an
important semantic feature, as well as round shape and abundant nature of the objects.
(17) a.

b.

pa-kitso-tiro shinki
one-CL:seed-INAN +com
'one com kernel'
pi-kitso-te-ti nengetsi-ki
one-CL:seed-INAN + neck-CL:seeds8
'two necklace beads'
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The classifier -kana (16 b; see also examples 1 and 2) appears to refer to fleshy, often edible things
that have a bulky body or torso. With the inanimate class marker, it is used to refer to banana bunches
and chili peppers. Note the difference between:
(18) a.

pa-kana-tiro parianti
one-CL:body-INAN +banana
'one bunch of bananas'
pa-pa-tiro
one-CL:pod-INAN +banana
'a single banana'

parianti

c.

pi-tsiti-teti
two-CL:plant-INAN
'two chili pepper plants'

tsiti-kana
CL:plant-CL:body (chili pepper)

d.

pi-kana-tiro
two-CL: body-IN AN
'two single chili peppers'

tsiti-kana
CL:plant-CL:body (chili pepper)

b.

and between:

The inclusion of chili peppers within this category is apparently due to the use of .chili peppers a~~
.l t 9 The word for chili pepper apparently consists of two numeral classifier affixes, -ts111,
meat subst1 u e .
.
.·
' wth h
for whole plants and -kana, for meaty bodies; hence tsitikana, 'plant meat, 1.e. ch1h pepper · . 1 t e
animate marker -kana refers to quadruped game animals (see Tables 2 and 3): peccary, t~plf, deer,
agouti, capybar~, and so on. Other four-legged mammals includ~d in this cate~ory are not edible, notably dogs and jaguars, but the most common use of the classifie~ is for game arumals.
The word opoa means 'its trunk, its wood'. The noun classifier -p~a (16 c; see also examples 4, 7)
refers to solid, cylindrical objects with relatively small branches or limbs compared t? the elongated
body. The inanimate members include tree trunks, logs an? mani~ tubers. The animate members
include river otters, kinkajous, caimans, catfish, and other animals which have an elongated, sleek, cylindrical form and relatively small limbs.
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In Table 2 is a list of all noun classifiers encountered to date which refer to animals. Included in the
list are examples of both animate and inanimate nouns members of each category. The meanings of
related noun or verb stems are given when known.

(22)

inherent property + size/shape :
a. -kana fleshiness, edibility; large, bulky shape with "limbs" (banana bunches, large
game animals, also chili peppers)
b. -pa
fleshiness, edibility; medium cylindrical or pod-like shape (individual bananas,
com cobs, bean pods, flat-bodied fish)

(23)

size/shape + relative size/shape of parts:
a. -kana large, bulky torso with medium-sized limbs (banana bunches, large mammals)
b. -poa
cylindrical torso with a sleek shape and relatively small limbs
(logs, otters, caimans)
c. -tsenko small torsos supported on long, thin limbs (tripod-like clusters of arrows
frogs, shrimp, grasshoppers).

(24)

shape+ internal structure and/or contents:
a. -saranta flat, membranous covering carried on a set of rigid, internal supports (tents,
bats, butterflies).
b. -naki
round, hollow containers (gourds, clay pots, teeth, snails)
c. -koa
round, hollow containers full of liquid (gourds of manioc beer, pots full of
liquid)

(25)

texture:
a. -tsei
b. -ai

4.2. ANALOGY IN THE NOUN CLASSIFICATION OF
ANIMALS
Examining Table 2, it appears that the choice of a numeral classifier for an animal depends upon
analogy: some distinguishing feature of the animal is likened to some inanimate object, usually a plant
part. Often, the analogy is based on the overall size and shape of the animal. By using the classifier kitso ('seeds'), small birds are likened to small, round seeds; by using the classifier -poa ('logs'), otters
are likened to the cylindrical shape of logs. In several cases, the analogy is not based on the shape or size
of the whole animal, but rather on the shape of some salient part of the animal. By using the classifier shitsa ('strings, vines'), the non-prehensile tails of certain monkeys are likened to dangling, herbaceous
vines. Monkeys with prehensile tails take the classifier -empe ('branches'), which refers to their ability
to grasp tree branches with their tails. In other cases, the classifier is derived from the internal anatomy
of the animal: -sama ('hollow tubes, flutes '), the classifier for large birds, appears to refer to the hollow
bones of these animals. The birds most typical of this category (currasows and guans) are important
game birds, and the hollow bones are used for making tobacco snuff tubes. The use of the classifier -taki
('skins') for parrots and macaws (and sometimes toucans) is apparently related to the use of their feathered skins as ornaments.
The most important semantic features treated in the system of numeral classification appear to be (in
approximate order of importance): size, dimensionality, flexibility, shape or external form, internal structure, inherent property (edibility) and texture. In most cases, the classification depends upon multiple
semantic features.
(19) size/shape+ flexibility:
a. -kitso small, round, hard objects (pebbles or seeds)
b. -motia small, round, soft objects (rubber balls, grubs and bellies).
(20)

dimensionality + flexibility:
a. -tsa
one-dimensional, somewhat flexible objects (lianas, ropes and snakes)
b. -shitsa one-dimensional, flimsy objects (herbaceous vines, string and the
non-prehensile tails of certain primates).
c. -tonki one-dimensional, rigid objects (bones and needles)
d. -ki
one-dimensional, somewhat rigid (twigs and small trees)

(21)

dimensionality+ flexibility+ internal structure:
b. -ki
one-dimensional, somewhat rigid, solid objects (twigs and small trees)
c. -pi
one-dimensional, less rigid, hollow objects (arrows and other reeds).
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c. -mai

object covered in spines (spiny plants, porcupines)
objects with a single pointed or sharp end (bottle gourds, avocados,
stinging insects) 10
matted, tangled texture (cotton balls, tangled vines, sloth fur).

4.3. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ETHNOBIOLOGICAL
CLASSIFICATION
As can be seen in Table 2 and in the above examples, the numeral classification of animals in
~achiguenga i~ b~sed on arbitr~ry semantic features that tend to ignore natural, taxonomic groupings.
GJVe~ the sophisticated zo.olog1cal knowledge of the Machiguenga, this was at first quite surprising.
Mac~1~ue~ga ethn~zoolog1cal and ethnobotanical classification resembles systems of ethnobiological
class1f1cat.1on descnbed t_hroughout the world (Berlin 1992). The taxonomic groupings recognized by
the Mach1guenga, especially at the level of folk genus, map quite well onto the Western taxonomic
system. In some cases, Machiguenga taxonomic knowledge is more refined than Western knowledge.
How can the unnatural groupings of animals found in Machiguenga noun classification be resolved with
Machi~uenga et~nozoological classification and with current ethnobiological theory?
Berl.rn,.expandrng u~on t~e formal taxonomic principles proposed by Kay (1971), proposed nine "general pnnc1~les .of class1ficat1on a.nd .nomenclature in ethnobiology" (Berlin, Breedlove and Raven 1973).
The most significant of these pnnc1ples for the current discussion are summarized here:
. Principles. 1-3: All languages contain a system of linguistically recognized groupings (taxa) of organisms of varymg degrees of inclusiveness. The taxa are arranged in a system of no more than five hierar45

~~cally o~der:d ethnobiological. ranks: unique beginner, life form, generic, specific and varietal. Asixth
mterm.ediate level was tentatively suggested. Taxa assigned to each rank are mutually exclusive,
except m cases of polysemy where a single term is used at different taxonomic levels or "levels of
contrast,':,depending ~n c~nte~t. Taxon?nlic terms may have multiple meanings (polysemy) depending
u~on the contrast set which 1s meant: man' may refer to the species Homo sapiens in contrast to other
pnmates, or to a member of the male sex as opposed to the female 'woman ', or to the age category of
adult male as opposed to 'boy'.
Principle 7: The taxa in th.e rank of.folk genus (or generic rank) are large but finite in number, usually
aro~nd 500, ~dare usually mcluded m one of the life forms. Aberrant or unaffiliated folk genera exist
which are not mcluded in a~y.life form, usually due to morphological uniqueness or cultural importance.
The folk genera ai:e the bu1ldm~ blocks of folk taxonomy, often being the first taxa mentioned in spontaneous conversation and the first taxa learned by children, and are hence the most salient level of
classifi.c~tion. They tend ~o be recognized immediately according to overall pattern or "gestalt". The
r~cognit10n of folk genera 1s probably related to the cognitive processes of basic object-level categorizatJOn (see Rosch and Lloyd 1978; Posey 1979:93).
Princi~le 9: Intermediate taxa may occur, usually between the ranks of folk genus and fife form.
~,nt~rme?,iate ,~axa ~an ,~ demonstrated to exist when informants speak about certain genera as being
. fnends or .re~at1ves of one another or when taxonomic mistakes are analyzed in studies of intermformant vanatJon. Yet only in rare cases do intermediate taxa have names. For example in Enuf ish
folk zoology'. moths and butterflies belong to a single salient group and frogs and toads belong t; another, yet neither of these salient folk categories have common English names. Because they are not
named, such ta~a are known as "covert categories" (see Berlin, Breedlove and Raven 1968). These data
suggest that higher-order classification occurs later in the developmental history of systems of
ethnobiological classification.
In his recent "tune-up'', Berlin (1992:27-35) makes the following additions to the general principles:

Tune-Up I: Systems of ethnobiological classification are "natural", that is, based on observed
biological affinities between organisms, independent of cultural significance.
'
!une-Up 4: T~e generic and specific ranks have an internal structure in which certain organisms are perceived as prototypic for the group, while others are less typical.
~une-Up 5: Amajority of ethnobiological taxa correspond with Western scientific taxa, especially at the generic rank.

4.4. ETHNOZOOLOGY AND NOUN
CLASSIFICATION IN MACHIGUENGA

The term tsimeri refers more specifically to the intermediate category of small birds, corresponding
roughly to the scientific order of Passeriformes. Yet the term can be used in a more general context at the
level of life form to mean 'all birds' (see comment on polysemy, Principles 1-3). Fish are known as
shima, which is again a more specific term indicating the folk genus of 'aracu fish' . However the term
can be used in a collective sense to mean the life form of fish. These examples illustrate both polysemy
and the principle of prototypic taxa (Tune-Up 4). The intennediate category of Passeriform birds and the
genus of 'aracu fish ' are considered to be the most typical examples of their respective life forms, and
hence can be elevated to a higher order of classification to refer collectively to all members of a given
life form.
While the other life forms do not have names, they are salient categories in Maclliguenga classification of animals. Mammals (except for bats) are considered to be a single group by the Maclliguenga due
to the presence of hair and the breast-feeding of young. The term poshiniri-page ('delicious'+PL; i.e.
'the multiplicity of game animals') means in its prototypic sense 'large game mammals': monkeys,
tapirs, peccaries, agoutis, and so on. Covert intermediate categories for mammals also appear to exist:
monkeys, ungulates, carnivores and small rodents. With the exception of snakes, the Machiguenga
recognize the morphological similarities between various terrestrial and amphibious reptiles such as
turtles, caimans, lizards and frogs. Various intermediate groups of insects are also recognized, corresponding largely to major scientific orders and families.
In Table 3, the numeral classifiers from Table 2 are grouped according to major life forms or intermediate categories in Machiguenga folk zoology. Asterisks indicate those classifiers that cross-cut natural
categories. When organized in this way, it becomes apparent that noun classifiers, despite cutting across
natural taxonomic categories, tend to divide the most important life forms into consistent, and in some
cases natural, units. For example, mammals and birds are both divided by numeral classifiers into three
general categories:

MAMMALS:
1) large mammals (mostly important game species: peccaries, tapirs, agoutis; also dogs);

2) small mammals (mostly rodents and marsupials: mice, spiny rats, opossums);
3) left-over category (cylindrical mammals: mostly carnivores like otters, coatimundi, kinkajous).

BIRDS:
I) large birds (mostly important game species: currasows, guans, trumpeters, tinamous);
2) small birds (not important game species: trogons, wrens, flycatchers);
3) left-over category (birds with decorative skins: parrots and macaws, sometimes toucans).

, .Ma~~iguenga ~thno~ool?gical classification includes only two named life form categories: l) tsimeri,
b1rds , and 2) sh1ma, fish . There appear to be three "covert" (see Principle 9) or unnamed categories:
3) ~~mmals; 4) four-legged reptiles; and 5) insects (bees, ants, beetles, spiders, butterflies, etc.). In
add1t1on, there are numerous aberrant (see Principle 7) or left-over species that are not considered to
belong to any of the categories: bats, armadillos, sloths, snakes, centipedes, worms, shrimp, snails.

The similarities between these two schemes of classification are apparent. The first category in both
cases is a salient category of large animals, mostly important game species. The second category is for
small animals, mostly not important game species. The final category is a left-over category containing
important animals not included in the first two groups. The prototypic species for each category tend to
belong to the same zoological order or family: 'large mammals' are mostly ungulates, 'small mammals'
are mostly rodents, 'cylindrical mammals' are mostly carnivores; 'large birds' are mostly of the family
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Cracidae, 'small birds' are mostly of the order Passeriformes, 'birds with decorative skins' are typically
parrots and macaws (Psittaciformes; some informants also include toucans, valued for their decorative
skins but belonging to a different order).

FISH:
Likewise fish are divided into categories of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

large fish with few bones, meat like bird meat (classifier -sama, also for large birds);
medium to large, flat-bodied fish (many bones);
small fish (so small that when you eat them you just get a mouth full of bones);
left-over category (cylindrical fish: catfish).

Size tends to be of prime importance in the scheme of numeral classification of animals. Edible and
other useful species figure prominently. Also, the concept of unusual or left-over taxa is significant.
Salient body parts are also significant in this system of classification. The vast majority of insects fall
into the humble category of 'small, round, numerous things' (-kitso, 'seeds and small round things').
The classifiers used for specific kinds of insects tend to emphasize unusual or salient body parts: the
stingers of bees and wasps (-ai, 'things with pointed ends'), the sharp needle of the mosquito (-tonki,
'bones, needles'), the rubbery texture and round shape of beetle grubs (-motia, 'bellies, rubber balls').
The case of monkeys is particularly interesting, since the noun classification has taxonomic significance. The classifier -empe ('branches') refers to the prehensile tails of the larger monkey species,
capable of grasping tree branches: spider monkeys, woolly monkeys and howler monkeys. All belong
to the scientific family of Atelidae (following Schneider et al. 1993) and are important game species.
The classifier -shitsa ('string-like things') refers to smaller monkeys lacking prehensile tails: tamarins,
night monkeys, squirrel monkeys and others. Most belong to the family Cebidae and none are hunted or
consumed with great frequency. There is no ethnozoological term distinguishing between these two
groups of monkeys, but the evidence from noun classification suggests that there exists a "covert category" (see Principle 9), an unnamed intermediate level in Machiguenga classification that separates
monkeys with prehensile tails from those without. Evidence from mythology supports this conclusion:
the first animals to be transformed from human to animal form were the spider monkeys, woolly monkeys, and other large species with prehensile tails.
The use of the noun classifier -taki ('skins') for parrots and macaws, separate from other birds, is a
reflection of their taxonomic salience. As in the case of monkeys, the noun classification of parrots and
macaws provides evidence for a covert category in Machiguenga classification of birds, in this case
corresponding to the scientific order of Psittaciformes (parrots, parakeets and macaws). Interestingly,
all birds categorized with the noun classifier for 'small animals' (-kitso) are included in the ethnozoological
category of tsimeri, 'small birds', corresponding to the ornithological order of Passeriformes. In this
case, noun classification reflects an existing "overt" ethnozoological category.
Unusual or "aberrant" forms, such as sloths, stingrays, bats, and shrimp are treated in ethnozoological
classification as sui generis categories that contain only one or a few members. Ethnobiological theory
refers to such categories as "unaffiliated taxa" (see Principle 7, above). Asimilar situation is found in the
noun classification of animals. Sloths, unusual animals by anyone's standards, are given their own
category, -mai, which refers to matted things such as cotton balls and tangled vines as well as to the
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sloth's matted hair. Porcupines, rather than being included with other large mammals, are given their
own category, -tsei, 'things covered in spines', also used for spiny plants. Interestingly, sloths and
porcupines share a common mythological origin, apart from other mammals, again emphasizing their
unusual nature in Machiguenga taxonomy". Other categories forunusual animals include: -pana ('broad,
flat things'), used for stingrays; -saranta ('flimsy coverings with internal support'), which refers to the
membranous wings of bats and butterflies; and -tsenko ('long-legged, tripod-like things'), used for shrimp,
lizards, frogs, and other long-legged things with hopping locomotion.
Yet despite the light shed by this study of noun classifiers on certain intermediate and unaffiliated taxa
in Machiguenga ethnozoological classification, it is clear that noun classification of animals does not
follow the same rules as ethnobiological classification. Ethnobiological categories tend to be natural
categories. Animals are assigned a place in a hierarchical taxonomy of organisms based on general
morphological features or "gestalt". Noun classification of animals in Machiguenga resembles noun
classification of other inanimate objects. The categories are largely arbitrary (i.e. not natural), and are
based on the presence or absence of specific features (flexibility, dimensionality, texture, etc.) rather
than on taxonomic gestalt.
Whereas systems of ethnobiological classification are concerned with classifying the living products
of evolution, systems of noun classification are concerned mostly with classifying inanimate things,
often things that are the products or raw materials of human manufacture. Likewise, noun classifiers
used for animals in Machiguenga tend to emphasize the parts of animals used in material culture or
cuisine: the classifier for large birds, -sama ('hollow tubes'), appears to refer to their hollow bones, used
in the manufacture of tobacco snuff tubes; the classifier for large mammals, -kana ('meaty bodies'),
emphasizes the bulky carcass of the animal being prepared for cooking; the classifier for parrots and
macaws, -taki ('skins') appears to refer to their use as ornaments (the fact that some informants also
include toucans in this category is further evidence of this fact).
One informant explained classifiers in this way, "When the macaw is flying, it is paniro, 'one living
thing', when it is dead, it is patakiniro ('one skin'). When the tapir is in the forest, it is paniro, 'one
living thing', when it is lying on the ground to be butchered, it is pakananiro ('one meaty body')".
Classifiers are indeed used to refer to living animals in many common conversational settings. Yet this
astute observation provides an insight into an underlying principle of noun classification for animals as
well as other objects. Noun classifiers refer to objects in terms of their constituent parts, their abstract
forms, their function as raw material to be transformed by human manufacture into material culture.
Noun classification is concerned with the place of animals and other objects in the inanimate world of
man-made things, not their place in the natural order of living organisms.

5. CLASSIFICATION AND COGNITION IN A
CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
Borges writes of a fictional Chinese encyclopedia in which animals are divided into the following
categories:
a) belonging to the Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) suckling pigs, (e) stray dogs, (h) included in the present
classification, (i) frenzied, Q) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very fine camel hair brush, (I) etcetera, (m) having
just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look like flies (cited in Ellen 1979:6).
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This beautiful parody shocks us by being both absurd and yet somehow logical at the same time. By
considering the noun classification of animals in Machiguenga, we are confronted with a similar paradox, one which offers insights into the cross-cultural comparison of classification.
Numeral classification in Machiguenga is characterized by combining a system of noun classification
and a system of animate/inanimate noun class to produce a synthetic system in which animals are classified according to analogy with inanimate objects. Many classifying languages have classifiers that
distinguish people from animals. In Tzeltal and Thai, for example, there are classifiers referring to the
category of people as opposed to animals (examples 21 and 22). Animals (with exceptions for special
animals such as elephants in Thai) are all includeci under a single category. Machiguenga is different, in
that animals are grouped into a number of separate categories. People are not included under any specially marked category, and are simply referred to with the animate class marker without a numeral
classifier (example 23).
(21)
a.

b.

(22)
a.

b.

(23)
a.

Tzeltal:
cha-kojt
two-CL: animal
'two dogs'
cha-tu!
two-CL: people
'two men '

winik
men

Thai:
ma-song-tua
dog-two-CL:animal
'two dogs'
kon-song-kon
people-two-CL: people
'two people'
Machiguenga:
pi-kana-te-11-i
two-CL:body-ANlM
'two dogs'

b. pi-poa-te-n-i
two-CL:cylindrical-ANIM
'two river otters'
c.

tz'i'
dog

otsiti
dog

parari
river otter

pi-teni matsigenka
two-(no CL)-ANlM person
'two people'
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Despite the differences between Machiguenga and other systems of noun classification, there are
some striking similarities. Most importantly, the basic kinds of objects classified are quite similar in a
number of systems. Machiguenga shares with Tzeltal and a number of other Amerindian languages
categories referring to general_ki_nds of shapes: long, slender, non-flexible objects; flexible, rope-like
objects; small, round oofeciS"; flat, leaf-like objects, and so on (Allan 1977:301 ). The categories of
animate vs. inanimate, big vs. small, liquid vs. solid state, and hollow vs. solid construction are also
important in many unrelated systems of classification throughout the world (Allan 1977:299-302).
Another interesting feature of the Machiguenga system is its extreme semantic transparency. Many
of the noun classifiers are derived directly from noun stems with little modification. Fully elaborated
Machiguenga numerals tend to be relatively long units consisting of five or six syllables, like fresh
geological formations that have yet to undergo the phonological erosion that wears at complex words
and obscures etymology. Classifiers can be used in creative and innovative ways by the speaker. All of
these factors suggest that noun classification has evolved rather recently in the language. Doris Payne
(1987:38) suggests that the presence of multiple kinds of classification in unrelated Amazonian languages could be the result contact between indigenous people in pre-Hispanic or colonial times. It is
perhaps in this way that noun classification was introduced to the Machiguenga language and became
superimposed on an already existing system of noun class.
Unlike Machiguenga, some systems of classification are characterized by a certain degree of semantic opacity. Proto-Bantu was once considered to contain a complex gender system consisting of eleven
arbitrary categories. Denny and Creider ( 1976) suggest that this is in fact a system of noun classification, based on principles similar to those found in other classifier languages (size, shape, dimensionality, inherent properties, etc.), but in which semantic transparency has been somewhat lost due to the
effects of linguistic fossilization and phonetic erosion. Dyirbal, an aboriginal Australian language,
represents a situation of even greater semantic opacity. Noun classification consists of four apparently
arbitrary categories whose members bear little obvious semantic relationship to one another. Dixon
(1982) was able to analyze the categories in terms of focal members that were related to other members
by long strings of association. His analysis clarified the logic behind the four cryptic categories, which
are as follows: (l) human males, most animals; (2) human females, animals that were mythologically
female, the sun (mythologically female), and by extension fire and all other dangerous things, including
warfare; (3) non-flesh food; (4) everything not in other classes (cited in Lakoff 1987:93). It is possible
that the arbitrary gender systems of modem European languages like French and German also represent
cases in which semantically active systems of noun classification became reduced and fossilized into
arbitrary systems of noun class.
Further research into systems of classification may reveal patterns which, as Lakoff (1987) argues,
represent universal features of human cognition. In the evolution of systems of classification, categories expand by analogy to incorporate new or more abstract elements. In ethnobiological classification
this leads to the formation of higher-order levels of classification (covert categories, named intermediate categories, life forms). In noun classification, the rules governing membership in a given category
become blurred with time, such that semantic relationships become opaque and only grammatical functions are retained.
The "basic object level" appears to be the way that the brain stores information about things, including the motor programs for how to interact with them (Rosch and Lloyd 1978). Noun classifiers appear
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to corroborate the concept of basic object level categories. As Posey (1979) notes, the basic object level
also corresponds well with the concept of the folk genus. Such cognitive structures may underlie the
observed universal features of both noun classification and folk biological classification. However,
noun classification in Machiguenga produces unnatural groupings of organisms, while ethnobiological
classification tends to reflect the taxonomic and evolutionary relationships. This phenomenon may have
to do with the fundamental difference between seeing organisms in their natural context as opposed to
seeing them in terms of their cultural utility. In fact many exceptions to the scientific accuracy of
ethnobiological systems are explained by the influence of mythology, utility or other cultural factors (see
Bulmer 1974).
In Machiguenga noun classification, most animals are placed in unnatural groups which contradict
both ethnozoological and scientific classification: otters, caimans and catfish are grouped together under the category of 'cylindrical animals'; small birds, mice and flies are grouped together under the
category of 'small, round, numerous animals'. In a few cases, noun classification corresponds somewhat closely with evolutionary groupings: for example the distinction between monkeys with prehensile tails and those with non-prehensile tails. In other cases, noun classification provides evidence for
covert intermediate levels of ethnobiological classification. Yet for the most part noun classification of
animals appears to follow the same arbitrary semantic rules as the noun classification of other objects.
Only in those cases where an arbitrary semantic category has evolutionary significance (the prehensile
tails of monkeys) does the linguistic classification of animals reflect evolutionary taxonomy. This appears to be a function of the utilitarian principle guiding noun classification: noun classification is
concerned with the constituent parts and material properties of inanimate objects destined for human
use, not the taxonomic gestalt or evolutionary history of living things.

NOTES:

2.

3.

4.

The author would like to thank Doris Payne and James Matisoff for reading preliminary drafts of this paper and
providing useful and encouraging comments. Thanks also to Patricia Lyon and Waud Kracke for giving helpful
bibliographic advice to an ethnographer unversed in Amazonian linguistics. A special word of thanks goes to
Brent Berlin, who introduced the author to both numeral classification and ethnobiology among the Tzeltal Maya
of Chiapas. Without his mentorship over the years this paper would have not been possible. Finally, thanks go to
Ismael Vicente Shamoko, Mateo Italiano Tyorivio and Benito Shintsikite for their patience in explaining why
parrots are skins, why otters are logs, why spider monkeys are branches and squirrel monkeys are vines. Apologies and thanks to Tito, who had no patience or mercy whatsoever, but who provided a strong stimulus to learn the
forms properly.
Another possibility is that majani ('few, a little') represents a contraction, perhaps from mavani-vanti, 'threeremaining', i.e. 'only a few left,' and that the noun class marker has been lost in the contraction. However the fact
that the inanimate form of rovani-tovaiti ('many') appears to be falling out of usage suggests that majani-*majati
may have suffered the same fate.
The suffix -page indicates the plural, with a connotation of multiplicity or diversity. For example inchato-page
('tree' -PL), means 'the diversity of tree species'; poshi11iri-page ('delicious ones'-PL) means, 'the diversity of
game animals'.
There appear to be vestiges of a gender system in the Machiguenga names for animals. Many animal names end
either in -ri (the male/animate verb ending) or -ro (the female/inanimate form). For example para-ri ('river
otter'), kema-ri ('tapir'), shilllo-ri ('peccary'), mamo-ri ('sabalo fish'),tsonki-ri ('hummingbird') and many others
carry what appears to be the male/animate suffix. Yet mani-ro ('deer'), mase-ro ('frog'), sago-ro ('lizard'), kimaro ('macaw' ). ko111agi11a-ro ('woolly monkey') and many others appear to carry the female/inanimate suffix. Note
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that Snell (cited in Doris Payne 1987:35) considers deer, frogs and lizards to be part of the inanimate noun class in
Machiguenga, but makes no mention of macaws or woolly monkeys. In my experience the latter two are both
animate/male. While poriatsi-ri ('sun') and kashi-ri ('moon')-both mythological males-appear to bear the
male/animate suffix, impoki-ro ('stars,' also mythological people) appears to bear the female/inanimate suffix. Yet
all three belong to the animate noun class. Thus the apparent presence of noun class suffixes in Machiguenga
animal and other names appears to have little or no semantic significance for modern speakers, possibly with the
exceptions noted by Snell (ibid).
5 . An interesting exception to the rules of male/female class markers in verbs occurs when two men are talking in jest
about a third man, usually present at the conversation. In this case, the third man is referred to with the feminine/
inanimate form. This appears to be part of typical male joking behavior in which men feminize one another with
sexual, and especially homosexual, comments and jokes.
6 . Since animate/inanimate and numeral classifiers are affixed into the middle of numeral expressions, one is tempted
to refer to these classifiers as "infixes''. However the structure of numeral expressions illustrated in Table l
suggests that numerals consist of agglutinative prefixes and suffixes. Strictly speaking, numeral classifiers and
animate/inanimate classifiers should thus be considered suffixes, rather than infixes. The animate/inanimate classifier in Machiguenga is more clearly a kind of suffix: numerals are never used independently of the animate/
inanimate classifier, for example *pa-iro, 'one' (animate/inanimate class not specified), or *pite-i, 'two' (class not
specified) are unheard of. The case for the numeral classifiers is more ambiguous. Numeral classifiers are not
obligatory, and hence intrude into the free-standing numeral (patiro becomes pa-poa-tiro, etc.). Thus the term
"infix" stills seems appropriate and descriptive in the case of Machiguenga numeral classifiers, distinguishing
these internally applied affixes from more normal suffixes which do not interrupt free-standing units. Perhaps the
terms "pseudo-infix'', "internal affix" or "insuffix" could be coined.
7 . The verb root-tsogito ('to finish eating the head') is associated with a social custom in which a hunter is prohibited
from eating the head of an animal he has killed, lest he lose his hunting skills. The head of a game animal is always
given away to be eaten by another family, usually the family of the hunter's brother-in-law. It is a compliment and
a sign of respect to give someone the head of an animal to eat, and the meat is considered to be a great delicacy.
8 . When occuring in final position, the classifier -kitso ('seeds') is contracted to -ki ( 17 b), not to be confused with
classifier -ki, for sticks.
9 . A similar situation exists among the Tzeltal and Tzotzil Maya, who classify chili peppers as meats in their use of
the four eating verbs, ti', 'to eat flesh', lo', 'to eat fruit', we', 'to eat bread' and k'ux, 'to eat crunchy food'.
JO. Notice that the classifier -tsei ('spines') shares asimilar final dipthong the classifier -ai, which refers to things with
a single, sharp point, such as bees, avocados, and bottle gourds. Also, biting insects such as mapoi ('mosquitoes')
and yai ('army ants') have a similar final sound. In Machiguenga, all final dipthongs are nasalized. This may
represent an example of sound symbolism in the use of classifiers.
11 . Agroup of men assembled a raiding party, planning to attack and capture the star-people. The men climbed up the
umbilical cord of the sky, a long liana knows as "monkey's ladder," connecting the earth to the heavens in ancient
times. In the rear of the war party were two men, one carrying arrows for the attack and one carrying bundles of
rope to tie up the star-people as prisoners. As the party reached the top, the guardian of the umbilical cord sheared
the cord with his scissors. As the party of warriors began to fall, Yavireri blew his magical breath and transformed
all the people involved into animals. The scissor-wielding guardian of the cord became the toucan, the scissors
becoming its beak. The warriors leading the party (hence higher up on the cord) became the flying birds, such as
orioles and kingfishers. The warriors towards the back of the party (hence lower down) became the grounddwelling birds such as currasows, tinamous and guans. The two men bringing up the rear had an even worse fate.
The one carrying the arrows fall to the ground face down, and the arrows impaled him in the back. He became the
porcupine. The one carrying the bundles of rope landed face up, such that the bundles became fused to his back.
The stun he received has left him slow-witted to this day. He, of course, is the sloth. The sky, with its umbilical
cord now severed, floated high up into the heavens where it remains out of ordinary human reach to this day.
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TABLE 1: MACHIGUENGA NUMERAL EXPRESSIONS
NUMERAL

ANIMATE

INANIMATE

'one'

pa-11-iro
pi-te-11-i
api-te-11-i
mava-n-i
maga-11-iro
maja-n-i
tovai-11-i

pa-t-iro
pi-te-t-i
api-re-t-i
mava-t-i
maga-t-iro
*maja-t-i (1101 used)
tovai-t-i (usage in decline)

'two'
'second, another one'
'three, several'
'all'
'few, a little'
'many'

TABLE 2: MACHIGUENGA NOUN CLASSIFIERS FOR
ANIMALS (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)
CLASSIFIER
-empe
-ai

RELATED NOUN/
VERB STEM
o-empe, 'its branch'
ir-ai, 'its tooth'

-ka11a

tsiti-ka11a. 'chili pepper'

-kitso

o-kitso-ki, 'its seed'

-mai
-mereto
-motia

shivitsa-mai, 'tangle of vines'
i-mereto, 'its ribs'
110-motia, 'my belly'

MEANING

INANIMATE NOUNS ANIMATE NOUNS

'branching things'

tree branches

monkeys with
prehensile tails

'things with pointed ends'

bottle gourds. avocados

bees, wasps, stinging ants

'fleshy, limbed things'

chilies, banana bunches

large mammals

'small. round,
numerous things'

seeds, pebbles

small birds. mammals,
insects, etc.

'matted or tangled things'

cotton balls, vines

sloths

'ribbed things'

ribs

small fish

'elastic, spherical things'

rubber balls

beetle grubs

-naki

seri-naki, 'tobacco pipe bowl'

'hollow containers'

pots, bottles, teeth

snails

·pana

o-pa11a, 'its leaf (broad)'

'flat, broad things'

banana leaves, paper

stingrays

'flat, pod-like things'

dehiscent fruit pods,
com cobs, bananas

medium, flat-bodied fish

'flesh, fruit, meat'

fruit pulp, meat

animal herds (esp.~)

'large cylindrical things'

tree trunks, manioc root

otters, coatis, caiman,
catfish

'tubes, hollow bones'

kindling wood, flutes

large birds, large fish

'coverings with

roof thatch, tents
fish with large fins

bats, butterflies,

'string-like things'

tree roots, veins, nerves,
herbaceous vines

monkeys with
non-prehensile tails

o-taki, 'its skin, bark'

'skins, outer coverings'

skin, tree bark

parrots, turtles,
armadillos, beetles

i-tonki, 'its bone'

'long, thin, rigid things'

bones, needles

mosquitoes

'rope-like things'

woody lianas

snakes, worms, caterpillars

'spiny things'

spiny plants

porcupines

'long-legged,
tripod-like things'

tripod-like clusters
of arrow shafts

frogs, lizards, shrimp.
crickets

-pa
-patsa
·poa
-sama
-sara111a
-shitsa
-taki
-1011ki

o-pa, 'its fruit pod'
o-vatsa, 'its flesh/fruit'
opoa, 'its wood'
sama-tsi, 'bamboo flute'
VR: 'to cover'
internal support'

oshi-tsa, 'its vine, vein'

-rsa

o-rsa, 'liana'

-rsei

o-tsei, 'its spine'

-tse11ko

tsenko-tsi, 'arrows in
cluster, long pants'
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TABLE 3: MACHIGUENGA NOUN CLASSIFIERS FOR
ANIMALS (GROUPED BY LIFE FORM)
CLASSIFIER MEANING

LIFE FORM

ANIMATE NOUN

-empe
-shirsa

'branching things'
'thin, stringy things'

monkeys
monkeys

monkeys with prehensile tails (game)
monkeys with non-prehensile tails
(not usually hunted)

-kana
-kitso (*)
-poa (*)
jous;

'fleshy limbed things'
'small, round things'
'large cylindrical things'

mammals
large mammals (mostly game)
mammals (also birds)
small mammals
mammals (also fish, etc.) cylindrical mammals (otters, kinkanot usually eaten)

-sama (*)
-kitso (*)
·taki

'tube-like things'
'small, round things'
'skins, hard outer coverings'

birds (also fish)
birds (also mammals)
birds (also turtles, etc)

large birds (mostly game)
small birds
parrots and macaws

-sama (*)
tambaqui)
·pa
-mereto
·poa (*)

'tube-like things'

fish (also birds)

large fish (sabalo, gamitana/

'pod-like things'
'ribbed things'
'large cylindrical things'

fish
flat fish (boquechico, sabalillo)
fish
small fish, many bones
fish, (also mammals, etc.) cylindrical fish (catfish)

·tonki
-ai
-motia
-kitso (*)

'long, thin, hollow things'
'pointy-ended things'
'elastic, spherical things'
'small, round things'

insects
insects
insects
insects (also birds,etc.)

mosquitoes
bees, wasps, stinging ants
beetle grubs
gnats

-rsei
·mai
-11aki
·pana
-saran/a (*)
-taki (*)
·/Sa(*)
·/Senko(*)

'spiny things'
'fluffy, cottony things'
'hollow, inflexible containers'
'flat, broad things'
'covering on internal support'
'skins, hard outer coverings'
'thick, vinelike things'
'long-legged,
tripod-like things'

unusual
unusual
unusual
unusual
unusual (also fish)
unusual (also macaws)
unusual
unusual

porcupmes
sloths
snails
stingrays
bats, butterflies, fish with large fins
turtles, armadillos
snakes, worms, caterpillars
critters with long legs
(lizards, frogs, insects, shrimp, etc.)
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NOUN CLASSIFICATION IN PILAGA (GUAYKURUAN)'
Alejandra Vidal
This paper constitutes the first account of any subsystem of Pilaga grammm; and concerns nominal
classification. Pilaga has several modes ofclassification; however, the most interesting and rich of these
systems is the system of classifiers. The purpose of this study is to situate the Pilaga classifier system
among the extant typologies of classification. After describing their syntactic behavior, basic semantics
and functional correlates I conclude that Pilaga does not fit in any clear-cut category previously proposed. It is a hybrid system which presents prima facie semantic features and behaviors which are
characteristic of at least four known types.

O. INTRODUCTION
Pilaga is an Argentinean language of the Guaykuruan family, not yet been subjected to a complete
linguistic description.2 The focus of the present study is nominal classification. Pilaga exhibits multiple
forms of classification, of which the more pervasive throughout the grammar is a system of classifiers.
Interestingly, these classifiers do not readily fit into any of the current classifier typologies.3 My analysis
is that this set of classifiers approximates best the noun classifier system described by Craig (1986a,
1986b), although Pilaga classifiers present marked differences from the Jakaltek system which formed
the basis for Craig's model.
I will establish that the system of classifiers in the family to which Pilaga belongs is apparently a
counterexample for theories of nominal classification. This uniqueness resides in the fact that (a) classifiers concentrate totally different semantic parameters in a single system to the extent that that there are
two clear semantic subgroups among the classifiers; (b) a subset of what have been syntactically characterized as classifiers are deictic markers; (c) morphosyntactically, they can stand by themselves or form
a constituent with demonstratives; and (d) classifiers inflect for the category of 'number'. Henceforth,
the purpose of the present work is to describe the system and elucidate its peculiarities. In passim, my
analysis aims to amplify the notion of noun classifiers proposed in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1, I review the three different classificatory systems
found in the language: noun classifiers, noun compounding and class markers, before turning to a detailed study of classifiers. In section 2, a description of the syntax and basic semantics of Pilaga classifiers is provided. From a syntactic viewpoint, the classifiers occur alone or with demonstratives. Semantically, they can be divided in two distinctive groups (deictic vs. positional). Deictic classifiers indicate
whether the entity in question is absent, coming into or going out of the visual field. Positional classifiers
assign a canonical position (vertical, horizontal, or non-extended) to most entities. Section 3 deals with
the variability of the classifier system, in terms of the shape of the classifiers (morphophonemic alternations). Section 4 is concerned with pragmatic variation in terms of the speaker's choice between different classifiers in cases where the same referent admits reclassification. Section 5 considers the significance of the Pilaga classifying system from a typological point of view. In this section, I review the
literature on nominal classification, paying particular attention to two typological frameworks: (a) Dixon
(1982, 1986), who distinguishes among noun classes, noun classifiers and verbal classifiers, and (b)
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Craig (1992, 1994), who reformulates Dixon's notion of noun classifiers and adds two more categories
(genitive classifiers and numeral classifiers). The central point I raise in this section is that in Pilaga, the
classifier system does not neatly fall into either Dixon's or Craig's characterization of noun classifiers.
Pilaga classifiers constitute a hybrid system which has properties of at least three different types of
classification (numeral classifiers, noun classifiers, genitive classifiers and verbal classifiers).

1. MODES OF CLASSIFICATION IN PILAGA
Three types of classification are encoded in the nominal system of Pilaga: noun compounding, (quasinoun) class markers, and classifiers. In this section I provide a general description of noun compounding
and class markers, and will consider classifiers in detail in the next four sections. However, I will first
outline the major differences between the three modes of classification mentioned.
Pilaga classifiers are syntactically associated with noun phrases and also mark deixis. As a classificatory system, classifiers categorize referents according to their positional configuration and movement
orientation [see example (1)]. Classifiers are a set of morphemes which precede the noun. They can
stand alone or enter in construction with demonstratives, i.e., they can be free or affixed (For a structural
analysis of demonstratives, see 2.1 ). Unlike class markers, classifiers are very productive. They can
apply to all the nominals (both mass and count nouns). They display a variety of functions within and
outside the boundaries of an NP or nominal.
(1 )4
ha-fii7
kaxa
ya-cang1
so7
serak
fem-CL.non-ext
name
3sg-put
box
CL.going away
ganaat
di7
CL.horiz
knife
'Seraki put the knife in the box.'
There are two additional systems in Pilaga that look like classifying systems: class markers and noun
compounding.
Class markers contrast with classifiers in that the first are completely morphologized, and the relation
between root and suffix is in most cases not semantically transparent. Semantically, class markers involve a variety of notions such as gender, manufacture, and place. In terms of the morphological locus,
class markers are always suffixes. A set of class markers is as follows:
(2)
a.
b.
c.
d.

kipae-ki
kipae-1
nkiya-lfl
nkiya-ki

'thirsty'
(masc.)
'thirsty'
(fem.)
'table'
'refectory'
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Noun compounding differs from the class markers and from classifiers in that it is realized through the
concatenation of two lexical elements. This combination entails a taxonomic relation between a noun
which belongs to a generic class, and another noun which is a specific member of that class (Idoyaga
Molina 1992b: I0):

The classifying noun follows the specific term in the following names of insects and worms (insect
larvae), which fall all into the generic category of lapaGat.
(a) specific noun+ classifying noun

(4)
a.

(3)

a.

potae-lamek
bear-helper

'anteater'

b. piyoq-lapaGat
flea- insect

b. potae-latole
bear-little

'honey-bear (=type of anteater)'

c.

'type of bird' (lit. sun-helper)

katena-lalo
sun- helper

pagela-lapaGat
wasp- insect

I will now consider noun compounding ( 1.1) and class markers (1.2) in more detail. These two systems are structurally and semantically reminiscent of classification sytems, as found in other languages.
But I will argue that while they do have some features of categorizing systems, they do not neatly fit in
the typology of 'classifying systems'.

1.1. NOUN COMPOUNDING
Noun compounding is a type of classification by which nouns appear to classify other nouns.
Compounding has been recognized as a path of development for classifier constructions (classifier +
noun) and for classifier words themselves. In Thai, for instance, 'substance nouns' are a subset of nouns
with a clear classificatory function, forming compound constructions. But also present in synchronic
Thai are class tenns and classifiers which generally derive from such 'substance nouns' (DeLancey
1986; for a similar analysis applied to Jakaltek, see Craig l 986b). These are the main reasons for considering 'nominal compounding' within the possible classificatory modes in a language.
In Pilaga, two free roots in a compound form an inseparable constitutent which designates a special
kind of entity, typically animals or plants.5 Idoyaga Molina's work on Pilaga ethnozoology (1992a)
suggests that out of 418 names of animals collected, 371 are monolexemic while about 40 are compound. The classification of species is based on form (e.g., shape, size, color) or function (patterns of
behavior). Nevertheless, compounding is not a very widespread phenomenon in Pilaga and as a resource
for either formation of new lexical items, or categorization, it is unproductive.
Three different patterns are recognizable among compounds. The first two involve nouns in either the
order
(a) specific noun+ classifying noun, or
(b) classifying noun +specific noun.
Idoyaga Molina (1992a:7) analyzes the classifying tenn of the compound as a member of a superior
category, while the other one is the specific term.
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'wasp'
'flea'

'worm'
c. delak-lapaGat
worm- insect
As for plants, examples provided by Idoyaga Molina show that there is a construction classifying
noun + specific noun where the second root corresponds to the specific term, and the first to the
superordinate category. For example, epaq 'tree' (which by extension applies to 'wood' [Idoyaga Molina
l992b:5]) occurs in compound names:
(b) classifying noun +specific noun
(5)

a. epaq-lawo
b. epaq-ketele

flower of the tree' (Parasitic plant)
lit.' ears of the tree' .(Epiphyte plant)

The following examples have been taken from Dell' Arciprete (1994), whose data also attest the pattern classifying noun + specific noun :
(6)
a. selkaik-letedik
b. selkaik-namaik
c. awaqapi-latolek
d. awaqapi-lpolyo
e. awaqapi-lt7a

mauve'
'meloncillo' (type of flower) = Castela coccinea
'turf'

lit. 'grass of the water'
'grass'
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The third type of compounding results from the combination of (c) noun+ adjective. The adjective
specifies
the size or the color of an animal, and is applicable to species belonging to different subcatecro.
0
nes.
(c) noun + adjective

(7)
a.
b.
c.

peso-tomaGayk
peso-lerayk

'red ant'
'black ant'

d.

peso-semilek
peso-kapin

e.

peso-lekalkay

'brown headed ant'
'small ant'
'big ant'

f.

pachidiya-tomaGayk

'red spider':

g.

pachidiya-pagayk

'white spider'

More examples of adjective + noun compounding are found in the following names of animals:
(8)

a.

napam-polyo

b.

waka-polyo

'a big type of armadillo'
'the oldest/biggest cow'

c.

qaqare-laciyi

'the great carancho'

Finally, other compositions of nouns denoting a specific type of animal may fail to involve a taxonomic nexus between its members, cf. kedok-lapya (lit. paw of tiger) which designates a type of spider,
and petolo-kedok (lit. butterfly-tiger), which designates a type of butterfly. Idoyaga Molina (1992a)
explains that in these examples the presence of the term kedok Qaguar/tiger) is due to the similarity
between the color of the tiger's skin and the one of the animal in question. She observes that the term
petolo in the compound petolo-kedok does not occur in other combinations. In some noun-noun compounds there is no basic term involving a classificatory function relative to the second term. However,
these combinations still operate as compound designations.

1.2. QUASI-NOUN CLASS MARKERS
Cross-linguistically, noun classes have an agreement function, i.e. the information about the class of
the referent is morphosyntactically obligatorily marked in the noun and its modifier(s).
~here is a marginal subtype of noun classes, gender systems, which are generally not taken as prototypical exemplars of classifier systems (Corbett 1991 ). Gender markers assign a grammatical distinction
to the noun to which they are attached. These grammatical classes are commonly based on the semantic
features of 'masculine', 'feminine' and/or 'neuter', with size distinctions often as an extension. Gender
affixes are common in Indo-European languages. 'Gender' has been characterized as a concordial phenomenon, i.e., where gender markers are attached to agreement targets, whether NPs or VPs. Payne
(1986:39) argues that the principal (but not necessarily only) function of a noun class system is to show
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agreement between head and dependent elements, such as between a noun and its modifiers or between
a verb and its arguments.
Noun classes may involve a variety of notions beyond the categories of 'sex', 'animacy' and 'humanness'. Number is typically a cross-cutting feature of noun class systems, as in many African languages
including Bantu languages which have classes for plants, fruits, elongated objects, small objects, masses,
liquids, paired body parts, and number etc.(Denny and Creider 1986; Demuth et alt. 1986).
In Pilaga there is a set of noun suffixes with some characteristics of class markers but it is not a
productive one. Only some nouns are marked for the category of 'class'. Other than these particular
noun stems, the class suffixes do not co-occur with other nominals. Since each lexical item from this
subset of nouns can combine with only one particular class marker, we can assume that there are lexical
restrictions imposed on the combination between nominal root and class marker. The items that enter in
combination with class suffixes are kinship terms, or certain designated trees, items of clothing, utensils
for food/liquid preparation and consumption, and names of buildings.
'Class' involves a variety of notions in Pilaga: (a) feminine/masculine sex of human referents, and (b)
type or quality of the referent. Notions such as 'masculine' and 'feminine' correspond to the grammatical
category of 'gender'.
However, in Pilaga not all nominals are marked for a particular gender/noun class distinction. Moreover, I will show that these affixes do not behave as agreement markers. Thus, the systems in Pilaga does
not behave as a prototypical noun class system.
There are about 12 noun suffixes which have been identified as noun class markers. I provide a list of
the class suffixes below. When the morphemic break is transparent and it is possible to assign a meaning
to the root separate from that conveyed by the class marker, a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss is given. In
some cases the root and the class marker are fused as a single meaningful unit and the correlation of one
meaning/one form is not feasible.6

1.2.1. {-wa} 1 HUMAN/MASCULINE'
The suffix {-wa} optionally attaches to human referents. Apart from its occurence in a general nominal expression such as siyawa 'person' (and also by extension 'man', namely individual of the masculine
sex) it is always related to the idea of 'companion':
(9)
a.

1-wa
POSS. I-companion

'my spouse'

b.

i-kya-wa
POSS. I-husband-companion

'my husband'

c.

y-awore-wa
POSS. I-friend-companion
n-ga-wa
inal.POSS.3-friend-companion

'my acquaintance'

d.

'friend'
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e.
f.

siya-wa
entity-companion
i-wa-wa
POSS. Isg-companion-companion

'person'
'my fellow'

1.2.4. MASCULINE/FEMININE SETS
There are four sets of masculine/feminine suffixes, each set being lexically restricted to occur with
certain roots.
'masculine' I 'origin'
(12) {-lek}
'feminine'/ 'origin'
{-lase}

1.2.2. {-ki} 1 MANUFACTURED OBJECTS 1
Another class marker {-ki} , shown in (I 0), is associated with man-made objects, such as clothes,
furniture, buildings (school, church), parts of a house, and containers for storage and transportation of
food, e.g., bags or pots.

a.

qose-lek

'white man'

b.
c.

qose-lase
vyase-lek

'white woman'

vyase-lase
fiace-lamo-lek

'inhabitant of the forest'
'inhabitant of Vaca Perdida'

qolea-lase

'inhabitant of the south'

sataa-ki

'belt'

d.
e.

'shirt'

f.

c.

somaa-ki
tsona-ki

d.

taa-ki

'pot '

(10)

a.
b.

e.

pagenta-naa-ki
teach-NMLZ.agent-place
f. taamnaa-ki
religion-place
g. nwosa-ki
cook-place
h. nkiya-ki
eat-place
I.

qar-oo-ki
POSS 1pl-bag.place

'chair'

(13) {-lek} 'masculine' I {-le7} 'feminine'

a.

ono-lek
young-MASC

'young man'

b.

ono-le7
young-FEM

'young woman'

c.

ya-lek
POSS. I-MASC

'my son'

d.

ya-le7
POSS.I-FEM

'my daughther'

'school'
'church'
'kitchen'
'refectory (in the school)'
'our bag'

1.2.3. {-na} 1 HUMAN ASCENDANT RELATIVE 1

'inhabitant of the forest'

(14) {-naq} 'masculine'/ {-na7} 'feminine'
a.

nolga-naq

'Toba man from Chaco'

b.

noga-na7

'Toba woman from Chaco'

c.

piyo-naq

'medicine man'

d.

piyo-na7

'medicine woman'

The suffix {-na} occurs in some kinship terms which designate 'ascendent relatives':
(11)

(15) {-nek} 'masculine'/ {-naa7} 'feminine'
a.

kome-na

'grandmother'

a.

salea- nek

'rich' (also applied to Jesuschrist')

b.

ape-na

'grandfather'

b.

npota- nek

'guardian'

'old woman' (grandmother?)
'mother'

c.

npota- naa7

'guardian'

c. yaay-na
d.

cire-na

1.2.5. {-ik} 'MASCULINE'/'TYPE OR ArrRIBUTE'
The class marker {-ik J occurs in different expressions: with a term like paaik 'widower,' and is
obligatorily for all names of trees.
(16)
a. paa-ik
'widower'
b. map-ik
'carob tree'
c. nor-ik
'hard wood tree'
The same morpheme is used with certain masculine attributes, most of which have a verbal root. (The
derivational function of class markers is touched upon in 1.2.6.)
(17)
a. colaa-ik
'lazy'
b. tare-ik
'big'
c. ocaa-ik
'sleeper'
sleep-MASC
d. paka-ik
'lier'
lie-MASC
-

1.2.6. DISCUSSION OF (QUASI-NOUN) CLASS
MARKERS
Pilaga noun class markers are always bound suffixes, and are obligatory for specific roots. This implies that the classification of an item is relative to a particular grammaticized class and that not all
nomimals fall necessarily into a group or category.
Second, noun class markers may occur on the head noun within the NP, but not necessarily on the
modifiers (demonstratives or other nouns), and viceversa. For instance, a nominal root which take {-ik}
[see examples in (17) above] can be functioning as the modifier of another noun which itself is not
marked for any class (as in, for example, emek tareik 'big house', where the head emek 'house' is not
marked for any class).
Third, in Pilaga, all the nouns are marked for some sort of number (singular, dual, paucal or collective), and all nouns are divided into never possessed, always possessed, and sometimes possessed categories. However, the occurrence of both number and possessive markers on nouns in Pilaga has no
direct relation with the noun class system. For example, names of trees (which obligatorily take a class
suffix {-ik}) are never possessed, while kinship terms always take a possessive prefix, either inalienable
{n-} or personal (first, second or third) and are also marked for a certain class. In sum, possession and
number occur independently of class markers.
As suffixes, some class markers can play a derivational function, i.e, cause a change in word class.
This property applies to (-ki} and (-ik}. In (17), for example, derived nominals colaa-ik 'Iyer' and ocaaik 'sleeper' have verb roots in them. In (10), nwosa-ki 'kitchen' and nkiya-ki 'dining room' contain a
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class suffix which indicates the physical location of the action encoded by the verbs 'cook' nwosa and
nkiya 'eat'.
The number of class markers is quite small, and apart from the list of morphemes given above, I have
uncovered no more than three other morphemes which look even suspiciously like noun class markers.
One example is provided by {-sek} which is used forToba group denominations like tak-sek and lanagasek, each of them designating Toba individuals from two different groups and also their dialects.
Although this system may exhibit some features of a noun class or gender system on the surface, I
claim that it does not synchronically constitute a noun class system per se, according to the cross-linguistic characterization of noun class systems in the literature. The reasons behind this hypothesis are the
following:
(a) If the noun word does not fall into any of the groups described in (9) through (17), it will not
take a class marker. This means that only a very restricted set of nouns in Pilaga are marked for
class.
(b) Semantically, the motivation for allocating a noun to a particular grammatical class in Pilaga is
quite opaque. Also associated with the lack of semantic transparency are obscure motivations
for the co-existence of different 'feminine' and 'masculine' suffixes. Cross-linguistically, class
markers are historically derived from nouns. The use of -wa as a nominal root in i-wa '(my)
spouse' and as a suffix as in siya-wa 'person'or n-awore-wa 'somebody's friend' makes it
possible to think about a nominal source for this class marker. Also note the use of-wain i-wawa 'my companion' as both a root and a suffix. In all the examples provided in (9), the suffix is
associated to the notion of 'human'. An illustration is given by the pair siya-q/siya-wa, where
the first expression denotes a 'domestic animal or animal from the forest', contrasting with siyawa 'person, human being'. For the rest of the suffixes, however, free nominals from which they
might historically derive have not yet surfaced.
The absence of semantic transparency is typical of old, eroded systems. It seems possible that the
system may be the residue of an older noun class system which was already present in the protolanguage
or that conceivably, it never was a noun class system. Since it is actually non-productive as a category,
one can infer that it is perhaps a decaying class system. Also in Toba, a sister language, Klein assumes
that what she calls "gender suffixes" used to be more productive than they are in the language as spoken
today. She mentions that the suffixes appear very rarely synchronically and "are frozen to the bases"
(1975:201).
To conclude, even if it may be legitimate to talk about semantic classes involved in this system (for
those nouns that take class markers), synchronically the system does not correspond to a noun class
systemas defined by Dixon (1986). It lacks most of the features - agreement with other elements of the
NP or VP; high productivity; and wide distribution, that have been proposed for noun classes in the
literature (Dixon 1986: 105).

1.3. THE 'FEMININE' GENDER DISTINCTION
In addition to the quasi-noun class markers given in section 1.2 above, feminine gender can be optionally indicated by (ha-}. This is clearly not part of the quasi-noun class markers; (ha-} attaches to
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demonstratives, profonns and classifiers exclusively while quasi-noun classes are always suffixed to
nominal roots. Nevertheless, for completeness in discussing the coding of gender in Pilaga, I briefly
illustrate it here.
{ha-) is prefixed to a classifier (further discussed in the following chapters), whether the classifier is
attached to a demonstrative (see 2.1.2.2) or not:
(18)
a. ha-ru7-m7e
yaw7o
FEM-CL.non ext-DEM woman
'that woman (sitting or non extended)'
b. ha-da7
yaw7o
FEM-CL.vert
woman
'the woman (standing)'

1.4. SUMMARY
This section has discussed two different kinds of systems which bear some resemblances with the type
of classifying functions commonly encountered in noun classes and noun compounding. I argued that,
however, the (noun) class markers do not constitute a classifying system par excellence and henceforth,
I referred to class markers as "quasi-noun class markers". As for compounding, I showed that compounding is not productive and is typically found in names of species of the flora and fauna domain.
Since the quasi-noun class system does not have any traces of concordial or agreement distribution,
conceivably this system may have its origins in compounding or derivational processes.
In the next three sections, I will focus on Pilaga classifiers, demonstrating that their usage is widespread and completely productive.

The notion of 'feminine' can be also extended to inanimates, as shown in (19):

2. PILAGA CLASSIFIERS

(19)

a.

ha-iii
FEM-CL.non ext-DEM
'the church (sitting or non extended)'

tamnaaki
church

b.

kaya7te
NEG .EXIST CL
'There is no meat in the pot.'

hen lapat
meat

ha-fii7
FEM-CL.non ext

taaki
pot

2. 1. SYNTAX OF CLASSIFIERS WITHIN THE NP

When the feminine prefix does not surface, the referent is unmarked for the feminine gender and is
understood as a masculine entity [in this respect, note the contrast between (18b) and (20a)]:
(20)
a. ¢-da7
siyawa
CL.vert. person (by extension, man)
'a/the man'
b.

c.

¢-da7-m7e
siyawa
CL.vert-DEM person (by extension, man)
'that man'

w7o ¢-na7
EXIST CL.coming/present meat
'There is meat.'

In this section, I will describe the syntax of the NP (2.1) and then analyze the basic semantics encoded
in the grammatical classifier system (2.2). I argue that classifiers constitute a syntactic category by
themselves, independent from other noun modifiers. Classifiers occur with both definite referents and
mass nouns. Semantically, they are divided into two groups i.e, positionals and deictics.

Japat

In a noun phrase, the head noun can be preceded by up to three types of modifiers i.e., NP (possessive
construction), specifier, and adjective.
All the constituent patterns can be merged in a single rule represented in (21):
(21)
[NP->

(NP) Poss

[SPECIF->

CL
DEM]

[Nhead - - >

N

(SPECIF) (Adj) NJ head

PRO]

So far, ~he reason for the assignment of nouns to the feminine gender is unknown. A few disparate
nouns which do take ha- are pagentanaki 'school', mena 'money', epaq 'tree', taaki 'pot' and yaw7o
'human female'.
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In what follows, I discuss the nature of the head and each of its possible modifiers i.e., specifier,
genitive construction and adjective.
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2.1.1. HEADS
2. 1 • 1 • 1 • NOUN HEAD
In an NP, a noun can occur by itself, without a specifier of any sort, including classifiers. The tendency
to supress the classifier in front of nominals is typical of younger fluent speakers who demonstrate a
good command of Spanish as well. In (22a) the noun cubierta 'tyre' is a Spanish borrowing. In (22b)
nale 'loan' occurs without a classifier, but a few lines later in combination with a CL+ demonstrative
[see (22c)].
(22)
a. netay-lo
kubyerta
tareik-qa
LOC-PL
tire
big-PAUC
'There were big tires' (past narrative context)'
b. yi-set
da7
qorni
da-qta-ma
3SG-be possible CL.vert
PRO.IPL 3PL-give-DIR
nale
loan
'It was possible that they give us the/a loan.'
c. qance
rnientras
da7
qo-y-wate-tak
conJ
meanwhile
CL.vert
PASS-3sg-wait for-PRG
ha-so7
nale
FEM-CL.going away loan
'And while the loan was being waited for...'

2. 1. 1.2. PROFORMS: CLASSIFIER + DEMONSTRATIVE
Demonstratives in Pilaga may have a classifier attached to them.They are called 'demonstratives'(DEM)
because they point out a specific entity, while adding information relative to its position and/or movement via a classifier.
These demonstratives can function as both proforms (PRO) (i.e., when there is no N head) and specifiers (i.e., when they accompany a noun head). However, the demonstratives have the same shape regardless of whether they function as specifiers to another noun head or as a proform (This topic will be
discussed further in section 2.1.2.2).
Proforms are reference tracking elements for participants previously mentioned in the discourse. In
Pilaga, demonstratives and proforms encode the following deictic meanings: ca 'distal DEM', ho7
'proximal DEM' and m7e 'no reference to distance DEM'. They are always used with a classifiers to
convey specific reference. Note the contrast between ca 'distal demonstrative' in (23a) versus ho7 'proximal' in (23b):
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(23)

a.

fii-ca7
weta di7
noik sekaet
CL.non-ext-PRO LOC CL.horiz. town yesterday
'That one (who is sitting far from me-I can
hardly see him) was in the town yesterday.'

b.

iio-ho7
weta
fii7
d
CL.non-ext-PRO LOC
CL.non-extende
pagentanae
sekaet
school
yesterday
'This one (who is sitting close to me-I can touch
him) was in school yesterday.'

· of 'non-marked for distance' or 'intermediate distance', i.e., not so
The root m7e has the meanmg
close but still visible. In elicitation contexts, the comple~ demonstrative formed by ~ CL and the root
m?e serves as the prototypical form for the third person smgular and plural pronouns.
(24)

da7-m7e
CL.vert-DEM

w7o
EXIST

qa7li
before

so7
CL.going away

1-mek
POSS.3-house
'He had a house.'
In contrast to third person forms which can function as either specifiers ?r proforms wh~~ affixed with
classifiers first and second person forms never take CLs. It seems plausible that the pos1uon or movement of s~eech act participants is either self-evident or irrelevant:
(25)

w7o
qa7li
am-1
EXIST
before
PR0.2PL
'You had water.'
s-onataa-n
b. hayim
t SO-sing-PUNT
PRO.lSG
'I sing.'

a.
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so7
CL.going away

no op
water

As a summary, Table I gives an overview of the demonstrative roots:
TABLE 1. DEMONSTRATIVES H07, M7E, CA

-ho7

-m7e

stand-alone
demonstrative
or can be
affixed
with a CL

-ca

must take
a CL

must take
a CL

2. 1.2. SPECIFIERS
A specifier can be either a classifier or a demonstrative, or a combination of both.

2. 1.2. 1. CLASSIFIERS
A classifier can occur alone, as the only specifier of the head noun.
Whenever a cla~sifier occurs, it precedes the noun. The three instances of classifiers provided in (26)
show that the classifier may be affixed with {ha-} 'feminine', a fact that is governed by the crender of the
0
referent.
(26)
so7
seraki
ya-cangi
ha-iii7
kaxa
CL.go.away
name
3sg-put
fem-CL.non ext
box
di7
ganaat
CL. horiz
knife
'Seraki put the knife in the box'

According to what has been stated in 2.1.1.2, demonstratives can behave as proforms, albeit they
exhibit the same shape as when functioning as noun specifiers. Furthermore, there are no nondemonstrative
third person pronouns. Example (28) illustrates the fact that, even though m7e can occur in pronoun
function in (24) above, it still functions as a demonstrative when a noun follows.
(28)
an-toiii-igi
di7-m7e
dole
2SG-wann-MOD CL.horiz.-DEM
fire
'Wann yourself up by the fire (pointing at it)'
The association between classifiers and demonstratives in South American Indian languages has been
already pointed out by Payne (1987:28). In Bora (Huitotan), inanimate demonstrative roots may be
suffixed with classifiers. In Yagua, demonstrative roots must be suffixed to stand as free words (Payne
1986:125). While it holds true for Pilaga that demonstrative roots normally require a CL, however, there
is one DEM root which can stand by itself. In particular, of the three demonstrative roots m7e, ca, and ho,
only ho7 can be used in its bare form.
(29)
so:te
w7o
ho7
ley
before EXIST
DEM Jaw
'There was a law.'

2. 1. 1.3.

SUMMARY

Five different possibilities in terms of the head and specifiers within the NP have been outlined in
section 2.1.1 : (a) a head noun can stand by itself, (b) it can co-occur with a bare classifier, (c) the head
can be specified by a DEM, which is affixed with a CL, (d) the DEM ho7 as a specifier may appear with
no CL attached to it, and (e) a DEM can function as a proform, i.e., as a head. The set of options are listed
in (30):
(30)

SPECIF

HEAD
N

2. 1.2.2. DEMONSTRATIVES
N~rmally, classifier and demonstrative fonn a syntactic unit with specifying function. Demonstratives
consistently precede the head; they are deictic markers with definite reference.
The internal structure of the demonstrative is given in (27):
(27)

CL
CL-DEM
DEM

N
N
N
[CL-DEM (=proform)]
NP

DEM-> (Feminine)-(CL)-Root-(Paucal)
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2. 1.3. GENITIVE OR POSSESSIVE NPS
Nouns can also be preceded by another NP in a . .
.
.
classifier before the head noun In (31) th h d
g~mt1ve modifier construction. In (31), note the
·
e ea noun is further possessed wh ·1 · (32) · ·
occurrence of possessive markers like{!-} d d h
I e Ill
It is not. (The
epen on t e class of the head noun )
(31)
.
nace
samale
so7
siyawa
da7
conj
big
CL.going away
man
CL.horiz.

2. 1.5. SUMMARY
Jn conclusion, inside an NP a noun can stand by itself or be preceded by a CL or a DEM, i.e., a
specifier. When they co-occur, classifiers and demonstratives form a constituent that always specifies by
pointing to a particular entity, while adding information about the position and movement of the entity.
However, hol as a demonstrative can stand by itself.
Other noun modifiers, such as attributive adjectives and genitive constructions are also possible. Adjective modifiers are pre-head.

1-oqolana
POSS.3-fear
'And the man's fear was big'

2.2. SEMANTICS OF CLASSIFIERS

The previous section focussed on the morpho-syntax of classifiers. This section attends to their se?enitive constructions are NPs which modify a head noun within
..
mantics.
assigned a specific slot within the NP I (31) h
a larger contammg NP. They are not
· n
w ere the order of th
·
There are basically six classifiers in Pilaga.(For morphological variation among CLs, see section 3)
sessed], both the possessor and t.he
, d
e components 1s [Possessor-Pospossesse are preceded by a I "fi
dh
.
Semantically,
they are organized according to the following cross-cutting parameters: a) proximity/dispossessive prefix. But example (32) . d. t h h . .
c asst ier an t e head 1s marked by a
m 1ca es t at t at 1t 1s also po "bl
h
tance of the referent from the perceptor (identified primarily with the speaker); b) position; and c)
[Possessed-Possessor]. Note that in (32 ) there i
. ssi e to get t e reversed order, i.e.,
motion. The parameters of 'proximity/distance' and 'motion' of the entity are conflated in a single form:
noun, which suggests that the possessive mark:r~~et~er:I c~a~s1fie~ hen but no POSS prefix on the head
noun:
e ea is optional and depends on the class of the nal 'coming' /present'; sol 'going away/past' and gal 'absent or far'/'not in motion'. When the entities
are classified according to their position, their presence within the visual field is implied since their
configuration is observable. The positional set is composed of the other three classifiers: dal 'standing/
(32)
vertically extended'; iiil 'sitting/non extended' and dil 'lying/horizontally extended'.
na7
alewa
hen
qom-pi
According to their internal semantics, the classifiers can be grouped in two sets, namely the deictic
CL.coming
land
CL
qom-COL
classifiers and the positional or non-deictic classifiers (the reason why postional are non-deictic is
'the Qoms 's (= Pilaga) land'
developped in 2.2.2.1):
TABLE 2. PILAGA CLASSIFIERS

Positional classifiers

2. 1.4. ADJECTIVES
~~jectives precede the head when they function as attribu [

. .
pos1t10n adjectives may be preceded by a cl "fi rk . ( tes see (33)]. In the attnbut1ve prenominal
adjective are within the scope of the CL a~s:h1er d'. e i_n 33a) and (33b). In both cases the noun and the .
(33)
' an ea Ject1ve operates as a modifier of the head.
a.

na7
saleka
CL.prox
small
siya-ri-pi
person-PAUC-COL

hen
tareik
CL
big
'the big hard wood tree'

'vertically extended'
'sitting/non-extended'
'lying/horizontally extended'

Deictic classifiers
noy-qa
town-PA UC

galas
conj

tareik
big

hen
CL

'(there were) small communities but lots of (lit. 'big' in terms of quantity) people'
b.

da7
fii7
di7

ketaqayk
hard wood.tree

na7
so7
ga7

'coming/proximal'
'going away/past'
'absent/distal'

The semantic specification of classifiers given in Table 2 differs from the one presented by Klein for
Toba (also Guaykuruan) noun classifiers also refered to as 'locative particles' (Klein 1973; 1979:86-87).
She primarily divides noun classifiers into two categories, namely 'presence in the visual field' vs.
'absence from the visual field' . Klein's parameter 'presence in the visual field' subsumes the ideas of
'coming into view' (i.e., motion towards the point of reference) and 'in view' (i.e., where there is no
sense of motion implied, only physical presence of the referent). She further subcategorizes each group
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noik sekaet
di7
weta
d. fii-ca7
according to two more distinctions: 'anticipated presence/realized presence' (i.e., the arrival or appeartown
yesterday
CL.horiz.
LOC
CL.non-ext-PRO
ance of the referenced entity is talcing place while the speech act develops, or the referent was already
'That one (who is sitting far from mepresent prior to the constitution of the setting) and 'anticipated absence/realized absence', (the same
1can hardly see him) was in the town yesterday.'
distinction given for presence applies to absence).
The three positional classifiers in Pilaga coincide with the three classifier morphemes in Klein's subDi7 has the basic meaning of 'lying' (as horizontally extended) and it is used with names of places,
category of 'realized presence in the visual field' , while the cognate of Pilaga na7 (i.e., Toba na) encodes
small
towns (see 35d above), plain surfaces (plates, tables), and with naturally elongated animals such as
the idea of 'anticipated presence' . Toba noun classifiers so and ka (equivalent to Pilaga so7 and ga7)
fishes. Ancestors and dead people or dead animals are generally categorized by di7:
indicate 'anticipated absence' and 'realized absence' of the referent, respectively.
In the next section, I will consider each group of Pilaga classifiers separately, starting with the posi- (36)
onole siyaq
di7
tional classifiers.
a. qo-y-anem
ha-da7
yawo
one animal
CL.horiz.
PASS-3-give
FEM-CL.vert
woman
'Somebody gave the woman one animal
2.2. 1. POSITIONAL CLASSIFIERS
(to eat-the animal is dead).'
di7
qali7
b. na7-ho7
n-qiyaki
netalege
In Pilaga, entities are normally classified according to an inherent position. Human beings naturally
CL.horiz
before
CL.vert-DEM
inal.POSS-plate
LOC
appear as standing. For example, the da7 'vertically extended' occurs with a noun in (34a) and on a third
n-qiyala
person demonstrative in (34b):
inal.POSS-table
(34)
'The plate was on the table.'
a. da7
siyawa di-kiyana-a
da7
ganaat
CL.vert-DEM
person 3sg-eat-Obj.agr
CL.vert
knife
Nouns such as 'fire' and 'stones' are normally classified as spread or extended in terms of their intrin'That person (standing) is eating something with a
sic position. Therefore, di7 occurs in (37):
knife.'(He/she shows the knife which is in a vertical position)
(37)
b. da7-m7e
d-alon-a
tareik-pi
qa7-pi
a. di7-ca
CL.vert-DEM
3sg-sing-Obj.agr
big-COL
CL.horiz-DEM stone-COL
'He sings (something)'
'all those stones'
b. an-tofii-igi
di7-m7e
dole
The classifier fii7 'sitting' or 'non extended' marks the canonical position for buildings like a house,
2SG-warm-MOD CL.horiz-DEM fire
church or school. It also extends to humans in a sitting position, and indexes the canonical position of
'Warm yourself up by the fire! '
mammals, birds and insects.
(35)
a. fii
siyaq
netawe
fii7
CL.non-ext.
animal
CL.non.ext
LOC
'The animal is inside the house.'
b. iii
mayo?
netaye
qa7li7
CL.non-ext
bird
LOC
before
'The bird was on the tree.'
c. fii7
waltafii
netaye
qa71i7
CL.non-ext
fly
LOC
before
eme-lae
house-piece
'The fly was on the wall (lit. piece of the house).'
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emek
house
ha-da7
FEM-CL.vert

epaq
tree

fii7
CL.non ext
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The following table summarizes the semantic groupings already described for positional classifiers:

(38)
a.

TABLE 3. Semantics of Positional Classifiers

vertically extendedflong
da7

b.

humans
trees
horses

c.

horizontally extended/flat
di7
dead people
fishes
towns
non-extended/rounded
fii7

e.
mammals
snakes
insects
buildings (house, school)
fruits

Positional classifiers embody the notion of 'shape'. The the positional meanings of the Pilaga classifiers are analogous to the three basic shapes found in classifier systems around the world, i.e., flat, round
and long.

2.2.2. DEICTIC CLASSIFIERS
Deictic classifiers encode the ideas of 'movement' and 'proximity' with respect to a point of reference, which generally coincides with the speaker.
As shown earlier in Table 2, deictic classifiers are constituted by three morphemes. The form na7 has
been attested carrying the meaning of 'in movement/coming into view/present'. Example (38a) involving a demonstrative, and (38b) where the figure can be moved towards the point of reference, are typical
cases to illustrate 'movement into the visual field'. [Note that in (38b) what is moving is the table, as
indicated by the classifier na7, whereas the table is by nature horizontally extended, as shown in (36b)
above.] Food and utensils for cooking or eating (38c), and kinship terminolgy are also accompanied by
na7; Parts of the body occur with na7 as in (38c) and (38d). Other nouns which have been found in
combination with na7 are small trees. There is also some possibility that na7 represents a general category for whatever entities are present in the visual field, i.e., 'proximal', without implying anything
about their position or movement. Though I will later suggest that there is an association between nal
and items which are closely related with a possessor. (See section 4.3)
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d.

pitlale7
na7-m7e
yaw6
Pilaga
CL.prox-DEM
woman
'that Pilaga woman (who is coming).'
fia-wege-ge7
na7
n-qiyala
lsg-take-Dir.towards
CL.prox
inal.POSS-table
'lam pulling out the table.' (from the speaker's perspective, the table is coming)
naega7 awa-pya-gek
na7
1-apat
INTERR 2sg-cut-DIR.outwards
CL.prox.
poss.3-meat
'What do you cut meat with?'
sa-s-qon
na7
y-aqayk
NEG-lSG-feel pain
CL.prox
poss.ISO-head
'I feel pain in my head.' (=I have a headache)
i-liq-te
w7o na7
poss. lSG-knee-DUAL
EXIST CL.prox
'I have two knees.'

In terms of the motion rendered by the referent, the CLs so 7 and na 7constitute a contrastive pair (38a
and 39a) Unlike nal, sol indexes 'movement away from the visual field '. In (39a-c) so7 conveys movement away from the vantage point of the speaker; (39d) contrasts with (39c) in the sense that the action
of chasing the mouse can only be said from the perspective of the chaser, i.e., the mouse is going away
and consequently na7 'coming towards' in (39d) is unacceptable:
(39)
a.

so7-m7e
CL.going away

siyawa
person

i-laeke
3sg-go for

1-alonek
POSSJsg-wood

de-wose
qaqaen
3sg-cook
caus
'That person (going away) goes (to look) for wood for cooking.'
yawo-7
b. so7-ca-ge7-lo
women-PA UC
CL.going away-DEM-DIR.outwards-PAUC
'those women (going away)'
cigonae
so7
s-ka-tak
c. hayim
mouse
CL.going
away
lsg-follow-PRG
lsg.PRO
'I am following/chasing the mouse.'
c1gonae
na7
skatak
d. * hayim
mouse
CL.prox
lsg-follow-PRG
lsg.PRO
*I am chasing the mouse (that is coming towards me).'
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The semantic values of sol range from an 'in sight' to an 'out of sight' notion. In principle, if the
figure is going away it can still be visualized. In other words, it is mostly within the visual field, even
though it is abandoning the setting.
The classifier gal pairs up with the classifier sol according to the parameter of 'non-proximity', i.e,
t~ey.both convey 'distalness'. Neither 'movement' nor 'position' are involved in gal. Rather, the dis~mction bet~een sol and gal can expressed as the difference between something 'becoming absent/
now absent (sol) versus something that was 'absent prior to the speech event' (gal) i.e. 'anticipated
absence'.
(40)
a. s-ciyo-ge7
ga7
ar-qaya
lsg-come-DIR.towards
CL.distal
POSS.2sg-sister
'I came from my sister's' (the referent is out view)
b. am-sa-nem
ga7
paan
2SG-1SG-give
CL.distal bread
'I 'II give you bread.' (there is no bread out there but the speaker implies that
there will be some and in that case (she/he will give it to the hearer)
c. w7o
ga7
nlo-7
qance
w7o
ga7
EXIST
CL.distal day-PAUC
conj
EXIST CL.distal
qar-maa-q
POSS. 1PL-celebration-PL
'In a few days, we will have a celebration'

c.

nae7
0-ciyo-ge7
so7
ar-qaya
INTERR
3sg-come-DIR
CL.going away poss.2sg-sister
'Where does your sister come from (=immediate provenance)?'
(the one that is going away.)

?e

The ~L ?al is generally linked to the speaker's intentions and beliefs about the accomplishment of the
event w1thm the world. In (40a) and (40b) the classified referent is out of sight of the speaker and hearer.
In (40a) the putative sister is absent but it may also imply that the hearer does not know her. The condition of th~ bread in (40b) is that it will be certainly present after the utterance-time; in this sense the
speaker ~1ctures the b.read as potentially present in which case it will be given to the speaker. In (40c) the
cele~ratlon and the time to carry it out are, like in (40a), distant but potentially coming. On deictic
classifiers, compare the following paradigm containing the three different possibilities that nal, sol and
gal may encode in terms of deixis:
(41)
a. nae7
0-ciyo-ge7
ga7
ar-qaya
INTERR
3sg-come-DIR
CL.distal
poss.2sg-sister
'Where does your sister come from (=immediate provenance)?
'(Neither speaker nor hearer can see her.)
b. nae7
0-ciyo-ge7
na7
ar-qaya
INTERR
3sg-come-DIR
CL.prox
poss.2sg-sister
'Where does your sister come from (=immediate provenance)?'
(Speaker sees her; she is coming.)
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2.2.2. DEIXIS VERSUS POSITION
Classification in terms of the canonical position or shape of the referent is achieved by the 'positional
classifiers. The configuration is 'canonical' when the entity in question exhibits a shape that is basic for
all the members of its class (see Table 3). Deictic classifiers do not categorize a particular entity according to anything 'canonical'; entities which belong to different classes in terms of their position can be
equally moving within the visual field or can be potentially absent. (Variation and semantic extensions
of deictic classifiers will be taken up in section 4). A very special situation is the one provided by the
classifier nal whose semantics may imply motion (and this is the reason why it has been included in the
group of deictic classifiers), but it also co-occurs with a particular set of objects, such as utensils and
body parts, which may be not marked for motion.
In the examples examined in 2.2. l and 2.2.2 there are common properties which I will summarize
and discuss here. The classifier precedes the nominal, either occuring alone, (34a, 35a,b,c), or attached
to a demonstrative, in which case the NP refers to a definite, referential participant (27a, 28a,b,c).
By using a classifier the speaker expresses a certain condition for the denotated entity. This encoding of a movement implies a necessary relationship between the speaker and the object of reference,
where the relationship expressed depends on the speaker's own point of view. In (38a,b) and (39b) - to
cite a few examples - the viewpoint of the speaker is overt, expressed in the choice of the classifier. In
(34) through (37), by constrast, it seems that the inherent properties of the referents are more important
than any movement circumstances at the time of visualization. In other words, here the objects (the stone
or the woman) are described in terms of their positional states (as sitting or non-extended, standing or
vertically extended, respectively), all of which are not so clearly anchored in the speaker and hearer's
perspective. In line with these two groups of examples, I distinguish between deictic [exemplified in
(38) through (41 )], versus non-deictic [(34) to (36)] function of these morphemes.
'Deixis' can be defined as the relationship between the participants of the speech act and the
context. In constrast, non-deictic means that the interpretation of the circumstances of a particular participant does not depend on information provided by the context to be fully understood. A positional
description is not usually a deictic matter.
It is obvious why the classifiers nal, sol and gal have a deictic function; movement of the type
'coming' or 'going' can be only predicated from somebody's vantage point. Time and location markers,
and demonstratives in general, are cross-linguistically deictic markers in and of themselves (Anderson
and Keenan 1985). In this prima facie sense there seems to be a mapping relationship between movement and deictic function: movement classifiers are deictic markers since the information about the
context is grammaticalized into this subset of CLs. In contrast, positional-type classifiers do not seem to
encode deixis.
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2.2.3. THE PUZZLE OF THE CLASSIFIER hen:
A GENERAL CLASSIFIER?
As may have become evident in the previous sections, hen is a modifier which occurs before a noun.
In this section, I will give examples of hen attached to DEM roots m7e and ho7. Hen only specifies by
pointing out an entity. It indexes an entity which is proximate in location to the speaker:
(42)
w7o
hen
noop
EXIST
CL
water
'There is water.' (=pointing at it)

Hen enters in combination with the demonstrative roots ho7 and m7e but never with ca: *hen-ca is
ungrammatical.
However, both henm7e and henho7 are full demonstratives:
(43)
a. sa-wana
hen-m7e
siyaq-pi
lsg-see
CL-DEM
animal-COL
'I saw many animals.'
b.

henho7
qa7
CL-DEM
stone
'This big stone'

tareik
big

Thus, hen also can fill the slot of a classifier because it can co-ocur with two of the demonstrative
roots and at the same time it is incompatible with the rest of the classifiers. However, hen does not
semantically imply position or movement as classifiers in general do; it has been semantically bleached
compared to the rest of the classifiers. In this sense, hen is a candidate for the category of general
classifier. Hen bears a purely grammatical function consisting of pointing out whichever entity is close
to the point of reference. But also, it is used with mass nouns with no specific reference, and with nouns
which are the only member of their category (sky, land/earth, moon, or sun):
(44)
a. qomi7
sa-liena-k
hen
lapat
PRO.IPL
I-eat-PL
CL
meat
'We eat meat.'
b. 0-ciya-ta-pe-ege
hen
piyem
3pl-come-PRG-DIR-MOD
CL
sky
'They came from the sky'
c. f-talaa-ta-pe
so7-m7e
yawo-n-p1
3sg-show-PRG-DIR CL.going away-PRO
woman-PAUC-COL
ho7 kaleo
0-ciyaqa-p-ege
hen
piyem
before
3pl-come.own-DIR-MOD CL
sky
'And (he was) showing the women that were coming down from the sky.'
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As a deictic expression, henho7 also behaves as a verbal modifier, indicating a specific place. Henho7
is usually an adverbial deictic of proximity. The story in (44c) and (45a) is concerned with cutting the
chain of women (who came from the sky) so that they can fall down, stay on earth and join the society
which had been formed exclusively by men up to that moment. In (45a) henho7 refers to fox, a trickster,
who is speaking by himself two lines before, urging the other animals to dig a hole on the ground. In
(45b), which is not sequential with (45a), the speaker is using henho7 as a spatial deictic, pointing to the
place which is near him/her:
(45)
a.

b.

so7-m7e
CL.going away-DEM

hen-ho7
ta-ye-pi
DEM
LOC-in-COL
' ... for the women to stay there'
se-take
s-ona-ya
lsg-want
lsg-remain-DIR
'I want to stay here.'

yawo-ri-pi
woman-PA UC-COL

hen-ho7
DEM

This section has shown the syntactic distribution and basic semantics of Pilaga classifiers. In the next
two, I will consider the formal and pragmatic variation encountered in this sub-system.

3. FORMAL VARIATION
In this section, I will address the topic of variation in the form and use of classifiers. Formal variation
in classifiers concerns vowel alternation caused by inflection, vowel harmony and vowel lengthening.

3.1. MORPHOPHONEMIC VARIATION:
THE INDICATION OF NUMBER
Three processes affect the form of classifiers: one grammatical (i.e, number inflection) and two phonological (vowel harmony and vowel lengthening). The strictly phonological processes surface only in
demonstrative formation. The vowel of the classifier will alternate depending on the feature of number.
This section, then, concerns the category of 'number' which may be expressed by alternation in vowel
quality, vowel lenghthening or by the 'paucal' suffix (-lo}. For expository purposes, I will first review
the morphological variation of CLs (3.1.1 ), and then consider the 'number' suffix {-lo} (3.1.2.)

3.1.1. [A] AS THE MARKER OF PAUCAL NUMBER
Classifiers carry the grammatical distinction of 'number' of the referent, which means that they may
show agreement in number with the argument they modify or make reference to. The referent can be
singular, paucal (from two to eight), or plural (a set of around 10 or more).
Noun classifiers present a basic CV phonological tier where the vowel slot alternates between the
back mid [o] and the front high [i] to mark both 'singular' and 'collective' number, depending on the
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classifier. (i.e., the CL has the same phonological shape whether the referent is singular or collective).
More precise indication of the number will be marked somewhere else in the clause, i.e. in the quantifier
or on the noun, as in (46a) and (46b). In (46a) the classifier does not agree with the noun. Similarly, in
(46b) the noun -not the classifier- is the element that appears marked for the paucal number. In (46b) the
indication of number relies principally on the quantifier and the noun, rather than on the classifier.
(46)
a. di7-m7e
enawaq
pitlaa-lek
NCL.horiz-DEM
Pilaga-person.masc
every
'All of them are Pilaga men'
b. di-ho7
enawaq
pitlaa-lase-1
CL.horiz-DEM
every
Pilaga-fem-PAUC
'All of these are pilaga men '
However, when the number of objects referenced is between 2 and 8 (i.e., 'paucal' number) classifiers
may change their form: the [i] or [o] of the CV stem becomes [a]. Only the CLga7 does not undergo any
change.
(47)
Number inflection
[i] sg/col
[a] 'paucal'
->
[o] sg/col
Examples of agreement between the classifier and the noun in the construction DEM + N indicated
via vowel alternation are displayed in (48a-e). As an illustration, in (48b,d,e) paucal number is represented by the vowel of the noun classifier, a situation which can be contrasted with (48a) and (48c):
(48)
a. no7-ho7
qa7
CL.prox-DEM
stone
'this stone'
b. na7-ho7
qa7-ri
CL.prox.pauc-DEM
stone-PA UC
'these stones'
c. di7-m7e
qose-lek
CL.horiz-DEM
white person-masc.
'that white man'
d. dya7-m7e
qose-lase-7
CL.horiz.pauc-PRO
white person.fem-PAUC
'those (lying) white women'
e. dya7-ho7
lograe-1
yawo-7
CL.horiz.pauc-DEM
tall-PAUC
woman-PAUC
'these (lying) tall women'
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Thus, 'number' does pattern with 'classification' in Pilaga. This situation is also common in other
classification systems - such as Bantu noun classes. Table 4 summarizes the array of possibilities. All the
combinations of CL+ DEM (SG/COL vs. PAUC number) are listed there, along with certain ungrammatical starred forms.
Table 4 is built on the parameters of number ('SG' /'COL' vs 'PAUC'), and position (horiz.extended,
non-extended and vert.extended) or movement (coming, going out, absent). Lines are organized per
classifier, contrasting 'SG'fCOL' and 'PAUC'. Dotted lines separate the 'SG/COLform from the 'PAUC'
form of the same classifier. Dashed lines divide one basic category of classifier from another. Each line
has a number which will be used for further reference in 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2. Thirty-one different
demonstrative forms are possible when intersecting the features of position-and number, or movement-and-number in combination with the demonstrative roots m7e, ho7 and ca. The three possibilities
per classifier plus number distinction are horizontally displayed in the table (for example, vert.ext-SG/
COL+ rn7e; vert.ext-SG/COL + ho7; vert.ext-SG/COL +ca, and so on).

Table 4. Demonstratives plus classifiers
INTERMEDIATE CLOSE TO
FAR FROM
DISTANCE
SPEECH PTCPS SPEECH PTCPS
-m7e
-ho7
-ca
[doho7]
[do7ca]
VERT
[da7m7e]
SG-COL
*[do7m7e]
2 VERT
[da:m7e]
[da7ho7]
[da7ca]
PAUC
*[fii7ho7]
[fii7ca]
[fii7m7e]
3 NON-EXT
[fio7ho7]
SG-COL
[fia7m7e]
[fia7ho7]
[fia7ca]
4 NON-EXT
PAUC
[di7ca]
[di7m7e]
*[do7ho7]
5 HORIZ
SG-COL
[dyo7ho7]
[dya7m7e]
[dyaho]
[dya7ca]
6 HORlZ
PAUC
[no7ho7]
[no7ca]
[na7m7e]
7 PROX
SG-COL
[na:m7e]
[na7ho7]
[na7ca]
8 PROX
PAUC
[so7ho7]
[so7ca]
[so7m7e]
9 GO.AWAY
SG-COL
[sa7m7e]
[sa7ho7]
[sa7ca]
10 GO.AWAY
PAUC
[ga7m7e]
*[ga7ho7]
*[ga7ca]
II DISTAL
*[go7ho7]
Certain forms in Table 4 will be explained by the phonological processes described in the next section.
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3. 1.2. PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES: VOWEL
HARMONY AND VOWEL LENGTH
The Pilaga classifiers can be divided into two groups according to the phonological shape for the
singular: (a) those that have either [i] or [o] in the V slot of the CV basic form (iii7; di7; so7) and, (b)
those that have [a] in the V slot (da7 and na7).
As argued in the preceding section, there is a morpho-phonological rule which predicts steminflection of the classifier for 'paucal' number. By this rule, a change in the vowel of the stem occurs: [i]
->[a] and [o] ->[a]. The interaction between this morphophonemic rule for number inflection and
the harmony and lenghtening principles will be discussed in the next sections.

3. 1.2. 1. VOWEL HARMONY
There is vowel harmony between the vowel of the classifier stem and the vowel of the DEM ho7
which the classifier attaches to. The harmony rule is given in (49):
(49)
[i]-> [o]/ - C[o]
[a]-> [o]/ - C[a]
There are cases where the grammatical information (i.e., number) conflicts with the surface form that
would be derived by the harmony rule.
By the harmony rule, the vowel [i] of the classifiers lii7 and di7 becomes [o] in combination with
DEM ho7 (iio7ho7 and dyo7ho7). Note that *iii7ho7 is not allowed by native speakers while iio7ho7 is
[see Table 5, line 3].
However, the CLdi7 in combination with ho7takes a y to become dyo7 (line 5 of Table 5). In Table 5,
lines 5 and 6 show that CL di7 has three allomorphs: according to the harmony rule, the DEM form for
'HORIZ.SG/COL' should be do7ho7, derived from the basic CLdi7. However, the form *do7ho7for the
meaning of 'HORIZ.EXT.SG/COL' is not possible. The form do7ho7, instead means 'VERT.SG/COL'
(line 1).
The apparent ungrammaticality of *do7ho7 in line 5 is the consequence of the inadequacy of the
vowel harmony rule. If the harmony rule applied in line 5, it would result in the homophony of do7ho7
'VERT.SG/COL' and *do7ho7 'HORIZ.SG/COL', which will result in a failure to unambigously identify do 7ho 7 as a member of line 5 rather than as a member of Line 1. Thus, I hypothesize that an alternative allomorph has developped, i.e., {dy(V)7), where the vowel slot will be filled by [a] in cases of
'paucal' number and by [o] in the SG/COL when combined with the DEM ho7. This allomorphic variation surfaces precisely in the clash between the form that would surface from simple vocalic harmony
and the need to maintain grammatical distinctions.
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3. 1.2.2. VOWEL LENGTH
Asecond complication in the interaction between number inflection and surface forms arises with the
fact that there are two classifiers whose singular/collective form already contains a vowel [a] i.e, da7 and
na7. Thus, trying to substitute the normal paucal vowel [a] would not yield distinct SG/COL and PAUC
forms. In this situation, the device of vowel lengthening serves to maintain number distinctions.
Note how in (50) there is lengthening of the vowel (CV:) a process which applies to the classifier da7,
whose underlying representation already contains [a] for the singular form:
(50)
a.

b.

da7-ho7
siyawa
CL.vert.sg-DEM man
'this man'
daa-ho7
siyawa-7
CL.vert.pauc-DEM person-PAUC
'Those people are standing.'

n-cate-t-r-ein
3-stand/move-PRG-PL-ADJVZ

In order to eliminate the competition for the same informational content caused by eventual homophony, in cases where the classifiers already contain a vowel [a] for the singular, [i.e., da7 (line 1) and
na7 (line 7)], the system calls for lenghthening of the vowel [a:] to keep the number distinction (SG/COL
versus PAUCAL).
Vowel lenghtening only applies to the combination of the two noun classifiers na7 and da7 with the
DEM root m7e. When they occur bound to DEM ca, the form [do7] is used for 'SG/COL' even though it
cannot be predicted by the harmony rule. (Note the contrast between line 1-2 or 7-8 in the second and
third columns).
In sum, in terms of the different realizations of classifiers, the classifier di7 has two allomorphs, while
both {da7} and {na7} have three allomorphs, i.e., {da7), {do7),{da:}; and {na7), {no7), {na:}. The
alternation between the first two forms is due to the harmony process, whereas the variation between the
first and the third is due to a grammatical distinction based on 'number'.

3.1.3. {-lo} 1 PAUCAL1
We have now seen that agreement in number between the CL and the noun may be expressed via
mechanisms such as vowel alternation and leghthening. As l showed in (46), there are other lexical units
(quantifiers) and other grammatical items (inflection on nouns and verbs), apart from the classifier, that
can also indicate number.
In (51), there is also an affix {-lo} 'PAUCAL' which has been attested in the DEM construction,
occuring exclusively in combination with the demonstrative ca. In (51 a) a classifier formally marked for
the singular (not for the paucal through vowel lengthening) occurs with a paucal suffix in the demonstrative. The demonstrative modifier agrees in number with the noun. In (51a) and (51b) the semantic interpretation of a nominal designatum as paucal depends mostly on the noun or the suffix rather than on the
classifier.
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(52)

(51)
a.

b.

da7-ca-lo
CL.standing-DEM-PA UC
'those few women (standing)'
na7-ca-lo
CL.coming- DEM-PAUC
'those stones (far from the speaker)'

yawo-7
woman-PAUC
qa-n
stone-PA UC

Toba (Guaykun1). Manelis Klein (1979:87)
a.

7ongay
ha-ra-hala
good
FEM-CL.vert-fruit
'the fruit is good' (hanging)

However, a fruit is inherently non extended and therefore the noun that designates the entity 'fruit' can
occur with rii- 'non-extended/rounded' when it is not hanging from a tree:
b.

In conclusion, vowel lenghtening (i.e, daam7e and naam7e) marks the category of 'paucal' number in
the classifier. This same number distinction can be indicated in the demonstrative via the {-lo} suffix,
through a quantifier, and/or on the noun as in (46b).

4. RECLASSIFICATION
This section is concerned with categorization of the same entity by different classifiers. This phenomenon of multiple classification or reclassification has several implications. The canonical classification
(by which most entities are either assigned a particular position or shape, or take na7 'proximal') can be
overidden by deictic classifiers if the referent is performing a movement towards or away from the
visual field, or if the entity is completely absent from the visual field or from the speaker's consciousness. Variation also occurs among positional classifiers if the entity has experienced a change in terms of
its position or shape. This implies that classified entities do not always belong to fixed classes or taxons.
While the number of classificatory parameters is limited, an object can still be conceptualized as participating in more than one parameter. In terms of the pragmatics of discourse, the speaker has an array of
choices out of which he or she will select what is judged to be communicatively relevant for the hearer
to know at that particular point of discourse.

7ongay
ha-fii-hala
good
FEM-CL.non ext-fruit
'the fruit is good' (non hanging i.e., extended)

In section 2, I made the distinction between deictic and non-deictic (or positional) classifiers. Even
though 'position' is generally a non-deictic parameter, the assignment of.~n entity to a par~ic~lar po~ition
categorization via CLs is not necessarily fixed. Variation among the pos11Ion~ and _the d~1c~1c classifiers
is not also allowed but highly frequent, which shows a certain fluidity of class1fica11on w1thrn the parameters involved in this closed system of classifiers.

4. 1 • 1 • VARIATION AMONG POSITIONAL
CLASSIFIERS
The positional CL da7 'vertically extended' or 'standing' canonically speci~e.s nouns _designa~ng
human beings. The choice of da7 for pronouns achieves obvious reference to pos1t1on. But if an action,
such as 'to sleep', supposes a specific position to be undertaken, then the CL that occurs as part of the
third person demonstrative pronoun is not da7 'standing', but di7 'lying':
(53)
di-m7e
CL.horiz-PRO
'He is sleeping.'

4. 1. PRAGMATIC VARIATION OF CLASSIFIERS

d-oc7e-tak
3-sleep-PRG

Variation in choice of classifier, conditioned by the particulars of the speech situation, is common in
classifier languages. In numeral classifier languages, for instance, a noun does not necessarily always
occur with the same numeral classifier. There is a very famous example from Burmese (Sino-Tibetan,
Tibeto-Burman) which illustrates that a river does not unvaringly take a specific classifier, but that the
choice depends on the universe of discourse (Becker 1975: 11).
That a noun is not always categorized by the same classifier in Guaykuruan languages was first noted
by Manelis Klein (1979). She argues that in Toba "a given entity is not associated with a given classifier". For instance, in Toba a fruit that is hanging on a tree would be characterized by ra- (equivalent to
Pilaga da7):

It is also possible to convey a marked situation where the referent is sleeping on a chair (i:e, sitting~, in
which case the CL nil 'non extended/sitting' occurs instead of di7, or where the referent 1s asleep m a
standing position (da7m7e doc7etak)
Another instance of non-canonical classification in Pilaga is represented in (54). Mammals (humans
excluded) are generally categorized by iii7, as in (54a). ln (54b), however, the classifier indicates that the
referent is lying and by extension 'dead' :
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(54)
a.

w7o
fii7
EXIST
CL.non ext
'I have a dog.' (which is sitting)

i-pyoq
poss.Isg-dog

b.

w7o
EXIST
'I had a dog.'

c.

w7o
na7
EXIST
CL.prox
'I have a dog.' (it is coming)
dyo-ho7
CL.horiz-DEM
'This is my dog.' (lying)

d.

di7
CL.horiz

ilo pyoq
own dog
ilo pyoq
own dog
1-pyoq
poss. Isg-dog

Examples (54a,b and c) show that possessives (which can be used to convey eitherthe idea of 'possession' or of 'existence') are existential-types of constructions in Pilaga, where the possessor is either
signaled by a prefix, a syntactically possessed noun, or by the prenominal modifier ilo 'own'. The interpretation in (54b) is not, however, 'I have a dog (which is lying)'. The canonical position for a dog is
'sitting', classified by iii7 (54a); a dog which is lying in an existential/possessive construction as in (54b)
is necessarily a 'dead dog'. Compare (54a) which stands for the existential construction temporally
located in the present, with (54b). If the speaker wanted to express 'I have a dog which is lying and not
necessarily dead' he would choose an equational sort of predication, as is shown in (54d), or select a
classifier which marks the object as ostensibly there, i.e., 'coming into view' /'present' and consequently
alive (54c). Still, in this interaction between classifiers and the propositional meaning in existential
constructions some ambiguity is involved. Native speakers have agreed that the second reading in (55) is
to some extent acceptable:
(55)
w7o
di7
1-wa
EXIST
CL.horiz
poss.3sg-spouse
a. 'He had a wife.'
b. ?'His wife/husband ((s)he has one) is lying.'
The same kind of variation is observed for human referents whose inherent position is 'standing'.
According to the analysis presented so far, (55) is similar to (56) except for the expression of time via the
adverbial qa7li 'some time ago'. Here the wife/husband who is lying, indicated by di7, is in fact dead.
The lexical expression of time reinforces the basic meaning of the classifer di7 and the second reading
('his/her)' husband was lying - sleeping- some time ago') is no longer possible.
(56)
w7o
di7
1-wa
qa7li
EXIST
CL.horiz.
POSS.3SG-spouse in the past
'She had a husband.'
*Her husband was lying -sleeping- some time ago.'
The information about the position of a given entity can occur redundantly both in the noun phrase
through the noun classifier, and on the verb. In (57) the positional CL iii7 'sitting' occurs on the demon90

strative. At the same time the verbal predicate is marked with a directional suffix {-fii) 'downwards'
(DIR). In this case, the semantic information is duplicated:
(57)
ha-fii7-ca
yawo
ni-ci-fii
FEM-CL.non ext-DEM
3sg-sit/move-DIR.down
woman
'That woman (sitting) is sitting.'

4. 1.2. VARIATION AMONG DEICTIC CLASSIFIERS
As expected, variation among the deictic classifiers also takes the point of view of the speaker. In
Pilaga it is formally possible for the same noun to be classified according to different deictic values:
(58)
na7
CL.prox

epaq-pi
tree-COL

a.

qo-na-wagege
PASS-3Sg-take out
'The trees are getting cut.'

b.

qo-na-wagege
so7
PAS-3sg-take out
CL.going away
'The trees were getting cut.'

epaq-p1
tree-COL

Examples (58a) and (58b) are taken from the same narrative and are fround three lines apart. The
classifier na7, which is unmarked in reference to position but which indexes 'coming into view', can be
used for any entity which is present. In (58a) the noun epaqpi is introduced for the first time and at that
point in the discourse the action qonawage was not yet completed. In (58b) the speaker conveys that the
event which has taken place is finished; then the speaker immediately follows with the tale about how
they processed the extracted wood and sold it.

4. 1.3. VARIATION AMONG THE POSITIONAL
AND THE DEICTIC CLASSIFIERS
Variation between classifers belonging to different sets is also possible. I illustrate it in (59). Note the
contrast beetween (59a) and (59b), where the second is unacceptable to native speakers:
(59)
a. so7
siyawa
y-alat
di7
pyoq
CL.going away person
3sg-kill
CL.horiz
dog
'The man (not in the visual field) kill the dog
(lying)=the man killed the dog'
b.

*so7
siyawa
y-alat
so7
pyoq
CL.going away person
3-kill
CL.going away dog
*'The man (not in the visual field) kill the dog
(which is going away)=*the man killed the dog which is going away.
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In (59a) the man has already undertaken the action of killing the dog since the speaker recognizes that
the killer is no longer within his visual field. As a result, the dog is extended on the floor, lying because
it is dead. In (59b) the situation is similar except for the classifier so7 on the nominal pyoq; sol would
imply that the dog is moving away from the visual field and this is semantically incoherent with the
supposed physical state of the dog.
Finally I would like to call attention to the reclassification of the noun emek house' through the following paradigmatic set:

(60)
a.

0-wentetpa
n-oo-sem
ga7
emek
3sg-plan
3sg-build-DIR.upwards
CL.distal
house
'He plans to build a house' (he has an idea of a house in mind but he has not started building it

yet).
b.

c.

d.

0-wentetpa
n-oo-sem
ni7
emek
3sg-plan
3sg-build-DIR.upwards
CL.non ext
house
'He plans to build a house'(he has started already; the house is quasi-built).
0-wentetpa
n-oo-sem
di7
emek
3sg-plan
3sg-build-DIR.upwards
CL.horiz
house
'He plans to build a house' (the house is ruined/demolished and he has to rebuild it)

* 0-wentetpa
3sg-plan

n-oo-sem
3sg-build-DIR.upwards

da7
CL.vert

As can be expected from the use of deictic classifiers, the movement of a given entity is taken in both
spatial and temporal senses. That is, a movement can go away from the location of the speech event, or
by metaphorical extension a movement can go away from the time of the speech event as well.
The classifier sol, whose interpretation ranges from the idea of 'in view/moving away' to 'out of
view' is employed with the meaning of 'out of view' (even if the entity is not moving) when the entity in
question is not present anymore but the speech participants know that it once was. Hence, note the
spatio-temporal contrast between nal 'present' in (61a), and sol in (61b); and between the general
classifier hen used deictically in (61c) and sol in (6ld):
(61)

a.

am
sa-nem
na7
paan
PR0.2SG
lsg-give
CL.prox
bread
'I give you bread'(the bread is present; speaker can point it out)

b.

am
sa-nem
so7
PR0.2SG
1SG-give
CL.going away
'I gave you bread (it is not in view anymore)'

c.

y-alosaa
n-oosem
hen
emek
3sg-have to
3sg-build
CL.
house
'He had to build this house' (speaker is pointing at it; probably he/she is inside the house)

d.

y-alosaa
n-oosem
so7
emek
3sg-have to
3sg-build
CL.going away house
'He had to build a house' (the house is out of view; speaker can not point at it)

emek
house

In (60a) the speaker conceptualizes the house as distal, potentially existent or unknown. In (60b) the
construction is in progress, or semi-finished, as attested by the presence of the classifier nil for houses
and buildings in general. Sentence (60c) indicates that the house is tom down, via the CL dil 'horizontally extended'. In the last example (60d), the classifier dal occuring with the house is incorrect, that is,
no matter what pragmatic context can be created for it, a house is never conceived of as 'vertically
extended'.

4. 1.4. SUMMARY
The analysis of the Pilaga classifier system given in the preceding sections of this chapter argued for the
existence of two tendencies, namely classification in terms of canonical parameters, and reclassification.
According to this, we can assume that each noun falls into a certain category according to its position or
shape configuration but also, this same nominal referent can occur by default, with other classifiers.
Among positional classifiers the reclassification of humans, animals and inanimates is very common. The
CLs sol and gal are, in a sense, always mark default values since no entity is naturally in motion (sol) or
completely distal (gal). It is true that in cases of animate and inanimate NP-arguments, animates outrank
inanimates in the frequency with which they take sol or nal denoting 'movement of the entity'; but this
is because inanimates do not move by themselves. However, it is possible for an inanimate entity to be
moved by an external force, and thus to be categorized as in motion [recall example (38b)].
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4.2. TEMPORAL EXTENSIONS

paan
bread

In what follows, I contrast interpretations of different "states" of a given referent when different
classifiers co-occur with it in existential constructions.
I showed from (54) to (56) that, when used in their non-prototypical circumstances in existential/
possessive constructions, positional classifiers may "color" the temporal interpretation of the state. The
noun classifier dil with existentials [(55),(56)] and negative existentials (62a) usually leads to an interpretation of the state as 'past'. The classifier sol 'going out of view' however, presents more temporal
extensions. In (62b) (which is a negative existential) the entity referred to by sol iwa is out of view; but
in (62c) the referent has passed away, i.e., does not exist anymore. Note that the positive existential wlo
indicates that the item had existence sometime before; while with the negative existential qayal it is
ambiguous whether that object existed (62d). In (62e) the negative existential and the classifier nal
'present/coming' seem to address opposite notions: by using qayal the speakers implies, on one hand,
the non-existence of the entity; but the noun classifier nal indicates its actual presence (and thus, existence). So, the non-existence of the dog is interpreted as a past -not a present- circumstance.
(62)
a.

qaya7
di7
i-wa
NEG.EXIST
NCL.horiz.ext
POSS.lsg-spouse
'I had a husband.'(='! do not have a husband anymore because he is dead)'
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b.

c.

d.

e.

so7
1-wa
qaya7
CL.going away POSS. Isg-spouse NEG.EXIST
'His(er) husband/wife is not there.' (is absent)
w7o
so7
1-pyoq
EXIST
CL.going away POSS. lsg-dog
'I had a dog.'(=he went away)
qaya7te
so7
noop
NEG.EXIST
CL.going away water
'There is no water' /'I have no water.' (it is ambiguous whether there was water before)
qaya7
na7
ilo
pyoq
NEG.EXIST
CL.prox.
own
dog
'I did not have this dog (coming) before.'

In the following examples, the object noop in (63a) and the subject sol yana of an intransitive clause
in (63b) are both classified by sol. In order to describe an event as past, the speaker intutively associates
the affected object or the subject as out of of his sight, as was shown also in (61a) and (61 b):
(63)
a. am
s-qore-lege
so7
noop
PR0.2sg
lsg-pour-DIR.
CL.going away
water
'I already poured the water on you. '
b. so7 yana
n-cik-ta-sem
CL.going away plant 3sg-go-DIR.-DIR.upwards
'The plant grew up.'
To summarize, the movement-type classifiers nal, so1 and gal are deictics, while the positionals are
noteworthy for their potential of contributing to the temporal interpretation of the utterance in certain
contexts. The temporal notion is inferred (rather than overtly expressed) out of the configurational disposition of the figure. It is necessary to recall that Guaykuruan languages there is no tense inflection on
verbs. As a consequence, the temporal location of the event is either inferred from some CLs attached to
the nominal arguments or lexicalized through time expressions (adverbials) to avoid ambiguity of the
sort seen in (56).
The preceding analysis has had the purpose of showing that speakers can vary in their choice of
cl~ss~fiers, ~oth within and between the positional and deictic sets, and among positional and among
de1ctlc classifiers themselves. It is clear now how the position of the referent may be described either
from a canonical or a circumstancial basis. The particular positional configuration expressed is determined relative to what is believed to be relevant or salient.
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4.3 DEIXIS AND POSSESSION
According to the way that the system was layed out in section 2, a single classificatory morpheme
encodes different semantic parameters, i.e., either 'shape'/'position' (as a single parameter), or the CL
nal (which is not a positional classifier) for categorizing an apparently disparate set of nouns designating body parts, kinship terms, personal tools and belongings.
My analysis has shown that semantic arrangements are not arbitrary but, in a sense, they are predictable when a change in the circumstances of the classified object has taken place. There is, however, an
obscure angle to this system, found in the presumably unjustified existence of a different category of
entities, i.e., those classified by nal 'proximal'/'present'. According to Lakoff (1986) no analysis of a
classifier system is complete until one can account for the independent motivations for each category.
Taking Lakoff's position, I want to propose an explanation for the existence of the nal category by
arguing that there is a non-arbitrary convention for it. My hypothesis is that the set of objects which take
nal as their canonical classifier belong to a distinct level of grouping, which is, one related to the social
sphere of the speaker, and by extension, to the speech domain. In this sense, I will consider classifier nal
and sol as a contrastive pair.
The kinds of entities canonically categorized by nal form a particularly interesting set. Items of this
group are susceptible to a speaker-referent liaison where the entities in question have a relationship to
the speaker or the addressee. This type of semantic categorization is the one described for genitive
classifier languages (Carlson and Payne 1989) by which alienability versus inalienability is specially
marked. Genitive classifier morphemes are found in cases of 'alienable possession' in contrast with
those constructions which are obligatorily possessed or 'inalienable' (cf. Carlson and Payne 1989). For
this reason, they have also been referred to as 'relational classifiers' or 'possessive classifiers'. In general, the classifier attaches to the possessor.
The rationale for the alienable-inalienable distinction is a notion like 'degree of separability from the
referencee'. It is significant that most of the entities found in combination with nal are nouns which on
a pragmatic basis are most likely to be possessed in Pilaga (such as body parts, items of clothing, and
kinship terms), either by a personal possessive prefix or by a prefix of 'inalienable possession' n-. In
genitive classifier languages as Carlson and Payne described them, there are different semantic domains
(edible thing, drinkable thing, child, pet, name, land, earrings, thing to cover with, pillow, relative, sibling, clan member, etc.) such that each entity or group of entities takes a different classifier marker (see,
for example, Panopean genitive classifiers, 1989:93).
Unlike what happens with genitive classifiers as described by Payne and Carlson, in Pilaga the same
classifier nal applies to all those entities as a single class. A particularly important difference for the
nominals that on a canonical basis bear nal is that they are not specially marked in terms in possession
when nal is attached to them, i.e., they may be either marked by the alienable or inalienable possessive
prefixes or not specified for possession by any possessive prefix. In this analysis, I do not mean to imply
that nal constitutes a genitive classifier, but that classification via nal is reminiscent of the semantic
basis of that kind of classifier system.
Apart from its particular semantics related to human control or domain, nal denotes 'coming into
the visual field' and occurs with any noun designating an animate entity which is capable of moving by
itself or with inanimates which are displaced by an animate, generally human, entity. In that case, one
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might want to argue that it is literally a deictic of motion, rather than a classifier. However, na7 occupies
the same syntactic slot in the nominal phrase as the rest of the CLs, and in this sense they clearly belong
to the same syntactic class.
Let us consider the CL na7 in its prototypical function, i.e., categorizing a noun such as alewa
'land' which belongs to the private human domain. I transcribe in (64) what can be interpreted as semantically dissimilar possessive constructions where possessed alewa 'land' is obligatorily marked by na7,
whereas the possessor qompi 'Pilaga Indians' may occur with na7 or so7 showing that the possessor can
be 'present' (64a) or 'absent' (64b). The noun alewa is not obligatorily marked by a possessive prefix in
(64), but the possessor is expressed by a genitive NP:
(64)
a. na7
alewa
na7
qom-pi
CL.proximal
land
CL.proximal
name.ethnic group-COL
'the Qom's land'
b.

na7

alewa

so7
CL.proximal
CL.going away
'The land that does not belong to the Qom people'

qom-p1
name.ethnic group-COL

The directional movement feature is central to the semantics of deictic classifiers, and it is possible to
tranfer the notion of 'movement towards or away' to the possessive relationship. Note that in neither of
the two realizations of alewa in (64a) and (64b) is there a possessive marker; rather, the construction
consists of two juxtaposed NPs where the second one is a genitive construction with a modifying function. Both nouns are preceded by classifiers which are obligatory. The difference between (64a) and
(64b) is not whether one indicates possession and the other not; it is a difference based on the quality of
possession. The land as part of the private human domain (according to na7) belongs to either the Indians or to somebody else. Since the Qoms are not on the land in (64b) (they are not on the land according
to so7 'absent'), that is enough evidence to conclude that the possessor is someone other than the participant explicited as the genitive modifier. Canonical use of the classifier na7 with 'land' alerts us to the
fact that 'land' is something 'proximal' to its owners. The owners, in tum, can be present (na7) or absent
(so7) from the land (which is the location and point of reference), implying that the quality of the possessive relationship has changed.
My analysis is that if the CL na7 which co-occurs with nouns such as alewa in (64) but also with
kinship terms, utensils and body parts, is associated with the sense of 'possession', it is precisely because
of the deixis involved in 'separability' or 'distance from the ego' that arises from it.

5. PILAGA CLASSIFIERS IN TYPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
This section is principally concerned with the analysis of the Pilaga classifier system from a typological perspective. However, there is still a major function of the Pilaga classifying morphemes which has
not yet been discussed and which is important for the cross-linguistic comparison developed in this
section. This is the predicate function, as found in classifier languages of North America.
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5. 1. PILAGA CLASSIFIERS AND PREDICATE
CLASSIFIERS
Based on the analysis presented in the previous sections, we can argue that parameters such as 'human', 'animate' or 'masculine' do not count for the categorization of nominal referents in the system of
Pilaga classifiers. Rather, it is the (dis)position of the entity that makes it possible to group men and trees
in a single category because they are both canonically vertical. I have shown that in Pilaga these grammatical operators add information about the actual position and/or movement of the referent to the verbal predicate (in this respect, I provide more examples in [(65a) and (65b)]). This type of classification
resembles predicate classifiers (as found in the languages of North America), which characterize the
distribution of the figure in the space (Croft 1994: 165). From (65a) and (65b) it seems quite clear that
Pilaga classifiers are means of expressing spatial orientation:
(65)
a.

fii-ca7
weta
di7
noik
sekaet
CL.non ext-PRO LOC
CL.horiz.
town
yesterday
'That one (who is sitting far from me-I can hardly see him) was in the town yesterday.'

b.

fio-ho7
weta
fii7
pagentanaaki
CL.non ext-PRO LOC
CL.non-ext
school
'This one (who is sitting close to me-I can touch him) was in school yesterday.'

Classifiers systems of the type found in North American languages have been referred to as predicate
classifiers (Allan 1977:287) or verb(al) classifiers (Craig 1992;1995). The so-called spatial predication
function (Croft op.cit: 156) is associated with the semantics of both verbal and predicate classifiers, but
also with other classifier systems which do not co-occur with verbs, such as the Eskimo "in-view"
classification paradigm.
Predicate classifiers as described by Allan (op.cit) have been primarily identified with classificatory
particles in Athapaskan languages. They code classes of objects which participate in an event whether as
actor or goal. 18 The classifier can be a verb prefix, immediately preceding the stem (as in Eyak and
Tlingit [Krauss 1968]; Navajo [Young and Morgan 1980]; and Slave [Rice 1989), inter alia). In predicate
classifier languages it might also be the case that there are no separate predicate classifier morphemes;
instead, there are distinct verb roots for the motion, location and manipulation of various object classes.
(Instances of this sort of classification have been described for Chiricahua Apachee (Hoijer 1945: 16),
and in languages of other families such as Dakota (Sapir and Deloria 1941. Quoted in Croft 1994: 156)
and Hokan (Southern Pomo [Moshinsky 1974] andAtsugewi [Talmy 1972)). 19
According to Craig (1994:567), verbal classifiers are associated with those classifier systems in North
American languages described by Mithun (1986), albeit verb(al) classifiers are also found in Northern
Australia and New Guinea (Dixon 1982:225). They are called 'verbal' because of the fact that, even
though they do classify a nominal argument, the morphological locus is the verb. They classify arguments in terms of their position or shape. Craig distinguishes two kinds of verb classifiers. A first type
(which coincides with Allan's category of predicate classifiers) is constituted by complete stems, combining the verb root plus a classifying morpheme coding the position, motion or condition of the entity to
which the classifier makes reference:
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(66)
a.

Papuan (Foley 1986:90. Quoted in Rijhkoff.1992:36)
ita
du pa
kate-nge
tree
the
stand-HAB
'There are trees.'
ita
poka-pae
tree
cut-state
'There are (felled) trees.'

b.

s1-nge
lie-HAB

Onandaga (Iroquoian. Woodbury 1975b:44. Quoted in Rijkoff.1992:38-39)
onu:to:ta?
it.hill.be-standing-upright.ASP
'hill'
ohwv:tsya:te?
it.earth.exist-in-a-neutral-position.ASP
'earth'

A second type of verbal classifiers are generic nouns, which originate as concrete nouns of narrow
scope'. Th~y are incorporated when the nominal no longer identifies an argument, thus becoming a lexical umt with the verb which denotes a unitary concept (Mithun 1986). They look like verb-nouns compounds where the incorporated noun represents a semantically basic level category, and the external
noun phrase a subordinate semantic category. Such generic incorporated nouns are found in Caddo
(Ca.ddoan), Cayuga.(lroquoian), for example, Munduruku (Tupi), and in Ngandi and Gunwinggu (Australian). The followmg examples serve as illustration:
(67)
a. Cayuga (Iroquoian. Mithun 1986:386-388)
ohon'atatke:
ak-hon'at-a:k
it-potato-rotten
past/I-CL: potato-eat
'I ate a rotten potato.'
b.

Ngandi (Australian. Heath 1978:215. Quoted in Mithun 1986:389)
Gu-jark-yun
Gu-water-ABS
'And they drank water.'

ba-ga-bun-nu-nj
3pl-sub-CL:water-eat-pcon

I~ hi~ typology, Allan (1977:287) includes another classifier's category, i.e., intralocative classifiers,
owmg its name to the. fact they are "embedded within the locative systems" (adverbs, interrogative
words an~ demonstrative pronouns). Three languages coming from completely different families are
charactenz~d as having intralocative classifiers. Semantically, they classify referents according to their
shape. One is Toba (Guaykuruan), as described in section 2.1 of this paper. Allan states that in Toba the
three 'motion-distal' morphemes are non classificatory, but for objects in view, classification follows the
shape of the referent (vertical, horizontally, or saliently three-dimensional). In the Eskimo system, the
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second language, there is a two-way distinction (extended vs. non-extended) encoded in (visible)
demonstratives (Denny 1979:99). 'Extended' refers to expanses of land or water, and moving and long
objects. 'Non-extended' denotes objects that are stationary, or moving within a confined area, relatively
near and visible. 20 The third language, Dyirbal has four noun classifiers suffixes to the locative morphemes here and there (Dixon 1972; in Allan, op.cit.:288). According to Allan, Dyirbal is the only of
these three languages to classify non-visible objects. The intralocative classifiers in Dyirbal occur in
interrogative words and demonstrative pronouns. 21
The recategorization of referents has been regarded as the primary obstacle for the characterization of
the Pilaga type of system within the category of classifier systems, to the extent that for many authors
they are "dubious" classifiers (Seiler 1986:201) or "predicate pseudoclassifiers" (Croft 1994: 160). Systems such as the one described in this paper, have been characterized as non-prototypical, and henceforth, out of the scope of classifying systems.
Denny (1986:231) has suggested that out of the six classifiers described by Klein for Toba, only the
positional subset are "classificatory morphemes" while the rest are "locative (i.e, non-classifying) morphemes". I want to argue that Pilaga classifiers certainly constitute a classifying system as a whole but
which cannot be identified with any particular type previously proposed in the typological literature
since it exhibits properties of many different types.

5.2. PILAGA CLASSIFIERS IN TYPOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
As I have just noted, from a typological viewpoint, one question that now arises is whether the classifier morphemes we have been discussing comprise a classifier system at all. Dixon's (1986) account of
classification as splitting into noun class versus noun classifier types (see footnote 3) has been an insufficient descriptive tool to explain what actually happens in South American languages. This gap has been
pointed out by Payne ( 1986, 1987) who suggests that, on the surface, Amazonian languages have systems with a combination of properties from both noun classes and noun classifiers, as Dixon would
define them.
In reviewing Dixon's typology, I found that Pilaga, like other South American languages, also shows
features from both groups which I will summarize here:
a. Obligatoriness: Dixon suggests that noun class markers are obligatory while classifiers are
optional. The obligatoriness of noun class markers depends on the fact that they are generally
concordial systems. In Pilaga there are almost no cases where a nominal escapes classification, even if it is true that synchronically the younger generation is dropping the classifiers in
front of the nouns (though preserving them for DEMs and pro-forms). But although the classifiers are obligatory, they do not participate in an agreement system (even though they exhibit number inflection). In some cases the classifiers are attached to demonstratives, or occur as free morphemes, independently of any lexical category. Classifiers do not appear simultaneously attached to a demonstrative and on the head noun. Simultaneous ocurrence
would be typical of agreement or concordial systems.
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b. Number of members: Noun classes form a smallish category, while noun classifiers are
many in number. According to this description, Pilaga classifiers are closer to noun classes
than to classifiers in the sense of Dixon. The Pilaga CLs are extremely productive and although they constitute a small closed class, they are not disappearing.

Nevertheless, a classifi;i:-marked for number can co-occur with a numeral if the information about the
quantity is crucial for the story. In (69), for instance the speaker is narrating a passage where an armadillo saves the life of other animals which were threatened by a snake. The armadillo sets a trap by
allowing the snake to bite him in his shell, and the snake's only two teeth got caught in the shell:
(69)

c. Grammatical status: In general, Dixon claims that classifiers are separate lexemes, while
noun classes are affixes. Noun classes are generally fused with number, definiteness or case
markers. The Pilaga classifiers are free morphemes. They are not necessarily correlated with
quantification and are not fused with case. The fact that they are not associated to numerals
but do show number inflection is a grammatical feature that the Pilaga system shares with
Bantu noun class systems which include number distinctions.
In terms of Craig's typology (Craig 1992), the Pilaga system presents prima facie semantic features
and behaviors which are characteristic of at least four classification types:
(a) Semantically, Pilaga classifiers exhibit some common properties with Southeast Asian classifier languages like Chinese or Burmese, which are classical examples of numeral classifiers
systems. Numeral classifier systems are called 'numeral' because the classifiers appear in the
context of quantification, i.e., they are syntactically linked to a number word or a quantifier.
In this type of classification, categorization of entities is achieved with reference to a 'shape'
or 'position'. In cross-linguistic comparison, the three shapes 'round', 'flat' and 'long', have
been characterized as semantic primitives (Adams and Conklin 1973). Numeral classifiers
carrying different kinds of semantic information come in large sets (from dozens to hundreds). They are typical of Southeast Asian languages, although they are also widespread in
the Americas and Oceania. They may occur secondarily with demonstratives.
Pilaga positional classifiers (which do not necessary co-occur with numerals) also classify
according to shape, if we accept that shape and position are analogous parameters or metaphoric extensions, at least in this language. The examples seen in (68) show that classifiers do
not necessarily occur with numerals in the same NP. (The numerals have been borrowed from
Spanish.) Furthermore, in (68c) where the host is an individual noun, the classifier is the
quantifier indicating 'a number between 2 and 10'. As we saw in section 3, classifiers are
themselves marked for SG/COL or PAUC number:
(68)
a. tres
takae-7
three
chafiar (type of tree)-PAUC
'three chafiares (type of tree)'
b. koce
ono-lek
pig
one/only-MASC
'one pig'
c.

fia7
koce
CL.prox.PAUC pig
'three pigs'
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qance
conJ

¢-kapira-wo sa7-m7e
3sg-stay-DIR CL.going away.PAUC-DEM

doos
l-oraete-1
two
POSS.3sg-tooth -PAUC
'And his teeth stayed (there)'
(b) The set of objects classified by nal is semantically associated with the domain of valuable or
personal possessions, which is typical of genitive classifier languages (e.g. Tucanoan, Tupian
and Cariban in South America; Uto-Aztecan, Yuman in North America, and Panopean in
Oceania).
(c) Morphosyntactically, Pilaga classifiers are more like Jakaltek Mayan noun classifiers. As
defined by Craig (op.cit), noun classifiers do not syntactically depend on any other element
of the noun phrase such as a numeral or a demonstrative. As noted in (68a) above, Pilaga
classifiers likewise are not necessarily found in the context of quantification.
Craig further shows that noun classifiers in Jakaltek have been syntacticized as referential markers i.e.
as determiners of nouns and as anaphoric pronouns (Craig op.cit:292). In Pilaga classifiers do play a role
in discourse, though discussion of their discourse function is outside the scope of these pages. In other
words, they have additional functions that exceed the scope of nominal classification.
Also, another major function of noun classifiers in discourse is individuation of nouns. In Jakaltek, a
number of concrete words referring to objects in the world, such as locative nouns (road, church, school,
village), body parts and generic words for food (including fruit, com, meat, etc.) are not classified (Craig
l 986b:273). In Pilaga, however, body parts usually take nal and the noun for road may take dil as in dil
nalaik, or so 7as in so 7nalaik. In the first case, the speaker encodes the shape of the road; in the second
the fact that from the speaker's vantage point the road is ahead, 'goes away' . Classification in Pilaga
applies to nearly any nominal, from those that exist in nature as the only member of their category (sun,
moon, for example) to mass nouns (water, flour, meat).
(d) The Pilaga system is semantically close to Athapaskan verb classifiers, which describe objects at rest, in motion or being handled. But unlike Pilaga classifiers, in Athapaskan languages classifiers occur on verbs rather than in the noun phrase. Another difference with
some languages of the Athapaskan family is that in Pilaga, classifiers are present with any
nominal phrase or pronominal form no matter what syntactic relation to the verb they bear
(i.e., classification in Pilaga is not restricted to absolutives).
Finally, the Pilaga system has apparently common properties with Eskimo 'in-view' classification and
the Siuoan shape-based system, which qualify for the category of predicate classifiers. In both cases, the
categorization of nominal participants is obligatory for demonstratives.23
On predicate classifiers, Croft claims that classification in these cases always distinguishes animate
from inanimate things rather, than distinguishing 'human' vs. 'non-human'(some of the examples pro101

vided by Croft come from Navajo, Hokan, Southern Pomo and Russian).
Crof~'s assertion i.s ~le.resting and requires further analysis. Nevertheless in Pilaga, animate things are
suscepuble to class1f1cat10n by all the parameters; however, multiple classification is seriously constrained for certain inanimate objects, such as 'fire' or 'house'. I am not entirely clear on whether multiple classification via all the possible Pilaga classifiers is acceptable in the case of animates. I Jack
information regarding many animals having different shapes and sizes. On the other hand, as to the
status of 'animacy', it seems possible that not all the animals are considered as members of the same
class due to strong historical, sociological and mythological reasons which I have been able to deduce
from some of the texts.24

5.3. PILAGA CLASSIFIERS IN THE CONTEXT OF LOWLAND SOUTH AMERICAN CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
As suggested in the previous section, Pilaga classifiers present semantic features and behaviors said to
be ch~acteristic of different types of classifier systems. Hence, I characterized it as an hybrid system.
The m~xture of prop~rties within the same system seems to be an areal phenomenon, i.e, it is recurrently
found m many classifier languages of Lowland South America.
The existence of several types of classifying systems within the same language does not constitute an
exce~t~onal situatio.n. Amazonian languages often have at least two of the following systems: numeral
clas~1f1ers, co~cordial and verb incorporation. Moreover, Derbyshire and Payne argue that the systems
can mteract.w1th each other, sometimes to the point of constituting an integrated single system ( 1990:264).
As a particular example of a mixed system, consider the case of Tariana. Aikhenvald (1994) describes
a very complex system of classification in Tariana (North Arawak, Brazil) which combines noun verbal
and genitive classifiers into one system of noun classification systems. The language also has t;o separate systems of numeral and demonstrative classifiers.
Jn Tariana, three semantic systems operate within the noun phrase: (a) feminine vs. non feminine
gender for personal pronouns used attributively, (b) animate vs. inanimate gender used for demonstratives
and numerals, and (c) an open system of specific classifiers, used with numbers, demonstratives and
when the modifier is an adjective or a genitive possessive construction (1994:449). The class she refers
to as 'specific classifiers' is composed of forty morphemes which are added to the numeral stem in case
the referent is inanimate or feminine animate. They are also used with demonstratives, in which ~ase the
classifier ~ignals. a r~ferent under special emphasis (1994:426). There are also many classifying ~or
phemes. with denvational and nominalizing functions. From a semantic viewpoint, Aikhenvald sets up
~wo ~aJor groups: (a) generic classifiers (involving agreement in number and gender, i.e., animate vs.
1~an:mate) and specific classifiers, which cover a range of different semantic notions: gender.('femirune ), shape and form ('plain', 'flat and round', 'curvilinear', 'long, thin vertical', 'leaf-like', ;holes'
~tc.), semantically unique ('island', 'lake', 'time'), function ('instrument', 'habitation'), and quantification ('pair of', 'group', piece', bundle, etc.) (1994:453-455). The Tariana system is quite intricate and I
have noted here a few of its complications. All the classifying sets found in Tariana also bear the functions of a participant-tracking device and an agreement system.
" ~!though the,;.ilaga systems is not as semantically complex as the Tariana system, it too, stands as a
mixed system m terms of previous typologies.
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5.4. SUMMARY
None of the classifying systems which have been typologically proposed or described for other languages attest altogether the syntactic, semantic and functional properties that I have described for Pilaga.
I have throughout noticed that Pilaga classifiers display some similarities with the Jakaltek system of
noun classifiers described by Craig, in terms of both their morphosyntax and their use in definite constructions. But I have also shown how the system differs from Jakaltek.
Instead of refering to Pilaga classifier as a subtype of noun classifiers, I have adopted the denominations 'positional classifiers' and 'deictic classifiers' for each subset of classifying morphemes.
It is important to underscore that the deictic functions embodied in the Pilaga classifiers along with the
grammatical properties regarding number inflection are, as far as I know, atypical. It seems possible that
the Guaykuruan and Amazonian classificatory systems insinuate that typologies of classificatory systems based on the synchronic morphosyntax of the categories are incomplete or misleading if we intend
to account for hybrid classifier systems like the one described in this paper. Future comparative research
will allow me on more substantial grounds to find a place for this system within the extant taxonomic
categories, i.e., either as a subtype of noun classifiers, or of predicate classifiers. If it were not possible
for the Pilaga classifiers to be characterized as a subtype of either noun classifiers or predicate classifiers, taxonomies would have to include Pilaga classifiers as a new typological category.

CONCLUSION
This article has had a double purpose. First, I have aimed to document a classification system which
has not been accounted for in the previous literature, except for a semantic characterization of the cognate subsystem in a sister language, i.e. Toba.
Pilaga exhibits several modes of classificationnoun-compounding, class markers and classifiers-. However, the most interesting of these systems is the
classifier system.
A second purpose of this study has been to situate the Pilaga system in terms of the previously proposed typologies of classification. After describing their syntactic behavior, basic semantics and functional correlates I have concluded that Pilaga classifiers do not fit in any clear-cut category previously
proposed. The system primarily shares syntactic and discourse functions with noun classifier and numeral classifier systems, but it is semantically close to genitive, verbal classifier, and numeral classifier
sytems as well, even though Pilaga classifiers are not necessarily motivated by the presence of numeral
expressions in the discourse.
The fact that the Pilaga classifiers are semantically similar to four different types of classifying systems is due to the fact that Pilaga classifiers are divided into two semantically distinct subsets: positionals
and deictics.
Positional parameters are associated with three basic shapes, which are cross-linguistically found at
the basis of numeral classifiers: 'horizontally extended' (or flat); 'vertically extended' (or longitudinal);
and 'non-extended' (rounded). Properly speaking, they describe positional arrangements because they
may encode that, for instance, a human referent is canonically 'standing', or circumstancially 'sitting' or
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'lying'. Positional classifiers bear semantic similarities with verbal classifiers as described for Athapaskan
and Siouan languages. In Siouan languages, verbs like 'sit' , 'stand' and 'lie' have evolved into noun
classifiers and definite articles. The common semantic parallels between these North American verbal
classifier systems and Pilaga classifiers might suggest that positional, and probably deictic classifiers
too, could have a verbal origin.
The second subset of deictic classifiers marks 'motion' and/or 'distance' of the referent from the
locative-temporal point of reference given by the speech scenario and participants, specifically the speaker
himself/herself. The Pilaga deictic classifiers do not constitute a prototypical classifier system by themselves, but these deictic morphemes clearly belong to the same syntactic category as the positional
classifiers do.
The classifier na7 (i.e., motion towards the ego or away from it) which is semantically similar to a
very reduced genitive classifier system has been paralleled to the notion of 'non separability' or 'inalienability'.
The mixture of properties seen in the Pilaga system offers new questions for typologies and typologists. In particular, this language reinforces the idea that the South American area brings some innovations to the field of classification systems, and also to the study of syntax in grammaticalization processes.

NOTES:
1 I want to express my gratitude to Doris Payne, Colette Grinevald and Scott DeLancey for their
support. I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for those suggestions that have helped to
improve the overall organization of this paper. None of them is responsible for any inconsistencies or
mistakes that may remain.
2 The rest of the languages of this family are Toba, Mocovf, Kadiweu and Abip6n. The first two
languages are spoken in the Argentinean Chaco and Paraguay. Kadiweu speakers are found in the
south of Brazil (Mato Grosso do Sul). The Abip6n language, however, has become extinct.
Pilaga is the language of approximately 3,000 people living in 13 communities in Formosa (northeastern Argentina). It is the first language acquired and the only one spoken by children up to the age
of four, when they start the schooling process. Pilaga is under intense sociolinguistic pressure from
Spanish. The language of the youngest generations shows a high level of borrowings and switching
between Spanish and Pilaga during particular linguistic exchanges is evident.
I am grateful to the native speakers who have dedicated their time, patience and expertise for the
completion of this project: Ignacio Silva, Alfredo Garcfa, Ernesto Gomez, Jose Salazar, Victoria
Palomo, Nole Palomo, Frncisco Palomo, Hipolito Paiva yAlberto Navarrete. I also want to acknowledge the labor of the members of INCUPO (Institute de Cultura Popular) and CECAZO (Centro de
Capacitaci6n Zonal) organizations, for their enthusiasm and help all along.
3 Differences among classifying systems range from (a) the kind of semantic parameters employed in
the categorization of a nominal (type of measure, shape, social rank, place ([Dixon 1982:211]; location, position, consistency, material [Allan 1977]), to (b) their morphosyntactic status (affixes or free
morphemes), and (c) their sources (historically derived from verbs or from nouns). Authors who
have made attempts to systematize these differences, are for instance, Greenberg (1972), with special emphasis on numeral classifiers; Allan (op.cit.) who presented the first typological account of
classifiers based on a wider variety of languages, stressing the existence of four types of systems
(concordial, numeral, predicate, and intralocative); Dixon (op.cit; 1986) who argues for two basic
types i.e., noun classes and noun classifiers. Later studies in nominal classification in Meso- and
South America show that there are more subtypes than the simple typology proposed by Dixon
(Craig 1986b, l986c, 1992, 1994, and Payne 1986, 1987; also Derbyshire and Payne 1990, inter
alia). Payne's work on Amazonian linguistics demonstrates that nominal classification systems of
that region present unique characteristics, with the languages of the Western Amazon falling into
four types in terms of Dixon's typology: (a) one system of classification showing a mixture of properties from both noun classes and noun classifiers; (b) no noun classification features; (c) a mixture
from both nominal classification and verbal incorporation, and (d) no classification of any previously proposed type (Payne 1987:20ff). Furthermore, Craig has proposed a typology of five major
morphosyntactic classificatory systems: (a) gender and noun class systems (gender has in fact been
subsumed in the category 'noun class' by some authors [Corbett 1991]), (b) numeral classifier systems, (c) noun classifiers, (d) genitive classifiers, and (e) verbal classifiers (Craig 1994:565-69).
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4 The system of transcription has been somewhat adapted to the keyboard: morphemes with no phonetic realization is marked by a crossed-zero; p= voiceless bilabial stop /p/; t= voiceless alveolar stop
/ti; d= voiced alveolar stop /di; k= voiceless velar stop /kl; q= voiceless postvelar or uvular stop !qi;
7= glottal stop/?/; lg!= voiced velar stop lg!; G= voiced fricative postvelar or uvular /GI; /h/=voiceless glottal aproximant /hi; c= voiceless palatal affricate !cl; s= voiceless alveolar fricative /s/; r=
voiced alveolar flap /r/ occurs V-V, V-C; Ill= voiced alveolar lateral approximant; m= bilabial nasal
Im/; n= alveolar nasal /n/; fi= palatal nasal /fi/, w= voiced rounded labiovelar approximant /w/;
y= voiced unrounded palatal central approximant /y/, and VOWELS a, e, i, o. Vowel length for
classifier stems is indicated by orthographic doubling. Double vowels in Pilaga native words can be
the result of the loss of a glottal stop or a voiced postvelar fricative in intervocalic position, (at least
among the Pilaga speakers of Pozo del Tigre who provided the data for this paper.) Thus, words such
as noGop 'water' or lapaGat 'applicable to insects and insects larvae' generally surface as noop and
lapaat, respectively.
Vowel length caused by stress is a phonetic feature observed in some lexical items borrowed from
Spanish. Also, with bisyllabic loanwords, stress is displaced to the last syllable. Spanish word for
'cow' [baka] is pronounced [waka]. Most of more recently loaned words, did not undergone phonological adaptation (see [kubyerta] 'tyre' in example 22, section 2.1).
Syllables in Pilaga are either vowel or consonant initial. Pre-glottal stop in vowel initial syllables is
optional (i.e., the pronounciation of the word without the pre-glottal stop is fully acceptable by native
speakers).
Pilaga marks a non-contrastive utimate or penultimate stress. A secondary shifting phonetic accent
intervenes when words are composed of three or more syllables. Also, when a syllable contains a
final glottal stop (as it is the case of demonstratives and proforms), two phonetic stresses are perceptible. However, it is highly likely that one of these is conditioned by the presence of the glottal
closure. Certain grammatical morphemes such as the negative marker and the subject prefixes on
verbs are never stressed. Insofar, since I have no clear evidence as to whether the stress is phonetic,
grammatical or lexical in every case, for convenience I leave words unaccented.

7 Possession is another category that usually hangs upon nouns whether a classifier or demonstrative is
present. However, I am not including this category within the class of specifiers.
8 The rule provides a very general phrase structure schema, which does not impose a strict ordering of
the constituents of the noun phrase. So far, I do not have evidence to argue for the existence of a
layered structure of the NP in Pilaga.

9 Along with Payne (op.cit.), Craig (1986a, 1986b, 1992) states that noun classifiers can be affixed to
various determiners, among them to demonstratives, which are deictics, as a way of setting up discourse coherence (functioning either as anaphoras, [see for instance, Japanese (Downing 1986)], or
cataphorically, as in Malay [Hopper 1986:314-316] where the classifier indicates that the referenced
participant is a potential topic of discourse and will persist.) The anaphoric discourse function of
classifiers is also prominent in some Amazonian languages, especially as these languages may be
characterized by a scarcity of fully identifying nominal expressions in natural discourse (Derbyshire
and Payne 1990:243).
10 In non-attributive predicate usage adjectives seem to follow the head noun, as in for instance, hen
noik tareik 'the community is big'. Here, however, I am considering the order of attributive adjec-

tives within the noun phrase exclusively.
11 In Table 2, I am not presenting a compositional analysis of Pilaga classifiers into semantic features.

This is one difference between this presentation and Klein's, on Toba noun classifiers.

12 As advanced at the beginning of this section, this distinction between anticipated vs. non anticipated
absence in the visual field is originally found in Klein (1979).
13 From the stance of both the speaker and the hearer, the forms ga7 and and its Toba cognate ka may
pragmatically code that the event in question has not been realized, is hypothetical or of future
projection. Since the participant referred to by the nominal expression is conceptualized as 'distal',
the hearer understands that the nominal participant is out of sight, and by inference, that event in
which it is embedded is an expression of the ignorance, the desires or intentions of the speaker, rather
than a realized event (see Vidal and Klein, To appear).

The abreviations used here are as follows: ADJTVZ = adjetivizer; CL= classifier; conj= conjunction
; caus=causal connector DEM= demonstrative; DIR= directional suffix; INTERR= interrogative
word; inal.POSS= inalienable possessive prefix, LOC =locative copula; MASC= masculine; MOD
=modal verb suffix; EXIST= existential; FEM =feminine; NEG= negative marker; NEG.EXIST=
negative
existential;
Obj .agr
=
object
agreement;
PASS= impersonal passive; PAUC = paucal (plural) number; PL= plural; POSS= possessive prefix;
PRG =progressive; PUNT= punctual; PRO= 112/3 person proform, SPECIF= specifier.

14 The number system differs from one lexical category to another. Nouns can be inflected for singular,
dual, paucal and collective and it is the only part-of-speech which can convey all these four distinctions. There is a historical relation between number affixes on verbs and on nouns. In general the
category 'number' (of the subject and of the object) on the verb is expressed by a set of forms that are
the same as the nominal suffixes. For example, there is a suffix -l 'paucal' which occurs on nouns
while the form -lo on verbs indicates 'object/subject agreement.plural'; similarly, another morpheme
-r- 'subject agreement.plural' occurs on verbs and -ri 'paucal.pl' on nouns.

5 Here, I am establishing that compounds can be further analyzed into Root+ Root. Stress patterns and
morphophonological processes involved in compounds are currently being studied.

15 It seems possible that the semantic shift of "lying"-> "past" necessarily goes through an intermediate stage of "dead" i.e., lying-> dead ->past. (See section 4.1.3)

6 The term 'fused' here refers to the degree of bondedness between a root and a suffix (Bybee 1985:4ff).

16 The historical relation between the classifier and the directional morpheme was advanced in Vidal
(l 994).

As a synthetic language, in Pilaga each of these roots must be affixed to a class marker, or to a suffix
of another kind (i.e., number suffixes) to stand as free words.
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17 The temporal extensions involved in deictic classifier will be considered in 4.3.
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18 For a syntactic account of alienable /inalienable constructions in a number of genitive classifier
languages around the world, see Carlson and Payne J989.
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